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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is two-fold: (I) to evaluate Plutarch's value as a witness
to Empedocles' work, which survivcs only in fragments; and (2) to discuss whether it is
possible to reconstruct Empedocles' Eis Empedoklea.

[t

consists of five chaptcrs.

Ch<lpter one is an introduction to the thesis topic and the previous scholarship on this
subject. Chapter two gives a brief introouction to Plutarch and his interest in Plato. [I
examines how Plutarch cites Plato in Platollic Questions I-X (Moralia 999C·\OII F).
Chapter three discusses what is known about the text of Empedocles' work and
Plutarch's interest in that work. It examines the Empedoclcan quotations found in
Plutarch '5 MoraNa, Chapler four discusses whether it is possible to reconstruct Plutarch's
Els Empedoklea. Chapter five is a brief summary which brings together the material from

the previous chapters.
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Chapter One
An Introduction to Plutarch 011 Empedodcs

Empedocles, since antiquity, has been an object of fascination. Because of this
fascination he has made regular appearances in literary and academic pages from the
years immediately following his death up to the prcsent. 1 And while there has always
becn a steady trickle of studies on Empedocles, intcrest in him and his philosophy has
nourished in recent years with thc publication by Martin and Primavesi of the Slrasbourg
papyrus. 1 Unfortunately. despite the anticipation which preceded the publication of this
work, it has not lived up to expectations. adding relatively little to our ability to interpret
Empedocles' philosophy,J However, the excitement generated by the prospect of a
directly transmitted text of Empedocles raises questions about the value of our indirect

I Heraclides of Pontus, who flourished in the mi<.ldle pan of the fourth century B.C., wrote a wor~ entitled
TIspl Tiis ClTTlIOU about Empedoeles' last day on earth and his apolheosis; see GOllschal~ (1980)13·36. On
allusion to Empedoeles in the works of Callima~hus. who flourished in the third ~entury B.C., see Bing
(t98t). For a discussion of the literary debt of Lucretius, who wrote ill the middlcofthc first century B.C..
to the work of Empedodes. see Sedley (1989) and ((998). On allusion to Empedocles in Ovid'sArs
Amaror;". sec RuslCn (1982). Lucian. who flourished in the second century A.D., wrote a number of works
which not only induded numerous references to Empedocles but in which Empedocles appeared as a
character. On the influence of Empedocles in the English Renaissance ,sec Bercoviteh (1968). Perhaps the
most recent allusion to the philosopher was an X·Filu television episo<.le written by Greg Wal~erentilled
"Empedocles"whiehairedApriI22,2001.
'In 1999 MartinnndPrimavesipublishedlheirreconstruetionofP.Srrasb_S r. lnv.I665·1666.The
p;lpyrus had originally been purchased from an antiquities shop in Akhmim, Egypt by Ouo Rubensohn in
1904. According to Rubensohn's description. at the time of purchase the papyrus was in the form ofa
wrcalh composed of an incurvalC, stiff strip of papyrus upon whiehe()pper Ieaves had been pusled. After
the wreath ha<.l been purchased the copper leaves were removed and the p~pyru\ >trip it\c1f <.li,imq;r"led
imo fr~gments. It was in lhis fragmemed condition that the papyrus was received by the Library at
Str~sbourg in t905. The papyrus remained at the library, preserve<.l un<.ler IwO frame, ofgln,s. uneditc~ for
almost a hundred years until the tas~ was ta~en up by Martin. who brought in Primavesi to help prepare the
editio princeps. Martin, having begun reconstruction of the papyrus fragments, identine<.l the teu as
Empe<.lodean on the basis of the fact that in four of the si~ ensemhlcs there <Ire SQme line' which are
identical to or very similar to previously ~nown lines of Empcdoclcs. See Mmtin and Primave_" (1999)
339-342
'Foradis<;u\sion of the papyrus and its;mpaCI 011 our interpretation of Empcdocb..,,-oc Prima\'esi (19'JH)
64-88; Inwood (2001) 75·79

sources.~ Osborne has questioned the view that the evidence provided by this papyrus is

decisively better thon what we had beforc. The basis of her objection is largely valid:
"Are the tattered scraps of papyrus wrillen six centuries after Empedocles' death a closer
record of what he wrote than the lengthy and thorough transcriptions of his lines, read by
Plutarch from just such a papyrus (though in rather better shape)?"s While Osborne is
right to question the assumption that direct evidence is inherently of greater value than
indirect evidence, there is a more fundnmental question which needs to be asked. What is
the value of our indirect sources for Empectocles? Astonishingly, despite the fact that
since latc antiquity the indirect sources have been our only sources for Empedocles, until
the publication of the Strasbourg popyrus, the value of these sources has never been
assessed in any dctail. 6
It is the purpose of this thesis to begin 10 evaluate the indirect sources. While a
complete cvaluation of all the sources for Empcdocles is beyond my present scopl:, in this
thesis I will examine our most prolific ancient witness to the work of Empcdocles.1
Plutarch, the second-century polymath and biographer, seems to howe had a profound
interest in Empedocles. In his extant works there are more th(ln seventy qUOlalions and

'UntilthcpublieationofthcStmsbourgpapyrus~l1ofourlCXl"forEmpcdoclcsundolherpre,;ocratic

philosophers werc drawn from the fmgment.s prescrved in other authors. That lhe value of these wilncsses
has nevcr becn evaluated in any systematic way is, therefore. "urprising. For a brief overvicw of thc soorec,
for early Gn:ek philosophy. see Mansfc1d (1999) 22·44.
'Osbornc(2000) 353
• Simplicius is the 1:lS1 person who we ean be fairly cerlain had a complclc tc~t of Empcdodes. Trelzes is
unlikc1y 10 have had one despite his rcferencc to a spccilk book. There isreportofthepresenccofa
manuscript of thc Kaeap~oi in Ihe privatc library of Giovanni Aurispa in a letter to Traversari wrinen on
August2? 1424. Beeauscofa lack of derail in lhc lenerasidc from the titlean<J the ,ub·""lJucntlo.'isofthc
work. it is impossiblc to say what was cOn1aincd thcrein: sec f>bnsfeld (1994)
'I would likc to thank Bmd Inwood for sug,gcsting this topic to me

references to Empcdocles. x He also ;lpp.;:<lrs to have written a work, now lost. in ten books
on Empcdocles, which is mentioned by Hippolytus and recorded in the

wlllpria,~

C(/{alogue.~ Given Plutarch's profound interest in Empedocles' work and philosophy and

his obviously detailed knowledge of them, he must be counted as one of the most
important witnesses to this presocratic philosopher's work. It is not suffieent, however, to
simply to say that Plutarch is an important witness. Criteria must be established by which
it is possible to assess Plutarch's importance as a witness for Empedocles. The aims of
this thesis arc twofold: first, to evaluate Plutarch as a witness to Empedocles' work by
substantive criteria; second, to discuss whether it is possible to reconstruct Plutarch's El)"
'EI..lTIECm:hEo.

In the first instance, like all material indirectly preserved in the textual tradition,
Plutarch's quotations of Empedoclcs must be closely examined for their accuracy. While
some errors in quotation arc going 10 be the result of carelessness, faults of memory, and
corruption during transmission of the text. the majority, in cases where Empcdocles is
extensively quoted, may be alterations consciously made by the person citing them in
order to affect a certain literary style. W This is because, as Whittaker has pointed out, an
ancient author's objective was not "to preserve for posterity the fragments of texts which

• Fairbanks (1897) 1:\2 gives a number of more than Sixly quotations but does not listlhem: Her~hbell (1971)
157 give~ a numbcrofovcr 80: Helmbol<.l and O'Neil (1959) 25-26Ii,t 101. Osborne (1987b) 92-\14 ha.,
aloobrienydiscllsscdPlurarchasasourceforEmpedocles,bulonlyinthecomexlofwhcthcrlhc
quotalions of Empedocles found in the Refulwio of Hippolyllls, lhe early lhird-ccntury bishop of PUrlU~,
were made second·hand from thosecont.1ined in Plutarch's work
'HippoIYIUS al Hef. 5.20.6 refers to a ten-book work by Plularch on Emredoclcs, while lhe Laml'ridS
C"la/osue, as ilS fortY'lhird item, records a lcn·book work called Eis ·E~HIEOo",Ma. O~borne (1987bl 92
stalcslhalthcscmuSI be lhe samc work.
,. The contrary opinion on thi.1 mauer, againsl whieh Wh;l[akcr (1987) argues, Can be seen in the ,lalcmCIlI
of Hcrshbell (1971) 1(}4,"Theallegedcarelcssnessinindivi<.luallincsisusllaUyduetoacopyistora
divcrgence in the ancicnllradition~.'

he quoted, but only to exploit them according to current literary convention." " This being
thc CllSC, it should be possible to isolmc <lnd cx,lmine an individu,lllluthor's style of
quotation or misquotation. Plutarch's quotations should be considered one among the best
sources we have for Empedocles, so long as they arc used with due caution. To this end
reccnt scholarship has argued strongly in favor of abandoning the practice of printing the
fragments without their surrounding contcXt.l~ It is the intention of this thesis to further
that argument by emphasizing that we arc foremost dealing with a text of Plutarch, not
Empedocles. That is to say, only when we have thoroughly examined where, when, why,
and how Plut<lrch is deploying these fragments of Empcdoclcs' work for his own litcT<lry
and philosophical purposes can we begin to use the fragments to build an understanding
of Empedocles' work itself. [)
Plutarch's use of Empedocles has been examined in the past, most notably by
Fairbanks in 1897 and Hershbell in 1971. ll These studies are general surveys consisting
of various specific observations about Plutarch's habits of citation but make few
advances in laying out general ground rules by which Plutarch can confidently and

ILWhittJl::er (19~7}95
Osoome (t'.l87b) 23·32 Jnd Inwood (2001) (·6.
"Kidd (1998) 2~8·302 has also argued the imponance oFcontexl. nOI only the immcdime conle,t of a
fragll1ent bUI also the general eOnle'loflhereporterhimself:"lO undersland how they opcrate. how lhey
usc fragments. we have to SCC lhrough their speclJclcs antl grasp how Iheir mintl works. whal they arc
doing and what their purpose is. Each rcponeris aSlutly inhimsclFas aret1cclOr of lhc fragments hc
qUOles." Kidd funiler argues lhal Plutarch is an iJea( author for .~uch a 'ludy
"Fairb,mks(1897) 75-87; Hershbcll (1971) 156·184
11S ee

reliably be used as a source for Empcdodes. Fairbanks' article i.~ a brkf overview of
Plutarch's quotation of prcsocrotic philosophers. He seeks to identify the sources used by
Plutarch for these quotations. His conclusions, like the rest of the :micle, arc brief and
generol: he believes that Plutarch cites Heraclitus, Xenophanes, and Parmenides from an
intermedi..te source, but that at least a sizeable number of his quotations of Empcdoclcs
were m..de at first hand, IJ With its publication date falling between those of Diels' two
magI/a opera - Doxographi Graeci and Die Fragmerue der Vorsokratiker - Fairbanks'
gener..l conclusions arc far outstripped by Diels' detailed and invaluable work on the
fragments of the presocratic philosophers and the doxographic tradition in these works,'·
The dewil and bre..dth of Diels' works have not been surp..ssed in the century since their
publication. Indeed it is only recently that his conclusions have begun to be re-evaluated
..od in some places chal1engedY As such Fairbank's ..rticle is of very limited v..lue to the
present study.
Hershbell's article, published almost seventy-five ye..rs later, takes a much more
detailed approach, looking at Plutarch as a source for Empedocles specifically. At the
outset of the article Hershbel1 sets forth his methodological approach to the fragments,
which is to examine them while keeping the following four sets of issues in mind: (a)
What does Plutarch report about Empedocles' life and what are his general views on
Empedocles? (b) How accurate are his quotations of Empedocles? What use does he

"Fairbanks(t897)84

I. Dids coined the neotogism 'doJlography' and

establtsh~'\l il as a f1dd within the discipline of CIJ",ics.
Hi.1 OoxQsrapllj emu; (t879) woutd have been aVJilabte 10 Fairbanks wh~n he was writing: his article,
though Fairbanks acknuwtedges no Jwareness of it. Dicls ensured his pre-eminence within the field of
duxugr~phy for the next century with the publication of hi" Die Fr,,:;meme tier V()r.wkralik~r (1903, rev
cds. 1906, 19t2, t922).which would be Further rcviscd by Kranz in 1934-7and 195t,andhJ"ince
undcrgonenlimerousreprintSJndrcmainstheSlandardleJllforthefrugmenl,nfthepresOCr~l;C

philo.sophers

"Sce Kingstey (1994) 235.254,and MunsFctd's respon.se to thm article (t995 ) 109-115

makc of thcm? What interpretations docs he offer? What were his sources'! (c) What, if
anything, docs he tell us about the order of the fragments and their place and meaning in
Empcdocles' poems? (d) How. in certain cases. do various interpretations of Empedocles
by Plutarch affect our interpretations of Empedocles. and, furthermore, should they affect
our intcrpretJtions?l" HershbelJ deals adequately with the first two sets of issues.
However. his Jpproach to the remaining two sets of issues is limited by his
preconceptions regJrding Empedocles' work, in thm he is willing to dismiss PlutJrch as J
witness entirely when the evidence presented by Plutarch is at odds with Hershbell's own
preconceptions. For example, of Plutarch's statement at nEp\ qluyiis (,lJ7C-D. 6
'EI-lTIEOOKhiis sv apXD Tiis <plhOOO<piaS npoavaqlwvrjoas,19 Hershbell says. with no
argumentation whatsoever, Ihat it is a "misleading report" and that "whatever PlutJrch
meant it is clear that his report is not especiillly helpful in ordering the fmgments of
Empedocles' poems..,/0 Plutmch 's statement is only unhelpful becJuse it is m odds with
Hershbcll's own view that Empcdcocles wrote two poems of separate and distinct
characters: one on the nature of the world and one religious. 21 This passJge in Plutarch is.
in fact, one of the few statements from antiquity that we havc aboul the ordering of

'"Ilershbelt (t97t) t5~.
"0 'Ellm50~MI iv opxi) Tiil <p1>'ooo<t>iClI npoClv<J<pwvi)<J<J\

e,WV

EOTIV ovo:ynlS xpii\.lo.
Ijll'i<t>,O\.l<J ".QA<JIOV
EVTE Til 6:lllT>.o~i1JO' 'f'01l~ <pi>.a YVlQ 1l,i)Vl]
5aiIlOVE\ OITE 1l<J~paiwvos 1I~lIoX<Jol i'iolo.

Tpi, \.lIV \.lvpi<J\" wpaS ono \.lOKOPW1l OA<JAna6<JI.
TWU KQ'EyW u011 Eilll. ,>,uyaS 6(66~v KG! allrjTflS

"'Hel'hbell(1971) 167
" for fut! discu>sions of the number lnu nulure of Empedocles' works. see W~i:,;ht (t995) t7-21; Solmscn
(1980) 2t9-227: S;der(t\l82) 76-78; Osborne (t987vI24-50; Sedtey (J98<J) 2(,<)-296; Kin~,ky (t996) 1O~.
ttl.

fragmenls from antiquity.JlThe veracity of Plutarch's statement has recently gained
furlher credcnce from the verscs contJined in P. Srrash. gr. Inv. 1665-1666. They
provided proof that daimunes played a Iolrge role in Empedocles' poem, thus removing a
ccntral objection to Plutarch's statcmcnt. lJ All collections of the fragments which are
prescnted in modern editions are based on the historical and rational reconstruction of
their modem editor. 1' Evidence of this is that the most recent edition of the fragments of
Empedoclesl'l acknowledges Plutarch's stotement that fragment DK 115 belongs at the
beginning of the poem. Howevcr, while the editor prints it neorer thc beginning of the

JXlCffi (as the eleventh fragment), he still docs not fully take Plutarch's statement into
account. Plutarch's statement that the fragment is ~v apX!j of Empedocles' work recalls
Ihe Alexandrian bibliographical tradition of identifying books through their opening

II There are testimonia which ascribe certain fr:lgmcnlS to parlicubr books. bUl nOlhing more particular
than a given book. Plutarl:h's statement aside. Simplicius ascribes DK 17 and DK 96 to book one of
Empedocle~' Physics and ascribes DK 62 to book two, John Tze17.cs in his C!ti/i"desascribes DK 134.4·5
to book three of Empedocles' Physics. It is highly doubtful. however. lhat Tzctzc,; himself had access to
complete manuscripls of Empedocles. In the face of conflicting evidence as to whether Empedoclt\s' work
consiSled of two or three books it seems besllo a~"eplthe testimonia, which are both of grealer anliqllity
and number than the stalement of Tzetzes. that Empedocles' work consisted of two books.
"ror the argument againsl accepling Plutareh's stalement. sec O'Brien (1981) 14-15; Wright (1981) 81·82.
210-271; for the arllument in favor of accepting Plurtareh'sstatementsee Yander Ben «(975) 16-20;
Primavesi (1998) 85
"Makin (1988) 121-t32 has slaled that. faced with lhe problem of limited and incomplele textual evidence.
"we have to, at timcs. go in for r....construction. with the uim of coming up with an account of some
presocr;ltic's t!>ought which accommodales lhe evidence we do have and pre,ents a, rca.'onable and
inlerestingan account as po,sible.·· He argues lhat lh"reare two parts 10 ,my such recomlruclion: historical
andraliona1. He defincs historieal re<:onslruelion as giving an aceounl of what some lhillker said or wOllld
have ~aitllo his contcmpor;lries. It must obey Skinncr's Maxim lhal no agenl can evenlually be said 1O have
said or meant something that he could never be brought to accept '" what he had said or meant. R,llional
rccun.'lrucli"l1.on lhcotherhand. treats a thinker as bcing witll in OllrOWn philosophical framework and
allows any reconstruction to inc!ude thoughts that the philosophcrneverconstfuctcd.pcrhaps about mattcl"'i
lhathcnevereontemplated,Ratinn'llrcconstruclionthereforedocS 1101 follow Skinncr's Maxim.
'1 Inwood (2001)

words, or their aPXn.u. This being so, I would arguc that the fragment should be printed
as the first in the poem. While morc reo.:11l editor:; have still not given the statement its
proper due and printed the fragment as Ihc poem's opening lines. the fact that Hershbell
is willing 10 jettison such an unambiguous historical statement, without any discussion, in
deference to a modern editor's rational reconstruction undermines his conclusions about
Plutarch as a source for Empedocles. 17 The value of HershbelJ's article lies in the
questions that he suggests need to be asked. Despite asking the right questions, however.
the methodology by whieh he approaches these questions is deeply flawed. Rather than
arguing from the ancient evidence, either in favor of or against modem theories.
Hcrshbell allows modern theories 10 shape his reading and usc of the ancient evidence.
Similarly. he at times forgets that his central topic is the examination of Plutarch as 11
source for Empedocles and not Empedocles himself. Therefore, in this study due
consideration will be given to the questions put forward by Hershbell regarding

"Identifying works by Iheir apx~ had a number of ~dvanlages. Tille. coutd vary. Names could be
ambiguous due 10 homonymy. Variants. erm's by a C"pyi,1 or bibliogr:lpher. n damaged book,roll. a lost or
unreadable title,lag oould hamper Ihe identificalion of copies from any given book. Thc apx~ of a text was
a more se.:uremeans of idcmifyingit and could compensatcfor uncen:ainticsandvariationsofthc
iTTlypa~~. Onc had only to unrolilhe scroll and compare opening lines to be ccrtain of the identification
of a text. See Jacob (2000) 96,97. Plulard was certainly aware of this practice. amI seems unlikely th,1t he
would use the plir:lse ill 6:PX~ in a manner indcpendent of Ihm usage
"There arc a number of controver&ial issue.s whi,h Hershbell never discU5SeS in any detail. yet at the samc
time he uses the issues {o question Plutarch's accuracy. Forexamplc. he soggcsts that the fact thm Phllarch
ncver assigns his quotations from Empedocles to any particubr poem is a mark again.. t his value as a
""urec for Empedocle. (l197IJ 173). Al nO point. how~vef, docs he mention 1I1at this might be bec,luse, as
scholars such ,1S Osborne and Inwood believc. Empedocles only wrote one poem. In support of hi,
suggestion that Plutarch can be mi.sleading when it eomes 10 providing information about Ihc ordering of
the fl<1gmenlS, Hershbcll stales thai at ITEpi "IGlOO, ~a"t 'Ooiploos- 370£ there can "be nodoubtlhat
Plutarch lm.< here brought together the fragment' of the phy,ical poem and the Ka6ap\.lol ({ 19711 167)
Ag'lin Hcrshbe\ldismjssesoutofhandthenncientevidenccofPlutarchb<..-.:nUSc it contradicts his
assumptions. followin!; Oiels. about Empedocles' poetry, He eh,,,tis," mher scholars. such as O' Brien for
just such behavior ([ 19731 98·99): "Some students of Empcdocles. however. scem preparcd to give or
withhold credence contingent on a point they arc anxious to provc"

Plutarch's use of Empcdocles. However, Hershtxll's methodology will be set aside in
favor of a more objective one which gives due weight to the ancient evidence.
Perhaps of most value to this study, while not explicitly on Plutarch's value as a
source for Em~docles, is Kidd's 1998 article "Plut<lrch and his stoic contmdictions."l~
One of the principles that Kidd strongly advocates is the "crucial relevance of context for
both the identification, establishment and definition of the fragment, and for the
interpretation and understanding of it."~ Kidd's interest is in Posidonian rather than
Empedoclean fragments, and he is examining the use of quotations in a different
Plutarchcan essay than those 10 be discussed in this thesis. Nevertheless the principles
and methodology put forward by Kidd arc as well suited to the present undertaking as
they were for his own study..Jo Kidd suggests that there are three reasons why Plutarch is
an ideal subject for such a study: the firstlwo are discussed elsewhere in this chapter, and
the third I am very grateful to havc articulated for me. (I) Plutarch is such a prolific
quoter throughout his extant works. (2) Such a large number of Plutarch's works have
survived extant. (3) Plutarch "is an ancient author who clearly displays an individual
character of his own."ll Kidd sees two basic questions which need to be asked of
Plutarch's works: (i) how accurate arc the quotations themselves? (ii) since an isolated

"'Kidd(l9981288-302
"'Kidd(t998j2H8
·"1 had dClermin~d my methodotogy for this study and wrincn a number of drafts of its first thupter lxforc
reading Kidd's artid~. The melhodology is nO! derived from that advocated by Kidd but rather
complcmented by it. I thcrefore tnke completc responsibility for any ,ncthodological wc"kncs,<" that miglH
be found in this study. t nm, however, very gr.l!cfut for thc encourag~mcnt provided by ProF. Kidd's anick
as it hasrcassured n",m the outset of my lask that I was heading in tbcrig htdircction
"Kidd (t998)288

quot..:d semence is of limited value, docs Plutarch in his translation,

comm~nl.

interpretation, and use of it reliably fill in what we need, or is missing or relevan!'! He
adds that further to both of these questions is the issue of whether Plutarch is quoting
first-hand from a given work, and therefore with personal knowledge of the work, or
simply copying a quotation second-hand from a collection of such quotations,)] Kidd's
questions and the order in which they are asked seem to isolate the most important issues
and provide a sound methodology for any such study. Therefore this study will closely
follow the principles and methodology advocated by Kidd.
There are also two other articles which are of importance to and have had a
significant impact upon this thesis: Whittaker (1989) and Runia ([997). The second
builds upon the first. The traditional view when dealing with indirecdy transmitted texts
has been thatlhese texts often differ from their directly transmitted counterparts either
because the author citing them was working from memory or from a COITUpt lext.
However, Whittaker has convincingly argued Ihat such a view diminishes authorial intent
to an excessive degree and does not allow for ancient authors to practice "the art of
misquotation." That is to say, ancient authors, unconstrained by modern notions
regarding the importance of accurate quotation, often made deliberate alterations to the
indirectly transmitted text to make it betler fit their literary style and purposes. [n his
article Runia <lpplies this insight to the Platonic citations found in Philo of Alexandria
While Runia's study is helpful for the guidance it provides fora study such as that which
f have undert<lken. its principal contribution to this thesis is its clear articulation of the

"Then: is overlup betwecn the questions poscd by Hcrshbell (1971) 158 and those posed by Kidd(I'>981
289. Kidd's que,tion" however, are more focused and there is "distilKlion between those which lire more
and less impormnl which is lacking in Hershbdl
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four categories of lextual alterations which Whittakcr saw at work.-'J These categorics arc
inversion, additioll, ,mblractioll, and slI/)nitulioll. Thus. this study will examine whether
any discrepancies between the directly and indirectly tr<lnsmitted lcxts being discussed
can be attributed to the intentions of the ancient author who preserves the indirectly
transmitted text. Such ch:,mges will be examined and discussed using the categories of
changes and their definitions as provided by Runia.
To say that the study of the presocratics is fraught with methodological problems
would be an understatement. Until the Strasbourg papyrus was published our texts of the
presocratics were solely based on fragments preserved by indirect transmission,
embedded in tbe texts of other ancient authors.).! Since the nineteenth century the
traditional approach

!O

these fragments has been to extract the quotations from their

context and then reassemble them. It has also been traditional !O regard the immediate
context surrounding the fragments with suspicion and skepticism. We have already seen
Ihis attitude in the work of Hershbell who. as discussed earlier, is immensely skeptical of
ancient testimonia surrounding fragments and in many cases eager to disregard it entirely.
Another representalive of this approach is Kahn's 1979 book on Heraclitus in which he
prints the fragments without their context in the writers who cite them. Jl Osborne points
out that such an approach depends on the assumption that the ancient

inte~retations

represent a necessarily biased reading while the fragments in themselyes present no bias.
The fact of the matter is that the fragments which we possess arc small samples from

"See \Vhit1~ker(1989)71 and Run;a(1997) 264.
.H TIle only poosible e~ecplion to this is Antiphon's At<'lhd<l which was concerned with /l"mol' :10<1 p'",.,i.,
Antiphon is the first Anic or-llor whose work i~ pre,erved anu was pan of the intcl\cctu~l atmospher.: which
inspired the wphistic movement. Bec~use his work lies somewhere between the presocratics and the
wphists it is notgener"llycountedasa work ofpre"o<:ratic philo<;Qphy. See l'endric\.:(20n2»)2-38. 53-67.
"Kahn(1979)37-95
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much more extensive texts, and those samples arc anything but random. \(, The lack of
randomness ilmong the fragments that arc preserved is clearly indicated by the fact that
some fragments are quoted repeatedly. not only within the works of a single author but by
multiple authors. They are selections bascd on the interests of those who cite them, and
represent the same "biased' readings to which the traditional approach objects. As Kidd
observed:

By far the greatest problems of mcthodology derive from Ihe fragmentary nature
of the evidence. The interpretation of the fragmentary evidence tends to be far
more complex than is sometimes assumed, or to put it another way, that ancient
writers (as indeed modern authors) use and employ earlier and contemporary
sources in highly diverse and complicated ways, It would be naNe and unsafe to
assume that all, or indeed any writers simply reproduce a single source at any
given time as though they were impersonal unintelligent tape recorders. J7

To extract these fragments while jettisoning their context and any accompanying ancient
commentary is to discard material potentially invaluable to our study and understanding
of the presocratics.
The volume of Empedocle<ln quotations contained in the works of Plut:lrch, and
the fact that we can be fairly certain that he had the ability 10 make milny of them firsthand with detailed background knowledge, means that we havc more than an adequate
sample to use in order to evaluate Plutarch's hilbits of quotation. At issue is not whether,
but how Plutarch quotes Empedocles. Do his quotations tend to be verbatim or do they
often contain inaccunlcies? If a quotation is inaccurate does Plutarch acknowledge the
inaccunlcy, or the possibility of inaccunIcy? Arc inaccuracies more prevaknt in cerwin
contexts, such as in reported dinner conversations or philosophical discourse? If the

J<iO~bome(t987b)3-4.

"Kid<1(t985) 1-28
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inacl:urncies are more prev<llent in certain contcxts, is the purpose of tlmsc inaccuracies
readily disccrnible? Such would ~ the case if thc quotations were ahercd to cohcrc bettcr
with Plut<lrch's platonizing philosophy.J8 Similarly, the inaccuracies might be changes in
vocabulary. Plut<lrch may have added Stoic or Platonic vocabulary or simply made
changes in vocabulary that he thought would make Empedocles' meaning morc readily
discernible to his audience.l'J Once we have examined in detail how Plutarch cites
Empedocles it is a much easier task to pass judgement on what sort of witness he is,
Both the number of Empedoclean fragments preserved by Plutarch, and the
volume of work by Plutarch which is extant allow such a study to be possible. There is
enough Empedoclean ffi<l!erial for us not only to be able to assert whether Plutarch is
gcnerally accurate, generally inaccurate, or completely haphazard in his quotations, but
also to try to identify a style or methodology behind Plutarch's habits of quotation.
Likewise, there is enough, indeed more than enough, of Plutarch's work for us to be able
to compare his treatment of Empedocles with his treatment of other philosophical
authors, which is to 5:1}' whether he quotes and uses his quotations of other authors
differently than he does those of Empedocles. By comparing Plutarch's habits of citation
in regard to Empcdocles and another author it may be possible to determine whether
Plutarch had a consistent style or methodology for quotation. This study will compare
Plutarch's quotation of Empcdocles,

:IS

found in the Moralia, and his quotation of Plato,

as found in nAOTWVIKU SIlTi1\..loTO 1- X (Mor. 999C-lOl IF).

"For a discussion of Phnarch's Ptalonism, sec Russell (l973) 63·83 andDillon(t977} 184·230.
,. Forexamplo in nEpi ~vyi'i~ 607D Plularch's usc Of1TV,V>lO ovyKpo6iv in his summary of
Emp<:dodes' thought is undoubtedty influenced by Ari"toldi"n and Stoic lheori~s, a.~ Her"hoclt (t')7l) 167
nOles, making it dear lhutthcso mc not Empododes' own words.
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For the purposes of this study Plato is;.m ideal comparison, As with EmpcJocks.
we can be certain that Plutarch was extremely familiar with the works of PI;lto and made
most of his citations first-hand."" And again the volume of quotations, even in such a
small segment of the Moralia as n"OTWVIKO ~T]Tril-laTa I-X. allows us to gain a clear
picture of how accurately Plutarch cites Plato. Because of the relatively stable textual
tradition of Plato's dialogues, the task of evaluating the accuracy of Plutarch's Platonic
quotations is straightforward."1 Unlike the work of Empedocles. all the dialogues of Plato
have come down to us intact - along with a few others incorrectly aHributcd to Plato
-and with a fair degree of certainty as to how the text should read. We cnn therefore be
rclntivcly sure that when there are misrepresentations in Plutarch's quotations of Plato,
they are willful and purposeful misrepresentations. Once the accuracy of the Platonic
quotations has becn evalunted, we can then examim:: possiblc reusons for any inaccuracies
in the quotations as discussed above. Having completed a thorough examination of
Plutarch's quotation habits in regard to Plato, il will then be possible to compare those to
his habits regarding Empedocles
Therefore I propose to npproach in the following the question of whether there is
an identifiable style or methodology behind Plutarch's habits of quotation and
misquotation. First, in chapter two I will give a brief introduction to Plutarch ,md discuss
his interest in the works of PInto, Then I shall examine in detail how Plutarch cites Plato
in n"OTC.JVtKO

~l1Tril.iaTa

I-X. I will discuss the number of quotations and the contexts

in which they are found. From these quotations I will

~c1ect

a handful which fit into

PIUl.lrch w",~an avowed Platonisl and had spcnlljmc jn Alhens sludying: at 111<: Academy: .'c" Russell
(t973) 4. 63-83 and Dillon (t977) 184·233
"Foranexlens;ve bibliographyoflhe Pt<llonic te,~lual lra<Jiliol1,sc<: work 00
hup:/Iwww.ucs.mun.cal-mjoyallbibliography.hlml(URL aCCUr:lle a.' of 17. to.(2)

.oj
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Runia's categories of: (I) verbatim quotation; (2) erudite brief quotation; (3) brief
allusion; and, (4) extended paraphrase. Of the quotations in each category [ will then ask
Kidd's two basic questions: How ;\Ccur<lte are the quotations? Docs Plut<lrch provide us
additional inform:J.tion in the context surrounding the quot:J.tion? After all of the
categories have been addressed [ will discuss whether Plutarch seems to quote Plato firsthand or second-hand. This will be followed by a summary of what can be discerned abollt
Plutarch's style <lnd methodology when quoting Plato.
In ch<lpter three I will discuss the quotations from Empedocles' work which arc to

be found in Plutarch's Moralia. To begin 1 will briefly discuss what is known about the
text of Empedocles' work and Plutarch's interest in that work. As with the quotations of
Plato, I shall discuss the number of quotations and Ihe contexts in which they arc found
Again a handful of quotations will be selected for discussion which fit Runia's four
categories. Once the quotations in all four categories have been discussed, I will examine
how familiar Plutarch seems to be with the work of Empedocles, which is to s:J.y whether
he appears to have had a lext of Empedocles or been relying on an intermediary source.
This will be followed by a summary of what can be discerned about Plutarch's style and
methodology when quoting Empedocles.
My fourth chapter will discuss whether it is possible to any extent to reconstruct
Plutarch's Eis 'El-lTTEOOKA£O. The chapter will be broken inlo two parts. The first h:llf of
the chapter will discuss the sources for the existence ,lIld content of the EiS

'EI-ITTEOOKAEO. Included in this discussion will be the Lampria.! Catalogue, the Church
Father Hippolytus. and. of course. Plutarch himself. Once these sources and the
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evid~nce

that they are able to provide have been discussed, the second 11<\11' of the chapter will
assess the extent to which it is possible to reconstruct Plutarch's E\S

·E~TTEoo>::A£a.

The fifth and final chapter will consist of a brief summary whkh will assess the
material from the three previous chapters.
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Chapter TWI)
Plutarch's Platonic QueItiolls:
A Test Case for the Value of Plutarch as a Witness to Ancient Philosophy

2,lllltroductioll
Plutarch was born in the middle of the first century of the Christian Era under lhe
reign of Claudius and died some time in the second decade of the second century under
the reign of Hadrian,' He stood on the cusp of the Sccond Sophistic movement, to lhe rise
of which his contribution was not insignificant? While in the last century it was for his
Parallel Lives that Plutarch was read, recently more anention has been paid to what he

says ~and what he doesn't say-about the world of his own experience,) Indeed, that
Plutarch is working from the world of his own experience is a factor of utmost
importance when reading his works. Plutarch writes in a literary style that is selfreferential. and that in a very personal way. Essays are introduced with dedications to
friends and family members, and casual mention of his father (l'vlor. 687E-679A; 8160E), brothers (Mar. 4870; 617A: 726D), and sons (Mor. 964D: 1012A) appears
frequently, His most personal work is his essay written to his wife attempting to console
her after the dearh of their child (Mor. 608A-612B). Each reference to friends and family
should serve as a reminder that what we are reading comes to us reflected through lhe

1On lhe probnble dmes for Pluum:h's birth ~nd de~lh, sec Dillon (1977) 185-186. For ~ gener~1 overview "f
PIUlarch's life lndtimes, see Russetl (1973) 1·17 and Lamberton (2001) I-59.
'The O:iford Clas"iml Dictionary defines Second Sophislic a.~ "the tenn regullrly ~ppliro in modem
>chol~rship to lhe period e. A. D. 60-230 wh~n dectamntion became the mosl presligious literary activity in
IheGreekwurld. It is also inth;s period lhal Plalonism stnned gaining prominence overrivaJphilosophicaJ
system.~ emerging in !:Iler nntiquity lS the only illlcileelunl allernalive 10Chrislianity." See also Swain
(1997)174
'On Plul~reh and hi.1 inteilectull world, see Dillon (1977) 134-230; Opsomer (1998); i\'lossman fI9<J7)
Even general works on Plul~reh have begun paying mOt\: attention 10 Plutarch and his relationship to hi,
contemporary world lhan to his relationship 10 older Greek literature and philosophy; .~ec Russcil (1973)
and Llmbenon (2001)
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experience of Plutarch. Regardless of whether he is discussing the philosophy of Plalo,
the proper way to arrange seating at a symposium, or the priesthood 'II Delphi." whal
Plutarch writes has been reflected through the prism of his own experiences. Indeed, as
we shall see later in this chapter, whal may at firsl appear 10 be a verbatim quotation by
Plutarch can be seen under closer scrutiny to be tailored to suit his own literary purposes.
whether through minor changes 10 the quotation itself or through the way it has been
employed in the larger context. Plutarch is writing about his own world, and his literary
style is the result of his world view shaped by his own personal experience.
A defining aspect of Plutarch's worldview was his Platonism. As a young man
Plutarch went to Athens in A.D. 6617~ to study at the Platonic Academl under
Ammonius, though Chaeroneia always remained the place he called home. While
Plutarch was not always in agreement with the orthodox views of the Platonic school, he
saw himself as a consistent and devoted Platonist. 1 Such was Plutarch's interest in Plato
that the quotations from or references to Plato in Plutarch's works were exceeded only by
quotations from and references to Homer.! It is clear from these quotations and references
"that Plutarch had a command of the philosophicalliteralure thaI included teXiS,
commentaries, and concepts, and that he moved freely in this difficult medium, and not in
the manner of a thinker with only second-hand knowledge of the tcxtS.,,9 Indeed, Plutarch

.. Plutarch himself served as a Delphic priesl for twenty yea" or more: see I-lmberton (200 I) 52-59.
lSeeDillon(l977) 185
'l'oradiSi:u.,sionofrhcnarurcofrheAcadcmyinthisp<:rioJ,sccDilion(1977)23I·233
lOnPlutarcn'scxprcssdc y orionloPlalonismandlnCUnol1nodox vicws that he held,scc Russcll (1973)
61-69 and Dillon(l977) 192-230. Plumrcnbclicvedinrhcimportanccofphilosopner.lCOnlribulinglolheir
cOlnmunilies, see Mor.1 126B
'SecHelnlboIJandO'Ncil (1959)56·63,39·48
'Lumhenon(200r)17
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would most probably have defined himself foremost as a philosopher and a teacher of
philosophy, It was his effort to live according to his philosophical views thaI committed
him to an extraordinarily long and active public life. lO
While the primary purpose of this thesis is to evaluate Plutarch as a witness to the
work of Empedocles, it is necessary to have some sort of control against which we can
compare his Empedoclean quotations. For this purpose Plutarch's Platonic quotations are
ideaL Like Empedocles, we know that Plutarch had a profound interest in Plato and his
philosophy. However, unlike the case with Empcdocles, we have a complete corpus of
directly transmitted Platonic texts to which we can compare Plutarch's Platonic
quotations. The volume of Platonic quotations contained in all of Plutarch's works is far
too large to be dealt with here. Instead I shall examine only the quotations found in
Plutarch's DAOTwvlKa ~T]TrilJaTa (Mor, 999C, 1011 F), which contains approximately
the same number of Platonic quotations as the number of Empedoclean quotations which
are to be found in the Moralia
Item 136 in the Lamprias Caw/ogue ll is Plutarch's nAaTwulKa ~T]TrilJaTa or

III On Ptularcb'~ tife of pubtic .rervice both to his home communily of Chaeroncia and as a priest at Detphi
for twenty years . .ree RussetJ(l973) t4,15 and Lambenon(2001) lO-t2,52,59
II The u.mp6(u ClIIulogue appears 10 be a tibr.u)' inventory. In tbe Ncapotitanus manuSCripl. the catalogue
i~ preceded by an anonymous tetter who~e writer snys thnt he is sending a list of his fntber's writings to an
unnamed acquaintance. Who wrote Ihis leller. nnd wherc and when. is unknown. but the Suda - an
cncyclopedia from around the end of the tenth century - identifies the writer as Lamprias. son of Plumrch
of Chaeroneia. Then: is no record. however, of Plutarch having a 'on nanted umprias. In the Marcianus
manufoCript the scribe John Rhoso. tran'milS a S<."<:ond account of the camlogue's origin sllying lhm it was
once part of an ancient work which contained a tist of lilies amI summaries of lhe works listed. 1te goes on
10 say Ihat the summaries have been lost but he is recordin,g the titles so thai people may know all of the
works written hy Plutarch. He was mistaken about the existence of summaries of alt of the li'ICd w{)rh.
though ,ummariesdid and do exist fora few item, on thc ti.<t: sec Sandbach(1969)5. Both theSudaand
Rhnsos arc also mistaken in tbeirassertion that this list eomains atl the won:sofPlut:lrch. Indudetl in the
tl,t are the titks of thrce extam spurious works. white other c.\tant spurious works and exlanl genuine
works arc not included in Ihe Ii~t. When the catalogue wns made is unckar. IhouJ;h it is likely 10 ha"c lxcn
earty. Treu (1873) and Flacelierc-trigoin (l987)cnxix argue foradatc;n the tiliru or fourth century, while
Ziegler(J95t)697 argues for a lifth,century dale. Mansfcldand Rul\ia(t997) 112 suggest that thc
cawtogue might. in some way. go back to Plutarch himself. On Ihc u."'prillJ CllIlllvgm:"ee also chapler"
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Pia/Ollie Questions. It is

OtiC

of the two surviving works on Plato from thc seven listed in

the catalogue.'l As we have received it - and there is no reason to believe th:!t it has not
come down to us imaet - the text consists of ten individual questions or ~IlTr'llJaTo.1l
The questions each deal with the meaning of a single Platonic passage or a number of
seemingly related passages. The individual questions, however, are not rel,lled to one
another, and as Cherniss points out they [Ire not linked by any transition and are "without
[lny general introduction or conclusion to give the collection unity or to suggest a reason
for the sequence in which the questions are arranged."" The questions themselves arc not
original, as Plutarch clearly indicates by discussing and referring to the answers which
others had previously provided to these questions. It seems plausible, even probable. that
these ~llnll.laTa are Plutarch's persona! musings upon traditional Platonic questions.
The reason that they were bound together in a single work is llot readily apparem.
Opsomer has suggested that in them Plutarch "tries to come to terms with the Academic
legacy within a truly Pltltonic framework."" Opsomer's observation can be true - ,md
his observation seems truer for some questions than for others - without this being the
primary reason that the questions were gathered together. It may simply be that while
Plutarch had been writing these notes over a period of time he had nol yet found places in

Il1l1e seven works are: (65) nEpl Ti)S 11,' Tlua1c.J '¥VXoyoVl<J:s. (66) n,pl TOU yEyov!hla, ~llTa
nllclTwvo TOV ~60lJov, (67) noli EiolV oi ioeclI:. (68) nw, il vllf] n;;'v i1'iEWIi tlHEillT[,+,w: OTl TO
npWTO OWI--lOTO nOlET, (70) 'Ylltp TOO n1l0TWVO<; 0EOyOV" (136) n1loTwvLKO ~f]T(lIJOTO, (221)
Ti TO KoTCt nllClTwvo TElIos;.ltems65 and l36 are extant. These can be found in Plutarch'~ M{)r<Ilia
1012A-103OC and 999C-lOll E re~pectively
LlChemiss{1976)3n.~nolcsthatPtutarchspecifjcallyal1ocatedlen<.J1IeSlions to e,]ch book of the
rV~IlOCl,o~a np0j3l1~I--lOTO with the ~ingular cxception of the nimh in which hc expressty apotogilcs for
cxceeding"thc customary len" (736 C). For funherdiscuss;on of PIUlarch'shabil0fdividingworks;nto
groups of tcn. see chaptel 4. pagc 82
"Cherniss(t976)4.
"Or_<omcr(l99~) 127
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whi(;h to incorporate them into other works and so gathered ten separate jottings into a
single work.'6
Plutarch's other extant work on Plato, nEpl Tii~ EV T\l.lal~ "INXOyovIO) or 011
the Gelleratioll ofthe Soul in tile Timaeus (1012A-103OC), provides a precedent for such
an origin. Plutarch dedicates the work to his two sons Autobulus and Plutarch (1012A),
He begins by stating that the work is the result of their suggestion that he make a unified
collection of his various statements regarding what he held to be Plato's opinion about
the soul. It is clear from Plutarch's words that he is here giving formal voice to

thought~

and ideas which he had previously discussed in conversation and scattered writings (1012

number of instructive ways. First. it opens with a dedication,tl Second, it begins with a
clear statement of purpose, II Third, it sets out immediately, by means of a precise direct
quotation, the exact passage from Plato's Timnells with which he will dea1. '9 Foul1h, it
frequently refers to authors of counterarguments by name,)) Fifth, it often refers to Plato
by name with explicit reference to individual works. 21 This is in stark contrast to the form

of the

nAOTWVIKO 1;fJT~I.lOTO,

"Chembs(1976)4
AVTOI'>OVh~ KO\ n;l,ovTapx~ [\J rrpoTT£lv(Mor. I012A)
II 'E TTei Ta TTOhhOKl5 ~ipTjIl;VO: Ko:i YEYPO:j.lj..lI:va olTopa5Tjv h ETipOl, ~npo: Ti]v TThOTWVO<;
OO!;ov ~v dxw vrri:p "",xi'i" w, VTTeVooVllEV nj.lE'" OiEOeE CEIl,'
EV ovvoxai'ivol
I<:oi nlXE1V i5ios 6voypo'l'l'i<; TOV il.6yov TQVTOV, OUT' aMws ,Vj.l£TOXdpt<:nov "''ITO KO'I iSla TO
Toi, Tl;l,EiClTOIS TWV altO n"OTWVO, VTlEVOVTIOiio601 CEOIlEVOV Tlopa~vaios, TlpOfKeJ')OO~OI T~V
;l,i~IV ws EV Tlj.lo:i't' yEypOlTTOI (Mor, 10128),
"FordiM:1l5SionoflhevarintionsbctweenthelransmilledtexL n.35al-b4,andPlularch'squolationnfit
seeChcmiss(1976) 159n.c, 160-16tnn,a,d
1/l Sec IOt2D (Xenocrates and Cramor); 1013B (Eudorus); 1023B (Po,idoniu,); 10268 (Empedocle,.
Heraclitus, Parmenides, AnaqgOITIS and, Zoroaster); IOnc (Crantor, C1car<:hus and, Theodorus)
II Sec refercnees to Plato by name at 1012B, 10158. 1017 D. 1023D, 1027A, I029C. et<:
Seercfercnees to title, of works by Pbtoat 10128.lOl4E. IOt5A, 1016A, 1017ClO29Cete

"'0 rrOTnp

,i,

l\~TjyOVlJEVOI,
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While the purpose of nEpi Tfj)" EV TlI..loiy o.yvxoyoVlCi)" and the n"OTWVIKO
STjTfll.lOTO is the same -

that is. co set out Plutarch's interpretation of certain aspects of

Plato's philosophy - their format is very different. Of the five ingredicnls mentioned
above Plutarch employs none in the n"OTWV1KO: STjTl'iI.lOTO, Not one of the ten
questions nor the collection as a whole has any sort of dedication. None has a clear
statement of purpose but begins as it were in medias res. There arc only two direct
quotations in the collection (9990 and IOOOA) and neither is a quotation of the Platonic
passage which is at the heart of the sTjTnUaTa. Plutarch does employ a handful of direct
quotations from other ancient authors, particularly in SIlTfll.lOTa VIlI, 1007 A-B. These,
however, are more decorative than instructive; that is to say, far from being fundamental
to Plutllrch's discussion they add a literary flourish CO the work ofa polymath, Fin<ll1y, in
the n"OTWVIKO: STjnlf.lOTa Plut<lrch infrequently refers to Plato by ntlme or identifies
the titles of the Platonic works to which he is making reference.1~ There seems to be a
tacit assumption thi;lt the reader both knows lhat Plato is the author of the quotations and
references and is able to identify the source of those quotations <lnd references. Plutarch
takes a great deal more care, however, to identify Plato as the author and to name works
in formal essays such as nEp) Tn)" i;v T1f.1oiy I.jNxoyovlli)". None of these factors.
however, should be taken to imply that these essays are either uninformed or lack
seriousness. Rather. they should be read as evidence for the nature of their origin.
Each qu,:slion has the (One of casual, albeit lcarn.:d, conversation. In a formal
essay such as nep\ Tfj)" i;v Tll.Wly o.yuxoyovll:i)" Plutarch St:ts forth his <lrgument with

:~ PJutJrch identifies PIJ10 by IlJme Jl 10011>, tOO4A. I004D. l005D. 10000, tOO6f, lOOK. IOO7E.
tooSC, tOO9B, tOO9C. 1000E. IOIIE, Thl. is rcfcm.'<! to by titk J1999C, 999D; Stolp_ Jl IOOOF. IOO2E; R.
at 1001C,IOO6F,IOO7E:Lg,at IOO2C:Phdr."t 1004C
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frequent citations of Ihe name of thc work he i.~ referring to and its author. D We could
reasonably anticipate that had Plutarch expanded :my of these questions into extended
essays, he would have employed this same more precise method of citation there as well.
As it stands these questions seem to be informal jottings - perhaps personal notes or
notes meant to form the basis of expanded essays. Their format is informal, without
dedication or introduction. Their method of quotation is also informal, with titles of
works and their authors mentioned infrequently and direct quotations rare. This may
prove to be instructive in regard to Plutarch's habits of quotation. How does Plutarch
quote and use the quotations of an author with whose works he is intimately familiar in
compositions whose principal audience seems to have been himselt1 When he is
concerned primarily with setting his own thoughts on paper and not arguing his position
against those of others, how does Plutarch use quotation? Are his quotations accurate or
inaccurate? In the case of inaccuracies does the inaccuracy seem to be deliberate or is it
simply an error on Plutarch's part? Such are the questions with which this chapter is
concerned.
While it is not practical here to explore in detail every reference made to Plato in
the n},OTWVIKO: CIlTTlllOTO, a handful of references, taken to be representative of the
different aspects of Plutarch's habits of quotation, will be thoroughly examined. These
Platonic references will be examined on the basis of two questions posed by Kidd. (I) To
what degree are the quotations accurate? (2) Given the limited value of an isolated
quotation, does the context surrounding the quotation provide us with additional, useful
information such as author, source, or intended meaning? This second question is more

"Seepage 21
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applicable to fragmentary authors such as Posidonius or Empedoc!es than it is 10 Plato
whose works survive so that we have the context of later questions. It is for precisely this
reason. however, that I am here asking the question of Plutarch's Platonic quotations
Because we have the complete works of Plato - indeed we can be as familiar with the
works of Plato as Plutarch was - we can evaluate the information that Plutarch
provides. If we possessed the works of Plato in only a fragmentary state, would the
information provided by Plutarch assist us in the reconstruction those works with any
degree of accuracy? My purpose is not to add anything to our knowledge of the works of
Plato. Rather, the point of the questions that I am asking is what sort of information does
Plutarch provide us about the work of Empedocles, and is it reliable? Because so little
can be said with cenainr.y about the work of Empedocles it seems best 10 begin with
another ancient author about whose works some certainties exist. By beginning with
Plutarch's Platonic quotations it might be possible to draw more certain conclusions in
regard to his Empedoclean quotations.
Almost all of Plutarch's citations of Plato in the

nAQTWVIKO: ST]TfU.lQTQ

arc

inexact. 1 shall be examining the nature oflhe discrepancies and exploring possible
reasons for them. The refercnces will be dealt with in the following order: (I) verbatim
quotation; (2) erudite brief quotation; (3) brief allusion; and (4) extended paraphrase. 24
The changes I am looking for fall into four general categories as set forlh by Runia,
following the work of Whittaker. ll The categories are:
(a) inversion (and dislocation): when words in the original
text are reversed or moved around.
(b) addition: when extra words are added to the original.

"My categories follow lhose arliculaled by Runia (l997j286.
u Runia (1997) 264; \Vhittaker (1989) 63·95.
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(c) subtraction: when words arc temoved from the original.
(d) substitlltio,,: whcn words in the original <Ire replaced by
synonyms or other related terms.
These categories require close attention, particularly in cases where Plutarch has quoted
Plato more or less verbatim. As Runia notes, there has been a tendency in these cases for
editors "to correct the text of the manuscripts on the basis of the received Platonic text."M
Whittaker has argued convincingly why emendation should be avoided and careful
attention paid in these instances. His argument is that an ancient author's objective was
not "to preserve for posterity the fragments of texts which he quoted, but only 10 exploit
them according to current literary convention."l1 While some errors in quotation are
likely to be the result of carelessness, faults of memory, and corruption during
transmission of the tcxt, the majority, in cases where an author is extensively quoted, are
likely to be alterations consciously made by the person citing them in order to affect a
certain literary style. If we are to make any detenninations about Plutarch's habits of
quotation we must give due attention his to literary style and how he uses and alters
quotations in order to affect thaI style.

2,2 Verbatim Quotatioll
As already mentioned there are only two direct quotations in the ten snTr'lI.tOTa.~
The first is at Mor. 9990 (=Thl. ISleS-d3):
(i)

999D
Ka\ OAAWS ~v TQ 8mlTT1TC;J 11"OAAa l-lEya;\avxo KOt ool3apa ~WKp6:TEl
11"EpIT~eElKGV, WV Kai TaUT' EOTt·
11"0;\;\0\ yap Sit,
6ovllaOlE, 11"P6S IlE oiiTw CIETE6noav, (,JOT'

w

'"Runia(19'.l7)264
IIWhiuaker(1987j95
,. For th" ICXluallradition of the n'\CI1"WVIK<l ~'1TT')uaTa, sec Chemiss (1976) 6-17
'"Plutarch's manu".;;ripts are unanimous in lhis reading, though Nogarolacmended OJ1 to fl0'1 on lh"basis
ofThr.15Ie5:secChcmiss(1976) 18
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ClTSXVWS O<'rKVnV, ETTSlOOV TIVO AtlpOV OUTWV Oq:>OlpWI-lOl' KO'I aUK
OiOVTO! US SUVO(t;l TOUTO TTOISIV. TTOPPW 6vns TOU SiOSVOl OTl
OUOSlS Ssas ovavovs OVSpWTTOIS ovo' i:yw ouovoit;l TOIOUTOV ouOe:v
oPW, OAM: 1-l01 I.jJSUOOS n auyxwptla01 KOl aAT]8e:s Oq:.OViOOI
OVOOI-lWS BSUlS.
Theaeletlls lSI c5-d3

w

TTOAAo'l yap nSn
BOUI-lOOlS, TTp6s I-lS oihw SlHSSnOOV, waTE
aTEXVWS OOKVEIV ETOll.lOl ElVOl, ETTSIOOV TWO Aiipov OUTWV
aq:.OlpWI-lOI' KO\ OUK oloVToi I-lE EUVOIO;:X TOUTO TT01SIV, TTOPPW aVTSS
TaU Eio£VOl OTl OUOS!S BEOS OVOVOUs av8pWTTOIS, ouo' EYW OUOVOlt;l
TOlOVTOV ouoe:v opw, 6)..)..6: 1-l01 I.jJEVOOS n auyxwPtlaOl KO\
o)..nBe:s oq:.oviaol OUOOI-lWS B£I-lIS.
Our first question is how accurate is Plutorch's quotation? There are only two
discrepancies between Plutarch's quotation and the text of Plato (which are emphasized
in the passages above). In the first instance a strong case can be made that Plutl1rch has
omitted nothing, as both readings are plausible. These are genuine variants; while rion
works bener, Sf) is certainly possible, In the second case something appears to have been
omitted from Plutarch's text, and so would fit Runia's category of subtraction. In this
instance it is two words, €TOlIlOI dvm, which are not found in the manuscripts of
Plutarch. However, on the authority of Plutarch, the Oxford editors (Duke et al.) of Plato
do not read €TOll-lOl SiVOl but maintain the lectio difficiiior by omitting it. Neither vatiant
reading has any particular impact on the meaning of the passage. Context provides no
clues as to the origin of the discrepancies in the second instance. It is possible that
Plutarch by fault of memory or error in transcription omitted the missing items. Or
perh<tps they were in the original text of Plutarch but dropped out during later
transmission. It is also possible th:lt the omission originated in the text of Plato on which
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Plutarch was drawing. Xl Equally plausible, and in this particular case perhaps more likely,
is the possibility (hat Plutarch here is preserving genuine readings where the manuscripts
of Plato have been corrupted. In this instance the variant docs not seem to serve any
literary function and it seems probable that the discrepancy is the result of an error,
though it is impossible to determine whether that error originated in the textual tradition
of Plutarch or PlatO. Context does. however. provide an explanation in the first instance.
Plutarch was quoting a passage which in its original context had a dramatic setting.

nOr],

"by now" or "up to now", makes little sense if the passage is quoted out of context.
Plutarch's change to

ori produced the very common combination yap ori,)1

which made

the passage less obviously dependant on its context. This suggests of course that Plutarch
himself made the change. We can say that then that despite these two minor variations,
one of which appears to originate with Plutarch himself while the origin of the other is
uncertain, Plutarch's direct quotation of Plato is verbatim. This brings us to our second
issue.
Does the context surrounding the quotation in Plutarch provide liS with
information in addition to the text that Plutarch quotes or makes reference to? The
context surrounding the quotation in Plutarch provides us with the following information.
The source of the quotation is the Theaetetlls and the speaker is Socrates. The Theaetetlls
states that Socrates was bid by some sort of divinity to act as a midwife to (he
philosophical thoughts of others but not to beget any of his own.)l Socrates' claim of
divine guidance must be read in one of two ways: either Socrates is making an

Xl II is WOTlh nOling, however, lhal noexlanlmanuscriplsconlain lhesevarianls
"See Dennislon(1954) 243-244.
l! Ti ODTTon TOil Iw~pclTnll 6 flEOS [.1",000flol [.1j,1I e~~AEvO"EII ST~poVS, O"lrT6l1oJ: yEIIVC:lII
ClTrEn~AvO"!:II. WI Ell 0EQITllTy Mynal;
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Laws 73Ie5·636
TV<pAoi1Tm yap Tf£p'l TO lplAOVIJEVOV 0 <pIAWV,..

How accurate is Plutarch's quotation? Plutarch's qUOlation here

~how~

minor

variations. The variations are such that they arc unlikely to be errors contained in the
Plato manuscript from which Plutarch was working, that is if he was working from a
Plato manuscript. Tf£pi TO qHAOVI-lEVOV has been transposed with 0 <pIAWV, which has
become TO <pIAOVv in Plutarch's passage. This fits Runia's category of inwrsion. The
concrete "lover" in Plato has in Plutarch become the less concrete "what loves". The
sense of the

~entence

has not changed but the subject doing the loving has become more

abstract. There should be no doubt here that the allerations in Plutarch's quotation are
purposeful. Plato in his passage is referring 10 man with 6 lplAWV while Plutarch is
referring to judgement with TO <pIAOVV. Through these subtle changes Plutarch has
adapted the quotation to fit seamlessly into his discussion and literary style. Despite the
changes made 10 the quotation, howevcr, it is still faithful to the

sen~e

of the quotation in

Plato.

Does the contexl surrounding the quotation in Plutarch provide us with
information in additio1l10 the text that Plutarch qUOles or makes reference to? Indeed,
the context surrounding the quotation in Plutarch is in no way unfaithful or contradictory
to the context surrounding the quotation in Plato. Both passages are elucidating the
reasons why men are poor judges when attachcd 10 somcthing Ihrough love. The

"England(lnl)488suggcststh:ltthi.• lincfromww5isdrawingonaprc<:~istingproverb"loveisblind"
RegardlessofwhelherPlatowasdrawingonaproverbialphrasePlulan:his making speeific reference to
the line found at Lg. 73Ie5·6. This is not the only place where Plutarch quotes a line fmm a philosophical
work which also. in a more gencral form. circulalcd widely as a proverb, sec chapter 3, pnse 67
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examplcs that they use arc different though the central argument. as summ<lrized by the
bricf quotation, is the same, They are. however, using thc argument to different cnds.
Plato is discussing the right character of institutions and individuals. Plutarch is
discussing why the barren Socrates is a better judge of men's ideas than they themselves
arc. So while the context surrounding the quotation in Plutarch helps to illuminate the
meaning of the passage in its original context it cenainly could mislead as to what the
nature of its original context was. Nor does Plutarch help the reader in this regard as he
does nO! identify the quotation as such, nor its source, nor does he name its author. It
must be noted, however, that these omissions are an impediment only to the modem
reader, I am certain that almost any ancient reader of Plutarch's work would havc readily
idcntified the quotation, its source, and its author.

2.3 Erudite Brie/Quotation
I004C

nws nOT' SV Tt:lJ CDoiop'tl A~YeTal TO Trw TOO TITEpOO !pUOIV, Vlf'
ns O:vw TO sfl13pl8es 6v6YeTOt, KEKO\VWVTlKEVOt ).jcl:AtOTO Tl5,)V mpi
TO oWIlO TOO BEfou;

Phaedrus 246 d6·8
n~lfUKEV i) TITEpOO 8Vvo).j\S TO sIl13ptges o:yetv avw l.leTewpfCouoo i)
TWV yEVOS oIKE!, KEKOtVWVTlKe OE TIl] Ilcl:AUJTO TWV mp\ TO aWllo

TOV Belou [~J, ...

How accurate is Plutarch's quotation? Plutarch here has employed all four of
RUllia's categories of im'er~'io/l, addition,

~'ubtrac:tiOlI

and substitution. TO su{3plBl:s

ayelv avw has been inverted so thai in Plutarch's lext it reads avw TO EIl{3plges
6Vcl:YETOl, Plutarch has substituted aVcl:YETal for nEqJVKEV... ciYElV civw and !pUOIV ~
working in the idea which he lost by omitting TIEqJVKEV -for 5VvolllS. IlETEWpfCovao Q
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TWV YEVO~ OiKEi

has been subtracted. as has

TTl].

Socrates, who is speaking here,

typically qualifies his descriptions with terms such as TIl), so as to disclaim accurate
knowledge of his topic. However, Plutarch sees no need for such qualifiers and is more
dogmatic, as we would eXpel:t a Platonist at this time to be. vq>'

i'i~

has been added. It is

not an exact quotation but nothing of the sense or meaning of the original has been lost,
despite the numerous small changes.
Does the context surrollnding the quotation in Plu/arch provide

115

with

information in addition to the text that Plmarch quotes or makes reference to? Question
six. in its brief entirety, is devoted to elucidating this quotation. In addition to naming the
Phaedrus as the source of the quotation Plutarch tells us that the subject of the discourse
is love. He specifies that physical beauty is the object of love and that beauty, by its
resemblance to the divine, affects the soul and causes it to remember the divine. l ?
However, despite the part of the soul's attachment to physical beauty, other parts, the
faculties of reason or intellect. are more concerned with matters celestial and divine.
These matters are more akin to the divine than is physical beauty.:>! Therefore Plutarch
argues that Plato has referred to the faculties of reason or intellect as wings because they
bear the soul up away from things mortal and base towards those things which are closer
to the divine. Thus Plutarch has accurately and adeptly summarized the subject of the
discourse in the PhaedrllS by reference to a single quotation. However, the discussion is
superficial -as it must be given that it is hardly more than a paragraph in length. White

., Cf. Phdr, 249d4-251a7 and 254b5·7. See Cherni~~(1976) 62-63.
'" for the ideas. the objecl~ of reason or imelligence. as e~la d, Phd. SObl·}. 84a7·b4; Smp. 211e}· 212a2
with PI,dr. 247c6-8. 248b7-c2. and 249c4-6 and R, 61Iel·5; and also Pit/b. 62a7-8. S~'C Chern iss (1976)
62-62
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Plutarch quickly sketches out the essence of the discourse in the Phanfrll.l' and
illuminates the quotation, he by no means provides a complete picture of the contents of
the Phaedrus.

2.4 BriefAflusionYJ
999C

ou yap elpwVl:u61Jev6s YE KO\ 1l"o{~wv
6V0l10Tl.

npooeXP~ooT'

0:1.1 TQ TOU

Beau

Symposium 2]6e4-5

eipwveu611vevos: Si:
5loTe'\eT

Kol1Tol~wv

navTO TOV j3lov npos Taus 6:v8pwnavs

How accurate is Plutarch's quotatioll? In this instance we are dealing not with a
quotation but rather an allusion. Plutarch has preserved the forms exactly as th..-:y appear
in the Symposium, making the allusion more explicit. The only slight variance between
the phrases is in Plutarch's replacement of5E with yeo This phrase fits Runia's category

of substitution. This not docs impede the allusion in any way; 5E is dropped for
syntactical reasons, and ye is a natural and easy substitute. One can say that the allusion
is exact in its reference.

Does the context surroundillg the quotatioll ill Plutarch provide us wilh
if/formarion in addition to the text that Plutarch quotes or makes referellce to? The
context surrounding this passage provides us with virtually no additional infannation
regarding this allusion. At most we could read into (hI:: following sentence that some

... lowe lhc choice of lhis allusion and much of the following discussion to the work of Opsomer (1998)
t08.128-133
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perceived Socrates to be arrogant and haughty because of his public statements."" Of
course, as in the case of all well-executed allusion the anonymous, and at first sight
innocuous, phrase tells the reader who is able to identify it far more {han is explicit in the
text. In this case the knowledgeable reader would immediately identify the phrase with
Alcibiades' words at Symposium 216e, which more than any other passage has
contributed to the image of Socrates employing an ironic fapde. Opsomcr argues that
"Plutarch's contemporary public must also have associated both terms with sceptical
tendencies in and outside Platonism.''''1 So while the context surrounding this allusion
provides us with virtually no additional information, the allusion itself may have held
nuances for the ancient reader.

2.5 Extended Parapllrase

lOO2E
TO O/: ~EYIOTOV mhos EV LV~TTOOi~ olo6:m:;wv TTWS OEI TOls
£PWTIKOIS Xpr;0601, ~ETCxyovTa TIlV \jNXr)V cmo TWV aio61lTwv
KaAwv £TTI TO VOIlTCx, TTapEYYV9: ~i)TE ow~oT6S T\VOS ~nT'
£TTlTTlOEl)~aTOS ~i)T' ETTlOTIUH1S KCxAAEI Illas tITTOTETCxx6m Ka1
OOVAEVElV, OAA' OTTOOTavTo Tfis mpi TaUTo I-lIKpOAoyiaS £ni TO
noAU TaU KOAOU TTEAOYOS TpETTE0601
Symposium 21Oc6-d4

IlETO O/: TO ETTlTTlO€l)~aTa i:ni Tas ETTloTJi~as ayaYElv, 'iva iOl] au
£1TIOTTlI-lWV KCAAOS. Kai !3AElT(.JV npos noAU iiOIl TO KaAOV I-lIlKETI
TO TTap' SVI, WOTTEp OIK£TT1S, ayanwv naloopiov KCAAOS Ii
av6pwnov TlV6S ti £TTlTlloEVI-lOTOS eves, oovAEVWV q>OUAOS Jj KaJ
OIlIKpoMyos, aAA' en! TO TTOAV nEAayos TETpal-ll-lEVOS TaU
KaAou...

.. Koi ar.r.ws tV Ty
(Mar.999D)

eEO\niT<:~ TTOr.r.o:

\.lEyar.avxa Kat oof')apo: LWKpaTEI mplTl:e.,KEV...

"Opsomcr(l998) 128
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How aCCl/raie is Plutarch's quotation? Here again we arc not dealing with direct

quotation but rather paraphrase. Thus in examining Plutarch's accuracy we OfC not
looking at whether he preserves Plato's text word for word but whether he preserves the
sense of Plato's text. The part of Socrates' speech that Plutarch paraphroses is indeed
accurate, but at the same time it is potentiol1y misleading. Plutarch states that Plato in the
Symposium says that one must deal with the soul's desire to love by turning from the love

of singularities towards "the large sea of beauty." While the Symposium does indeed say
this, Socrates' argument does not end where Plutarch's paraphrase ends. Socrates
continues on to make the central point of his speech at 211dl-3: EV Tav8a TOV

~iou

E'fmp TTOV 0:).).081, ~I(,JTOV av8pwTT~, 8E(,J~EV~ aUTo TO KaAOv. This is not an

insignificant omission. Cenainly Plutarch knew the conclusion of Socrates' speech and so
his accurate but incomplete paraphrase must be seen as a willful misrepresentation:
though willful misrepresentation should not be read to imply ill intent. It is only
Plutarch's statement that the argument which he poraphrases is the "most important"
teaching which presents a problem. To anyone not familiar with the Symposium this
could, and probably would, be read as Plutarch's statement that the most important point
of Symposium is the paraphrased argument. This is manifestly not so. Indeed Plutarch's
statement of this point's importance and his incomplete paraphrase serve his own literary
purpose and style. Plutarch certainly would have expected a contemporary reader to
know Socrates' argument in its entirety and to recognize that he had used only part of it
in his own argument. What results is a passage that would mislead a modem rcoder who
is attempting to reconstruct Socrates' speech from this paraphrase, but would have been
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recognized for what it was by an ancicnt read(:r: Plul<lrch writing his own philosophical
arguments using Platonic examples tailored to fil his stylc and purpose.
Does the COlllext surrounding rhe quolalion in Piularch provide us with
informarion ill addition 10 the te.w rhat Plutarch qllOles or makes reference to? The
context surrounding this paraphrase identifies its source as the Symposium. It does not tell
us, however, that the passage comes from Socrates' eulogy on love and is part of what
Socrates claims Diotima told him. As I mentioned above, the context may even be
misleading through [he statement that this is TO OE IlEY1CTOV aUTO~ EV IV\.JTrool't)
OloaOKWV. It is not the most important point of the teachings in the Symposium but

rather of the teachings in the Symposium the point most important to the argument that
Plutarch is making. The case can be made, however, that by clearly identifying the
Symposium

as his source Plutarch drew his readers' attention to its original conlext and

gave them adequate tools to evaluate its use in this new context. Once again the context
surrounding a Platonic quotation in Plutarch would, in all probability, have been much
more suggestive to Ihe ancient audience than to a modem audience.

2.6 Summary
Plutarch's allusions, paraphrases and quotations, on the whole, adhere closely to
the received Platonic text. At the same time, however, there is only one quotation,
example 2.2.i, from more than a hundred references in the n)..aTWVll(a I;nT~llaTa that
may have been made exactly verbatim. Where Plutarch appears to have altered the
received text the changes he makes, at various points, fit all four of Runia's categories of
iI/version. addition, subrraclion and substitution. In the

fi~t

three .categories of quotation

-verbatim quotation, erudite brief quotation, and brief allusion - any changes made by
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Plutarch appear 10 be insignificant and to have becn made for purposes of literary style. It
is only in the final category - paraphrase - that Plutarch is perhaps not completely
faithful to the original Platonic context. In this case Plutarch insinuates that Socrates'
central point in his eulogy on love in the Symposium was something other than what in
facl il was. Plutarch creates this insinuation with rhetoric and omission. But any ancient
reader would have recognized both these elements in Plutarch's essay. For the modem
reader Plutarch'S use of paraphrase should perhaps provide a cue to take a closer look at
how he is using Ihe Platonic text. Certainly the quotations prove, if there was any doubt
in the first place, that Plutarch was intimately familiar with the text of Plato. Plutarch
seems to take care not to alter Plato's philosophy for his own philosophical purposes.
That is not to say, however, that he is averse to altering Plato's words in order to
accommodate his own literary style. The more changes that Plularch makes to the words
of Plato, though, the closer should be our attention to what sorts of changes they are and
why Ihose changes are being made. Plutarch is a Platonist who has the utmost respect for
the words of Plato. However, he is also a philosopher and a writer in his own right. and
while he seems actively to avoid tampering with PlalO's words, to usc Whittaker's and
Dillon's phrase, he is willing to tweak them to fit his philosophical purposes and literary
style.'2 The occasional word inverted, added, subtracted or substituted should suggest to
the reader that Plutarch is altering the Platonic text to better fit his literary style. A
reluctance to usc Plato's own words and instead employ large-scale paraphrase should
give us reason 10 look more closely at the philosophy propounded by Plutarch und that

<l Wh.iu~ker ~nd Dillon descri~ as 'tamperings' ~ speci~1 category of eh.anges that ~re deliberate and often
ideological in nature. Sec Whinaker(1989} 80: Dillon(1989)50·72: al soRuni~(1997)264.
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propounded in lhe original Platonic context. Plutarch is lo)'allo the philosoph)' of Plalo
but he is willing to n:Jrame it 10 create :I picture of his own.
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ChallterThree
Empcdoclcan Quotations in Plutarch's Moralia
Evaluating Plutarch as a Witness to the Philosophy of Empedocles

3.11ntrodllction
Since the purpose of this chapter is to evaluate Plutarch's use of Empcdoclcan
quotations, something first should be said about Empedocles. his philosophy, and
Plutarch's relationship to them. Empedocles was from Acragas (Agrigentum) in southcentral Sicily. He was born around the beginning of the fifth century S.c. and died,
perhaps, around 430.' Few facts about his life are known with any degree of certainty,
though through accretion his biographical tradition gained a large number of legends in
antiquity.l Plutarch, in his extant works, preserves little of the biographical tradition of
Empedocles. J Indeed, so little is known about Empedocles with certainty that even the
number of poems that he wrote is debated" When it comes to the nature of his

, Like most everylhing elle wilh Empcdocle.~, the dales for hili life and dealh arc unceratin. Much of our
informalion comes from fourth·cemury and Hellenistic biographers whOlendedloprcscrvescnsalional
andromantiClraditionsinsleadofreliabledelails.Thusrhebiographicallraditionrellsuslhal
Empedodes raised a woman from the dead and met his death by leaping into volcanic Ml. Etna (D. L
8.60-61 and 67; 8.69-75). The historicity of bolh lhese lales has beenqueslioned forobyiousrcasons.1t is
relatively certain, however, thaI Empedoc1cs flourished in the middlc of Ihe fiflh century B.C. On
Empedocles' life, see Diogenes Laenius 8.51-77; Inwood (2001) 6-8; Wrighl (1995) 3-17; GOlls<:halk
(980)1.36
llnadditionlothercportsmemioned in lhe prcvious note the following Iegendsarcatsoprcservedin
Diogenes' he stopped pestilent winds from blowing through Acragas (D. L. 8.60; this is one of the few
biographical details about Empedocles that are mentioned by Plumrch IMor. 515CJ); he purponedly went
about wearing a purple robe with a bronze girdle and bron~ slipperli with u laurel wreath on his long
hair; and he was allended by a train of young boys(D,L 8.73)
, Aside from his stopping of the pestilent wind., ("lor. 51SC), the only biographical detail from
Empedocles' life mentioned by Plutarch is his role in ensuring democracy in Acragas (,\(or. 1126B), See
Hershbell (1971) 15~·159
, For the argument for two poems, 'lee Wright (1995) 17-21 amI Kingsley (1995) 7-8. 359-370. For the
argument for one poem sec Osoome (1987a) 24-50 and tnwood (200 I) 8-19
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philosophy there is more certilinty.l Empcdoclcs introduccd the idciI of rcpcmcd world
cyclcs in which the influence of Love (eros) and Strifc (eris) alternated. Empedocles
claimed there were only four basic clements, fire, air, carth and water, which were
unchangeable. b Within this cyclical cosmos built out of four elements dwelt daimone~'
which undergo transmigration and reincarnation. It is in this part of Empedocles'
philosophy in particular that strong Orphic and Pythagorean influences can be sccn.1
While more is known about Empedocles' philosophy than otheraspecls of his life, iI,
too. is not without debate.
While little can be said about Empedocles with certainlY. one issue Iha! does
need to be addressed here is the availability of his work in antiquity. From the time of
its composition down 10 the end of the Hellenistic period Empedocles' work seems to
have been in wide circulation. The extant works of Plato, Aristotle and Theophrastus
preserve Empedoclean quotations.' Diogenes Lacrtius in his Ufe of Empedocles records
the names of a number of Classical and Hellenistic authors who seem to have discussed

'Fora delailed aecountof Empedocles' philosophy. see O'Brien (1969). For a more re<:enl summary of
whal is known and can be known aboul Empedocles' philosophy and a valuable. if at times harsh.
crilique of the writings of other scholars on the subjecl,see O'Srien (t995) 403-470,
• Arislolle adopled Empedoclcs' view of a four-elcment universe but, unlike Empedocles, lhoughlthe
elelnetUswerechangeable.FQradiscussionofAristOlle'srclalionship 10 prcsocralic philosophy and
Empedodesinpanicular.seeChemiss(l964)esp, 102-127,173-180,230-234,268-288,293-295.306314,324-325.
, Diogenes Laertius records lhat the Sicilian historian Timaeussaid lhal Pylhagoras was Empedocles'
teacher (D. L. 8.54, life of Empedocln). On lhe Pythagorean and Orphic influences in Empedocle~'
philosophy,seeWcst(I97I)233-235,Kingslcy(I995)112-148,2J7-347. For a general overview of
Empedoclcs' lhcology, see Jaeger(1947) 128-154.
• PI. Lg. 1O,889b-c; Men. 76c-<l: Phd. 96a·b; SIIIl. 242c-e. Arist. Melaplt. 1014b35-1015a3, lOOOaI8-b20;
Ph. 250h23-251a5, 196aI7-24: GC 334al-7, 333a35-b3: Cael. 294a21-28; PQ. 146Ia23·25: Mer,..
38Ib31-382a2; De An. 430a28-30; Gil 722b3-28, 723a23-26; Thphr. CP 1.13.2, 1-8; 1.7,1, 1-5; Scm. 59;
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Empcdocles in their works. 9 Hermarchus of Mytilene, in the early third century B. C,
wrote a twenty-two book work entitled npo~ 'E'-lTTEOOl(AEO. 'O In the first century B. C.
Empedocles' work still seems to have been circuluting fuirJy widely. and authors such
as Lucretius appear to huve had access to il. ll By the time of Plutarch, however, the
evidence is less clear as to whether authors who make reference to Empedocles' work
are doing so first-hand or second-hand. As is discussed at the end of this chapter, there
is every reason to believe that Plutarch had first-hand knowledge of Empedocles' work.
It is less dear, however, whether his contemporaries such as Favorinus and Aulus

GeJIius also had

first~hand

knowledge. The evidence from this period suggests that it

would not at this time have been difficult to acquire a copy of Empedocles' work if onc
wanted, but thc number of people who wanted one seems to have been dwindling.
Relevant to the question of how widely texts of Empedodes were circulating in
the first and second A.D. is the Strasbourg papyrus. Purchased in Akhim (Panopolis) /
Upper Egypt in 1904 it "was an incurvate, stiff strip of papyrus in the shape of a standup cOllar"llto which copper leaves had been pasted so as to make a funerary crown.
The writing upon the papyrus is in a literary book-hand which is dated 10 the laIc first
or early second century A.D. 1l The presence of a stichometrie leiter in the lefl~hand

• Authors mentioned by Diogenes in relmion 10 Empedocles include: Akidamas, Aristotle, Apollodorus
of Athens. Aristippus, Ikmetrius of Troezcn, Diodorus of Ephesus. Er;Itosthenes. Heraclides Lembus.
Heraclides of Pontu.\, Hennippus of Smyrna. Hieronymus of Rhodes. Ilippobotus. Neamhes. Satyrus.
Theophrastus. Timaeu.\, Timon of Phlius and. TeiaugeslPhilolaus
I. Fora brief discussion of ancient authors who wrote works on Empcdocles. see Hershbell (1971) 156·
157.
II Sedley (t998) 1·15.
"Mmtinand Primavcsi (1998)339
l)MartinandPrimaves;(1998)t4·15,341.
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margin of fragment a(ii) identifies the text as the work of a professional scribe.'· The
presence of corrections and/or variants suggests that the papyrus should be classified as
a "scholar's texf'.l~ This text assures us that the work of Empcdocles was still in
circulation in the late first/early second century A.D. centuries in Egypt. The presence
of corrections and/or variants suggests that someone using this text had access to other
copies of all or at least part of Empcdocles' work. This supports my earlier conclusion
that during the lifetime of Plutarch and his contemporaries copies of Empcdocles' work
would not have been particularly difficult to obtain.
The Strasbourg pnpyrus is of interest for reasons other than its production
during n period in which interest in Empedocles nppears perhaps to hnve been waning.
Another renson the StTasbourg papyrus is of interest is the fact that our only directly
transmitted lext of Empedocles has come to us in the form of a funerary crown. 16 How
did this texl come to be used for such a purpose? There are two possible answers to that
question, both of which have implications for the survival of texts of Empedocles after
this time. The first possiblc answer is that when the funerary crown was made - a datc
which we do nOI know - the papyrus was randomly selected from scrJ.p papyri. If this
were the case, it would suggest that within a relatively short period of time after the lext
had been written there ceased to be sufficient intercst in Empedocles 10 keep his work
in circulation, A lessening of interest in Empcdocles and the other prcsocratic
philosophers during this period is also indicated by the dwindling number of citations
by ancient authors, particularly citations that were clearly made first-hand. It might at

"ManinandPrimav~.li{1998)21,22.34t.

"Martin and Primave.,i(1998)22·25,34t.
"MartinandPrimav~si(I998)27-5t
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first seem a bit surprising that a good qU;:llity copy of an increasingly rare text written
by a professional scribe would end up in the refuse pile. However, the thousands of
papyri discovered in an ancient garbage dump at Oxyrhynchus make it clear that such a
fate would not have been unusuaL
The other possible answer is that the text of Empedocles was specifically
chosen as the base upon which the funerary crown was built" Empcdocles' association
with Pythagorean and Orphic mysticism suggests a plausible reason why one might
choose such a text for a funerary crown.'s If the text of Empedocles was largely of
interest in this period to those interested in religious mysticism -which (as we will see
in chapter four) might have been what drew Plutarch to the text of Empedocles-there
is yet another reason why the number of texts available might have begun to rapidly
dwindle. This was a period within which the Christian church was rapidly growing in
numbers and influence. If the text of Empcdocles was primarily of interest at this point
to those interested in Orphic and Pythagorean doctrines, as their numbers dwindled so
too would the number of people interested in Empedocles. We cannot know, however,
whether either of these answers provides the reason for the use of Empedocles' text as
the base for this funerary crown. What the papyrus does tell us is that copies of
Empedocles were accessible in the late first/early second century A.D., when this
papyrus was written. However, by the time it went out of circulation it would seem to
have been either of no interest and ended up in the recycling-pile, or it was only of
religious interest to those involved in a dying religious movement. Either way we can
suggest, on the basis of the fate of this papyrus and the dwindling number of apparently

"Mnnin and I'rimavcsi (l998) J6·28
"On lhe Pylhagorean and Orphic influence in Empedocics' philosophy. sec nole 7 above
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first-hand quotations in othcr ancient authors, that within a hundred yenrs of Plutarch's
death thc tcxt of Empedocles had bcwme considerably r;)rcr th;)n it had been in his
lifetime.
The last author who we can be relatively cert;)in h;)d first-hand knowledge of
Empcdocles' work is Simplicius, who was writing in the sixth century A.D. Simplicius
tells us Ih;)t he made a habit of copying out long passages from texts that were
extremely rare (/" Phys.I44.25). The length of many of his quotations from
Empcdocles suggests that he was often working first-hand from a text thot he
considered to be extremely rare. John Tzetzes, writing in the twelfth century, makes
reference to "the third book of Empcdocles' Physics."19 There is no reason to believe,
however, that Tzetzes had actually seen Empedocles' work and made his quotation
first-hand. Indeed his reference to a third book, something mentioned by no previous
authors, suggests he may have taken his reference from a corrupt second-hand source.
The last mention of an extant work by Empedocles occurs in a letter from Giovanni
Aurispa to Ambrogio Traversari written in 1424. In a list of other rare manuscripts that
he had in his library in Venice Aurispa lists KaBapllovS" 'ElllTEOOKAEOVS".1O The
manuscript was subsequcntly lost, but there is no reason to doubt Aurispa's repon.
Unlike Simplicius, however, Aurispa does not preserve any quotations from his rare
manuscript. Indeed, the only value of Aurispa's notice is to suggest that a complete
manuscript of Empedocles work survived until the fifteenth century, nine centuries later
than the last certain report by Simplicius of lhe existence of such a manuscript.

I' 'ElJm50~Aio\1) TWI TpiTWI TWV $uOI~WV
"'See Mansfeld (l994) 79-S2.

Tzelzes, Chili"des. 7.522-526.
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It is precisely because of tht: debate which surrounds all areas of Empcdoclean
studies that our sources must be examined closely, Plutarch is obviously an impoflant
source. However, the large number of Empcdoclean quotations preserved by Plutarch
does not necessarily ensure accuracy and it certainly does not mean that the quotations
have not been shaped by their new Plutarchean context. Plutarch is writing about his
own world. His literary style is the result of the world seen through the prism of his
own personal experience. As we saw in the previous chapter even an author like Plato,
to whom Plutarch was extremely loyal, could be altered to suit Plutarch's purposes. The
context of a reference, however, often provides a reason for the alteration. This warns
against the practice of ripping Empedoclean quotations out of their Plutarchean
contexts and then using them in an attempt to recreate Empcdocles' lost work, as
Wright has done?1 Empedocles must be examined within the context in which he is
found in Plutarch.
Within Plutarch's Mamlia there are approximately seventy quotations from
Empedocles. They appear in numerous works in a variety of contexts. ll To suggest that
these quotations can be used independently from their contexts in Plutarch is

'I wright (1995). For all alternative approach which takes OOIl!e~t imo accoum, sec Inwood (2001)
"n~p\ TVxTJI" 97C-1OOA; nEpi 15EI011501110viol" I64E-17IF; nEpi TTo>'vTTpaYllooVVTJS: 515B·523B;
nO>'ITIl<O: 1'tOpOyyO'IlOTct 79M-825F; TIpo, Kw>'wT'lv lmEp TWV aMwv II07D-1127F; nw,
oEL TOV vEov TTOI\lIlO:TWV O:~oVEIV 170-37A; nEpl Tils: iv Tilloly 'l"Jxoyovio, 1012A-103OC;
Ainu 'PWllUI~O: 263D-291C; n~pl TOU £!.,'!'OIVOIiEVOV TTpOOWTTOV T4J I<;U~>'e,.> Tns OE~liv'lS: 920A9450; nEp\ ToV TTpWTWS lfUXTTOV 945E-955C; LVIITTOOIU~WV TTPOJ3~\lIlClTWV BIJ3>'ia 6' 612C747D; 1I1TI(I '!'vaIKa! 911C·919F; nEp\ TTo~v,!,l~ias: 93A·97B; nEpl '10100, ~(I\ 'Oa!ploos 351C384B; n<::J1" OV TIS: 5la~pivEI< TOV ~o>'a~a TOU ,!,i>'ov48E-74F; 'EPWTI~6<; 748E-771D; "OTI oV5!;
~iiv loTlv lioiws: ~uT' 'ETTil<ovpov lOS6C-1I07C; nEpl ToV OTI l-1a~IOTa Toi, liyEI-1601 O!l TOV
1'I>.o<,o<I'0V otaAiyEOectt776A-779B; nEp'l TOU 1-1~ XpovlllllETpa VUV n)v nveiav 3940-4090:
nEpl T<::JV t~~E>'OIlTOTWV XP'loTTlpiwv409E-438F; n"aTwvl~O: !;'lTf)IlUTU 999C-IOIIF; ntpl
'!'vyns: 599A-607F; nfpl aapl<01'ayios MYOI993A-999B; n£p' TOU IIi) 15E\V 5UVEil;EOeat 8270832A; nEp\ Evllvllias: 464E-477F; nOTEpO T<::Jvl;c;:.wv ,!,pOVIIJ~nfpa TO: X!POOLO i\ TO: i:vv15pu
959A-985C; and, nEplaopY'laia, 452E-464D
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misguided. Any use of excerpts has its perils, but Plut:lrch was not composing an
ancient version of Bartlet/'s Diclion<lryo!Quotatiolls; he was writing literary works
with philosophical, educational, and religious purposes. lJ The quotations that Plutarch
employs, both from Empedocles and from other ancient authors, are quotations which
he has selected because they suit his purpose and which he has tailored to fit his literary
slyle. Z4 That is not to say that the quotations from Empcdocles found in Plutarch have
no independem value. Their value, however, can only be determined by evaluating
Plutarch as a source.
In the previous chapter we saw that while Plutarch frequently employed
Platonic references in his nAOTWVIKO: snn'lI..l0TO, these were almost never verbatim
quotations. Indeed, closer inspection of what at first appeared to be a verbatim
quotation showed that minor alterations had been made in order to tailor the quotation
to fit Plutarch's literary context.1l It was also apparent that while Plutarch altered these
quotations to varying degrees, he was careful to preserve their philosophical intem. It is
on the rare occasions that Plutarch employed examples from Plato that were not entirely
faithful to their original Platonic context that we find him paraphrasing Plato, rather
than using Plato's own words.~ Even here Plutarch cannot be accused of intentional
deception, as he provides his reader with enough information to idemify the original
context of the passage, and thus effectively provides an academic footnote. The

n Kick!, however, does refer to Ptutarch's work as "nothing tess th~n Ihe Chacroneia Dictionary of
Quotations" (Kidd 119981 290). The vast range of work.s to which Plutarch refers and the hoge number of
quolationsfound in his work. have often been used 10 argue th~IPtutarchcoutdnolhave rcadeverylhing
10 which he makes rcferenceand that thereforc he must have rcad oothing bulnOlebooks;seePohlcnz
(t930) Iff.;Sandbach (t940)20ff. For thecounter·argumenl 10 lhis, sec Kidd (l998) 290-293
"Fordiscussions of Plutarch's !iterary style, see Russell (1973) 18-41 and Swain (1997) t68, t70.171.
"Seechaptcr2,pages25-30
:l6 We saw this when we examined his paraphrase of Smp_ 2 Hk6-d4. See chapter 2, pages 33-34
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paraphrased passage that PlutOlrch employs is generally Olccurate but incomplctc. bllt
again by naming its source he draws attcntion to its original context. And so we see
repeatedly that Plutarch means to be faithful to his source. ThOlt is not to say that he
does not alter the quotations that he employs, but he does strive to maintOlin their
philosophical integrity. The farther their purpose in their new Plutarchean context is
from their purpose in their originOlI context, the farther Plutarch moves away from using
his source's own words.
The question in this chOlpter is whether Plutarch shows the same sort of loyalties
when he employs quotations from Empedocles. 11 Therc are a couple of issues which
suggest that Plutarch employs Empcdoclean quotations in a different manner than he
would Platonic quotations. The first issue is one of literary style. As we saw in the
previous chapter, with a few minor alterations Plato's prose could easily be fitted into
Plutarch's own prose. There are two consequences of this: (1) it is more difficult to
identify a prose quotation in a prose passage than a verse quotation in a prose passage 2!;
(2) because of the close scrutiny required to identify a prose quotation in a prose
passage, alterations are more likely to be identified by modem critics than with verse

II For PtuUlrch's use of Stoic fragmentsandhisreliabililyasa wilness 10 Sloic philosophy. see Kidd
(l998) 288-J02.
l>On lhis issue sec Erlelslcin aoo Kidd(1912)xv.niii.esp. xix. and Kidd(1988)ix.xi
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tcxts.1'i This is part of what complic,ltcs the identification of such quotations. Plutarch
must either paraphrase Empcdocles' verse into prose in order to integrate it into his
own prose writing. or he must leave it in its verse form, which clearly marks it as a
direct quotation - no less so than if it were enclosed by quotation marks. Of course
preserving the quotation in verse does not mean that it is necessarily unaltered.
The second issue is one of philosophical loyalties. Plutarch was a Platonist. This
philosophical allegiance was a defining factor in Plutarch's life. It should not be
surprising then that Plutarch shows intense loyalty to Platonism, and takes care not to
misrepresent Plato's words. Indeed, Plutarch is keen to "prove" that Plato's system is
internally consistent, an effort which may in fact lead him to distorl Plato's meaning at
times. But docs Plutarch have the same loyalty to Empcdoclean philosophy? There is
no immediately clear answer to this question, Plutarch obviously had deep interest in
the work of Empedocles, as is evident from the number of quotations preserved in his
extant works, not to mention the ten volumes of the lost Ei)" 'EIlTTEOOKh£c. JO Interest
does not, however, automatically translate into loyalty. As Hershbell notes, the number
of Empedoclean quotations employed by Plutarch "are no immediate guarantee that

,. The situation would have been very different. however. for ancient readers. Many ancient readers
wouldhaveidentifiedaherotionstopoeticandprosepassageswilhequalease, Indeed lhe purpose of
manyaheralions was forlhem to be identified by lheirreaders andlorlisteners,soaslodemonSlr:Hethe;r
aUlhors'liter.lryskilis. Modem readers faec far more difficuhies. eVen withexlanttexlssuehaslhoseof
Homer and Plalo. in idemifying alteralions than would an ancient audience, For example, lWO panial and
twocomplele lines of verse are quoled anonymously al nEp\ a"pKO<!'oyio, AOyOI993l::. Their mClricJI
form in hexameler verse immedialely marts lhem as a quotalion. However. our inability to idenlify their
author means that we cannOl provide a larger ~'(lnlext for lhe frogment or even begin to guess Ol possible
allcralions lhat Plutarch mighl have made here. The result is lhat verse fragments will almosl always be
idemifled.even if we cannot idenlify theiraulhor ororillinal eontext. However, in lhe ah,;enceofatexl
against which 10 make comparisons any alleralionsto lhe origiMJ IeXl are unlikely 10 be identified as
long as melre isprescrved. Anonymous prose quotations are lesslikely 10 be idenlified in the firsl place.
but when they are identified it is most oflen because we have informal ion which makes lheir
identiflcalion possible. which also aJlows alterations 10 be idenlified
.., Fora full discus.~jon oflhe Ell: 'EIJTTE5ol<;!'lo, see chapter 4.
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Plutarch is a wholly reliable authority on Empcdocle~.

JI

WC must let Plutarch'~ usc of

Empcdoc!ean quotations speak for itself.
Why is Plutarch so interested in Empedoclcs'

philo~ophy? Plutarch

docs not, in

his extant works, provide an explicit answer to that question, and so we must look for
the answer in what type or types of quotations he chooses, as well as the context and
manner in which he employs them. Through such an examination it may be possible to
establish criteria to evaluate Plutarch's imponance as a witness for Empedocles. The
aims of this study are threefold: First, we must examine what sort of quotations
Plutarch chooses, and the context and manner in which he employs them. Is there any
resulting pattem which might suggest what motivated Plutarch's fascination with
Empedocles? Second, we must examine a sample of Empedoclean quotations,
following a similar fonnat as used for Plutarch's Platonic quotations in the previous
chapter, to detennine whether there is an identifiable style or methodology for how
Plutarch employs his Empedoclean quotations. Third, using the information gleaned
from these investigations and additional information from sources other than Plutarch,
we must explore whether it is possible to reconstruct Plut3Tch's lost EiS ·EIlTTE8oK>.~a
This third aim will be the subject of the fourth chapter. The present chapter will deal
exclusively with Plutarch and his use of Empedoclean quotations in his extant works.
Helmbold and O'Neil list more than a hundred Empedoclean references and
quotations in the Plutarchean Corpus. n I, however, am working with just over seventy

"Hershb<:1I(197!) 157.
"Helmbold and O'Neil (1959) 25·26. Hdmbold and O'Neil have put aside any questions regarding the
authenticity of SOme works and indexed the entire Plutardean Corpus; s<:c Helmbold and O'Neil (1959)
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references and quotations,l) The discrepancy in numbers is due to the inclusion in the
catalogue of Helmbold and O'Neil's of almost thirty references found in the five books
of De piacitis phiiosophorum which, while tr;msmitted as pan ofthc Plutarchean
corpus, should properly be ascribed to Aetius. JoI For the purposes of this study it is
important to distinguish between the Plutarchean and pseudo-Plutarchean quotations
The quotations found in De piaeitis philosophorum focus cxclusively on Empedocles'
physical doctrines. This is in stark contrast to the other quotations and refcrences found
in the Moraiia which pay almost no attention to the physical doctrines. Adding more
than thirty quotations that deal exclusively with the physical doctrines would
dramatically skew our picture of where Plutarch's interests lay. Even if we were to
discover that Plutarch had himself made this epitome of Aetius' work, which was the
widespread opinion in antiquity, its quotations would tell us little about Plutarch's
interest in Empedocles, They are not quotations selccted by Plutarch on the basis of his
interest in Empedocles, but are quotations selected by an earlier author, perhaps going
back all the way to Theophrastus, for the express purpose of illustrating Empcdocles'
physical doctrines.J~ Therefore, even though an argument can be made for ascribing the
work to Plutarch, its quotations should not be counted among Plutarch's quotations of
Empedocles. Despite a list of quotations that is substantially shoner than Helmbold and
O'Neil's, the remaining seventy quotations and references, and the limited scope of this
thesis make a complcte discussion of aU Plutarch's Empedoclean quotations

llHcrshbell(1971) 157 gives the number Qf quotalions and references to Empedoclesas"ove reighty"
H~ provides no e~planalion, however, for the discrepancy between the number of quolalions and
references Iisled by H.:1mbold and O'Neil and the smaller number given by himself
"'For a eomplcle discus.sion ofPseudo-Pluurch's Depl"cilisphilosQpllOrum and ilS relationship to lhe
eru-licrworkbyAetius.seeM3nsfeldandRunia(I997)12J-195
JS Sec M3nsfcld and Runia (1997) 123. tH3.
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impossible. While only a handful will be discussed as exnmplcs, the conclusions that I
have reached hnve takcnalJ thcrcfcrences into consideration.
Plutarch's quotations of Empedoctes nre scattered throughout the Moralia. with
almost a third of the dialogucs and cssays containing recognizable references to
Empedocles.lI> While many of these contain only one or two brief references or
quotations, there are also some works that contain several references and quotations.
including ITpo') KWA0nT]V VTTr:p TWV OAAc.:lV q)(AOOO~c.:lV, ITep\ TaU

IUIJTT0010KWV TTPO(3ATlIJO:Tc.:lV BI(3Aio

e', AiT(OI ~UOlKO[, and ITep\ oapKO~ay(o')

AOyOl. A few general observations can be made before we move on to discuss specific
quotations. In contrast to Plutarch's habits of citing Plato, in which the citations were
most often indirect and their author unnamed, when Plutarch cites the work of
Empedocles he almost always identifies the author by name, and the quotations are
more often direct Ihan indirect. J? The second point of interest is the difference between
Plutarch's use of Empedocles and his use of Plato. Plutarch almost always uses his
Platonic citations in philosophical contexts. While Plutarch is frequently arguing his
own philosophical views he is also loynl to the meaning of the quotation in its original

'" By my counllwenty-four of the sevenly-,;even worts lhat make up lhe Moralia conmin references to or
quotalions from Empedocles. See nOie 22 above
"11 is of course possible lhat Plutarch cites Empedoclesindirc<;lly more often lhan has prcviously beCll
idenlifled. There i.obviously nodifficuhy in identifying Empedo<:1eanquOlalions when PIUlarch
e~plicilly allri!>ules lhem to Empedocles (Mor. 6460, 618B, 912C. cIC.). The difficuhy in idenlifying
evendireelEmpedocleanquOialionsin versc(as are all direClqUOlalions from Empedocles). however.
when Pluwrch does not e~plicitly name Empedocles aslheir author should be ~ w~rning (Mor. 691B,
520E, and 777C). In facl no qUO!~lion found in Plularch's works h~s been ~scribed to Empedoc1cs wilh
certainly exccpllhose which Plutarch himself identifies ~s being Empedocle~n. If we cannot identify the
nuthorshipofmaleri~lwhich is clearly a qUolalion, il isreasonabieloSU5peclihatlhere is~lso indireCI
m~leri~1 whosc source has not been idenlified. So while it appears lhallhere are far more direci
qUOlaliolls from Empedocleslhan indireclil is possible thaI lhereare ~numberofquolalionsand
rcfercnces which have nOI yel been identified
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Platonic context This is not the case with his citations of EmpcJoc1es. Plutarch's
citations of EmpcJocles appear in philosophical contexts only infrequently. When Ihese
quotations and references do appear in philosophical contexts, often Plutarch is arguing
against the way that other philosophical schools, generally the Epicureans or Sioics, are
employing a particular Empedoclean quotation in support of their philosophical
position, Indeed, most of the Empedoclean quotations in n pes KWAWTllV lJTTi;p TWV
QAAWV q'HAOOO!pWV fall into this category (II [IF; 1112F; 1113A-B, 1113C, 1113D;

1123B). Plutarch also uses examples from Empedocles with which certain
philosophical schools disagree mEpl TWV l;KAEAomoTwv XPT10TT1PlwV 400B; nEpi
TOu lTpWTWS '+"l)(lTOU 948F; ITepi TOU EIlIJlOlVOIlEVOU lTpoawTfou T~ KVKA~ TT1S
aEA~vT1S

922C). For the most part, however, Plutarch's quotations of Empedocles are

used to illuslrate and/or support the point that Plutarch, or his speaker, is making. These
discussions are rarely what we consider philosophicaL For example, Empedocles is
brought to bear on such questions as the divine nature of salt (LUIlTfOOlaKO
TTpo13AtlllaTa 685F), and why domesticated pigs have more than one litter, yet wild

pigs have only one (AlTiOl!pvOlKa{ 9l7C). Occasionally, Plutarch's Empedoclean
quotations seem to serve no function beyond being literary quotations appropriate to the
situation at hand. An example of such usage occurs in ITwS CxV TIS BlaKp[vm TOV
KCAaKa TOU lllL\ov at 630 when Arcesilaus comments on the poverty of his friend,

Apclles of Chios, by saying "there is nothing here but Empedocles' elements, fire,
water. and earth, and the gentle heights of aither." Less flatteringly in ITepi
TfOAVlJllAlas at 938 Plutarch uses Empedocles' words 10 describe Meno's

overconfidence in his debating skills, saying he was "haunling the lofty heights of
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wisdom." Aside from preserving the words themselves, such quotalions lell virtually
nothing about the philosophy of Empedocles. Indeed, the quotations scattered
throughout the essays and dialogues of the Moralia generally seem nOI to have
Empedocles' philosophy as their main point of imerest..llI Perhaps more can be said
about Plutarch's habits of citation regarding Empedocles by examining a selection of
references in detail.
Like the Platonic references in the previous chapter, these Empedoclean
references will be examined on the basis of two questions, drawn from the work of
Kidd.J'l (I) To what degree are the quotations accurate? (2) Does the context
surrounding the quotation in Plutarch provide us with information in addition to the text
that Plutarch quotes or makes reference, such as author, source, or intended meaning?
The quotations will be dealt with in the following order: (I) verbatim quotation; (2)
erudite brief quotalion; (3) brief allusion; and (4) extended paraphrase. 40 Again the
alterations to the text that I am looking for follow four genera! categories as set forth by
Runia, following the work of Whittaker. "I Those categories again are: inversion,
addition, subtraction, and SubSlillllion. [ will not be dealing with errors that appear to

have originated with a copyist during the process of transmission. These errors have
little impact on the discussion at hand and have been discussed elsewhere by

"For HershbeH (1971) 160-161. "~!!hough many of Plularch's quotations from and comments on
Empedodes show a preocxupalion wilh the physkal and 'religious' opinions Oflhe lauer, severa! SUgJ;,,~t
an imeresl in Empedodes' slyle." I would argue, however, lhal Plularch shows lillie more interest in
Empedodes' style lhan he docs in Empedocles' biogr.lphy, something Hershbdl describes Plutarch as
havinglittleinlerestin([19711158·159),Whalisnotable,however,islhe fnct lhm Plular<,;h shows less
inlerest in Empedodes' biography and more inleresl in his Slyle than his contemporaries npparently did
l'I Kidd (1998) 289.
"'My calegories follow lhos<: articulated by Runia(I997)286
"Runia(l997)264:Whilt3ker(1989)63-95

"

Hershbell,'1

3.2 Verbatim Quotation
The verbatim quotation that is here being discussed is fragment 76 in DielsKranz. While there are a vast number of verbatim, or seemingly verbatim,
Empedoclean quotations to choose from in the Moralia, there are two reasons for
examining this particular citation as my example. First, Plutarch cites lhis fragment in
two different works within the Moralia. allowing for comparison between his two uses
of a single fragment.'J Second, the recently published Strasbourg papyrus has provided
us with a directly transmitted text of this fragment against which we can compare
Plutarch's quotations.
The first use of the fragment is al LV\lTTOOIOKO TTpo!3Ai]\lOTO 6188 = OK 76:
TOUTO I-l£V i:v dYXQIOl 80AOOOOVOI-lOI)" !30pVVWT01)",
vOl I-llW KTlPVKWV TE Al80ppivwv XEMwv TE,

Ev8' O¥l X8ovo XPWTO)" VTTEpTOTO vOlETaovoov, ..

Here is the text of the passage in Dept TOU fWP01VOl-lEVOV TTpooc::mov T~ KVKA~

Tns oEAi]vllS 927F, OK 76:
VOtl-lJ1V KTlPVKWV TE Al80pplvwv XEMwv TE,

Eva' &.vEl Xa6vo XPWTOS VTTlipTOTO VCUETCr:OUOO:V, ..

'lSeeHcrshbel1(1971) 163. Fairbanks (1897) did nOllakccrrorsin Iransmission;ntoaCCOUTlt;nhis
cMmin3t;on of Plutarch's quolalions from lhc early Grcek philosophers.
"ForalistofOlherplaccswhcrcPlularchemilloysidenticaloraln,ostidcnric31qUOiaiionsindiffcrcnt
contexts. see Hcrshbell (1971) 165.
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Here is the lext of Strasbourg papyrus ensemble b, as reconstructed by Martin and
Primavesi.
[TOUTO \-lEV tv I(0YXOlOI 8aAaOOOVO\-l01) l3apuvwTots]

bO

[no' EV? m] TpaiolOt Ka[

bl

]

[Eve' O'4J<:l] X80va Xpc..:>To[) u]rrE[pToTO vOlnaovoav]

b2

[8wPTl~ 8' OiJ1]TS I(paTalv[w]TWV a..

b3

[vai \-lnV KTlPE]KWV yE Al80p(vwv X[EAVWV TEl

b4

[

) ~EAiOlI(EpaWV EAO:[lpWV

[aAA(a) OUI(

av TSAEOOI\-l'JI AEywv oV\-l[rrovTo?

]

bS
)

b6

How accurate is Plutarch's quotation? Until the publication of P. Sirasb. gr.
Inv. 1665-1666 in 1999 Plutarch's quotation of fragment DK 76 appeared to be
accurate, He quotes the lines in two different works, which likely had some period of
time separating their dates of composilion. 44 Despite his use of the quotation in two
different contexts there are no discrepancies between them. The passage in
LU\-lrrOOlaKO: rrpo{3An\-lOTa contains an extra line preceding those eited in nEpi TOU
E\-lqlOlVO\-lEVOU npoownov TQ KVKA<+, Tiis OEArlV'l) but the shared lines arc

identical, Indeed, on the basis of these two references, in regard to this fragment
Hershbell has said: "In sum, although Plutarch tends to be editorial, he is generally
reliable in reproducing his quotations from Empedocles.'''' There was no indication,
either from the quotations themselves or their surrounding contexts, that Plutarch had
altered the quotations in any way. The Strasbourg papyrus has revealed the fallacy in
the assumption that Plutarch was faithful in citing these lines from Empedocles. Even

... II is impossible to tell how much time se[Xlfaled the dales ofeomposition QfTI£p\ TO':; i~,!,mllolJ~I'OU
TTpOOWTTOV T4> K0K;I,<,) TnS 0"£>'~"1'1, and LU~lTOOIOKa lTpoJ3;1,~lJaTQ. Jones (1966) 72·73 dates
LUI1TlOOlQKO TTpol3>'~~QTa to some time afler99 A.D. but lx-fore 116 A.D. He ~rgues (70), against
Ziegler. thaI then: is insufficient evidence to dale TI~p'l TaU i~,!,o\llol-l€1I0\J lTPOOWTlOU T4> 1(01(;1,<,)
Ti'j, o£;I,~lII'1S

<SHershbcll(l971) 165
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though ensemble b, which cOnlains the Jines, has becn formed from two sepamte
papyrus fragments there is no doubt as to the order of the lines they preserve.4<\ We now
have evidence for seven lines, Cenainly we have enough of the passage to see that
while the lines quoted by Plutarch are in themselves accurate, the order in which they
are cited appears not to be the same as their original order in EmpedocIes. Plutarch cites
lines 1,5, and 3 in that order:1 While the new order seems Ilotto change the meaning
of the lines preserved by Plutarch, it docs raise questions about how reliable a witness
Plutarch is in regard to Empedocles."" While the lines are, in themselves, accurate, the

subtracrjon and inversion of complete lines, to use Runia's terms, is troubling. The
apparent reason for the subtraction of lines is an effon to limit the length of quotations
cited. In LVIlTT0010KCx TTpO~At1llaTa, where the three-line version of the quotation is
employed, Plutarch seems to have strived to limit quotations to no more that three
lines."'! In nspi TOU EllqlOlVOIlEVOV TTpoaWTTOV T4> KVKA~ Tfi~ aSAt1Vll~ the line

.. See Plntc IV in Manin and Primnvesi (1999). The order of the lines in etrsemble b is cennin and the
Strasbourg papyrus appears to be the fragmentary remains of what was once a complete text of
Empedoc1es.Therefore, the only possible way that the Strasbourg papyl1.ls and Plutarch'squotationcould
both be correct is ifPlutareh is citing the lines from a scparatcOCCUlTCnce in Empedocles' work where
some lines were omitted and others had their order invened. This, howcver, is not gen<:rally how line
rcpetition functions in epic and it is more likely that Plutareh,orhis source,isresponsibleforthe
omission and inversion of lines
"The first line of Plutarch's quotation in IVl-rltoo\o~1x 1Tp~;I,rIlJ<)To is not preserved by the
Strasbourg papyrus. So while its placement immediately preceding the preserved text is ~ reasonable
r('<OonstruClion.itisnolimpossiblelll~tfunherevideocemaycometo[ightthntprovides intervening lines
between bO and bl. For tbeir commenlnry on lhe ll:conmuction of ensemble b and linebOin panicular,
see Martin and Primavesi (1999) 247·254.
""Foran;nlerpll:lutionofthelinesbeforepublicationoftheStrasbourgpnpyrus,seeWright(I995)227
For the implicalions of the new papyrus on interpretations. see Osborne (2000) 351 and Inwood (2001)
75.
.. Of the mOll: than one hundred and fifty poelic quotations cited in LVIJTtOOIOKO: TtpO!J;I,rjIJOTO only a
handful have more lhnn three line,~. At times pans of four Jines are cited but their sum total is three
eomplete lines. There ~re occasional exception, 10 this: at 662D·E lhere is a five-line qUOlJtion which is
aIistoftrees:al677A-Blhell:arelWofive-linequOlnlionswhichareeilcd becau5C lhey mention ce1ery:
andat741E·742A(notably~singl<:question)lhereisonefive·lineand
two four-line qUOlutions from
Homer.
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limit seems to have been two lines.:Iil While a desire to limit the length of quotations
may explain the omission of lines it docs not explain why the preserved lines have
apparently had their order inverted. On the face of it, it appears that the text Plutarch
was working from recorded the lines in the order preserved by him.
Does the context SlIrrounding the qllotation in Pill/arch provide us with
hiformation ill addition to the text that Piutarch quotes or makes referellce, such as
author, source, or imended meaning? In both cases we are provided with the source of
the quotation: Empedocles. In

LUf.lTTOOlOKo.

npoj3AriuoTo (618B) the quotation

comes up in discussion of whether dinner guest should be seated according to rank or
affinity. The speaker, Lamprias, provides numerous examples in which affinity takes
precedence over worth, resulting in a product that is better than if worth had taken
precedence over affinity. To further this argument he says that everyone has seen how
god does not always place fire above and earth below, but rather places them as suits
the object at hand. In support of this statement Lamprias quotes Empedocles. He
elucidates the quotation by saying that it means that the earth covering on sea-creatures,
such as mussels and turtles, is not in the position which nature aJloued earth. Rather it
is in the position which the functioning of the creature demands. Certainly the context
suggests that the quotation is part of an argument by Empedocles that the elements do
not follow a fixed pattern of positioning, as Aristotle's doctrine of natural place would
suggest, but rather are positioned according to need." Thus we see in turtles and

"'The onty poetic quotation in nEpi TOO hlCPOIlIOI-.ll:VOV npOOWTTOU Ty KVK>'~ TijS OE"tlVJ1S which
is more than two lines is
second quotation consisting of three line •. which describes the moon. ciled
in the work at920E
j'SceArisL Cael. 296b21-22.

tm:
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shellfish the earth occupying the outermost or highest regions rather than the lower
regions which we might have expected

In TTEp\ TOU

€~<JlalVOI_llivov

TTpOOWTTOV Te:;, KUKACtJ Tiis OEAJiVTlS (927F)

Plutarch is discussing the functions of the parts of humans. He argues that the heavy
earthy parts are above, namely in the head, the hot fiery regions arc in the middle, and
teeth grow from both above and below. Yet none of these things is contrary to nature
but rather fills its position of function. In support of this argument he cites the two lines
from Empedocles which suggest that such is the case with turtles and tritons and indeed
all shellfish, For these creatures, he says, the fact that the heavy earthy part is the top,
outermost layer does not result in the rest of the creature being crushed. Nor does such
an arrangement allow the fiery region to rise to the top and escape. Rather Plutarch says
the elements have intenningled with each element taking up the position in which it
serves its function.'l Plutarch then carries on to say that this argument can also be
applied to the cosmos, as it too is a living thing (928A).
In both cases the context surrounding the quotation suggests that in its original
context the quoted passage dealt with sea creatures which had forms in which the
elements intermingled according to function. rather than separated according to nature
The Strtlsbourg papyrus in no way contradicts this interpretation. However. the
inclusion of l<EpaWV €AG<JlWV, "homed stag:' makes it clear that Empedocles'

"Hershbell(l971) 168 notc:sthat .....hilePlutarch·seitationofDK 76 in suppon of the con remionthat
EmpcdocJes did not assign "nmur.ll places" 10 his four roots is undoubtedl y basically corrcct. the
pronounced teleological emphasis provided by thc come~l in which lhe fr.lgment occurs i.~ mOSl probably
not faithful 10 ilS original conte~l. He argues that Aristotle's complaims aboUl Empcdoclcs' introduction
of chance ar>d neceS'itymake it clear rhal this "lclcological coloring"was not in Ernpcdocles' thoughl.
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argument was far more general than is implied by Plutarch's quotation. Tll'lt is to say. it
dealt not just with sea creatures but all animals in which the eanhy parts form the
topmosllayer, such as the shell of "tunic or the horns of a dcer.~l Neither Plutarchcan
context contradicts the other on matters of interpretation. We can say. therefore. that
context seems to provide us with additional information about how the quotation should
be interpreted. However. it is distinctly possible that this information may be neither as
complete nor as accurate as it first appears.

3.3 Erudite Brie/Quotatiotl
Here is the passage from Plutarch's

n~pi

Ifvyi'iS 607C-D = DK 115:

eOTIV 6vayl':'1S xPi'ij..lO, e~c7:lv \VTllf\IOj..la TTaAOIov
eVTE TIS Ol.lTTAOI«IJOlljlOVY ljl(AO yuia j..lliJVIJ
oalj..loves di Te j..lOl<pa(wvos AeMxoOl [3(010
Tp(S j..llV j..lUp(OS wpOS OTTO j..lOI<O:pWV aAO:Al10801
Tijv Kai eyw viiv eij..ll, ljluyaS eeo8ev Koi aAr;TTlS

OUX eOVTOv, aAA'

alp' ~aVTov TTaVTOS CtTTOOE(KVUOI j..l£TOVaOTOS: EVT0080

Ka'i l;:Evovs: Ka\ ljlvyaooS nj..lOS OVTOS:.
While Plutarch preserves the longest, apparently continuous quotation from this
part of Empedocles' work, other authors preserve bits and pieces of this same
quotation. Most of these authors cite only a line or a phrase and provide for little in the
way of comparison. Sol There is one exception: Hippolytus preserves a larger fragment
than Plutarch, but his quotation is broken into smaller chunks, most often a line or two,

l.tFortheimp~ctofthepapyrusonourunderstandingofth;sfragmenl,see
Inwood

(2001)75

~ Other authors who quote lines of this passage are Plotinus, Enneads 4.8. I: Celsus upud Origen, C"I1IM
Celsum 8.53: Porphyry IIp,,d Stobaeus, 2.8.42: Ilippolylus 7.29.9·7.30.4: Hierocles, fn Carnu!tl A"relltll

24.2-3
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intcniperscd with commentary. I will compare the text preserved by Plutarch to the text
preserved by Hippolytus.
The text of Hippolytus that is given below covers far morc than just the sections
where the quotations overlap with Plutarch (the lines which overlap in the two authors
are emphasized). It is important to note that unlike the quotation in Plutarch, the
quotation in Hippolytus exists within a cluster of other Empcdoclean quotations. The
relationship between these Empedoclean quotations in Hippolytus is unclear, as we will
see; fragments found in other authors will be discussed where necessary or relevant.
Here is the text from Hippolytus' Refutatio 7.29.4-7.30.4 with his commentary
omitted (the lines which overlap with Plutarch's quotation have been emphasized)'

TEooopa TWV TTClvTwv PISWIlOTO TIpWTOV oKove'
lElIS <a1eilP) "Hp'l T£ lflEpE01310S ~O' 'AYOwvEvS
Nf;oTiS e', f] OOKpVOIS TEyyEl Kpovvwlla I3poTElov.

ii yap Koi T1'6poS iiv, wi <y') Eo{OE)TOl, OUOE T1'OT>, oiw.
TOVTWV OllqJOTEpWV KEv<e)WOETOl aOTI'ETOS olwv,

ou yap (mo VWTOIO Mo KAaOOt oio{O)OVTOI,
ou T1'OOES, ou Boa yovv', ou ll1')oeo yEv{V)1')EVTO,
ana oqJoipos E'lV <IlOVVOS Te) KOI Taos [EoTiv] (e)ovTt;>.

TtlV KOt ey~ <viM eTIlI, qJvyas ee6eev KO\ O:ArlTIlS,

<OpKOV e') oS K' ETI'(OpKOV ollopTr'jooS ETrOIJ6o<o>J],
SollJoves oiTe IJOKpo(WVOS AEM:XOOl 131010
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Tp(S UIV I1vplas WpaS cnro uaKapwv aMAlloeal

lpVOI1EVOVS TravTola all::: xpovov (V'(aEa eVnTWV,
apyaMos 131<)T(olo) (I1)ETaAA.aOOOVTO KEAEUeOVS.

OpyaAEoS I3loTolo I1ETaAAaoOOVTa KEAEU80vs.

ai8eplOV (Il~V) yap OlpE Ilevos [\lNXas] nOVTOVae [EX80voS]
alWKEI,
rrOVTos 0' E(S) x8ov6s ovaas cmeTTTVOE, yaTa 0' £S auyaS
JiEAiov lpae80VTos, 6 a' ai8epos Elll3aAE oivOIS·

yaTa 0' ES auyaS
nEA(OV lpae(80)vTOS, 6 0' oi8epos Elll30AE aivolS
aMos <0') E~ aAAov OeXETGl, oTVyeovOl o~ TTOVTES.

~aTlV avayl<TlS xpnlJa, 8E~V \fIIlli'lOlJa TToAalov
ololov, TTAoTeO<o)l KaTeolpp'lYIOl..lEVOV OpKOtS'

ei yap Kev ali" aOlvijOlv UTTO npoTTloEO(O)IV Epeloos
EUIlEVEWS (K)a80pi;joIV brorrTEV<O)m IlEA£TT:JOlV,
TavTa TE 001 1l0Aa TTovTa 01' aiwvos TTapEoovTal,
aAAO TE TToAA' cmo TWVO' EKTrj(O)W\' mha yap OU~El
TatiT' Els ~80s EKOOTOV, aTTn lpVOlS EOT!V EKOonp.
ei BE OU y' ahAolwv ETTopESEm.oTo KOT' av5pos
Ilvpio OElAa TTeAoVTm a T' olll3MvovOI llepillVOS,
Ii 0' a<:pap EKAel,+,ovol mpmAOIlEVOIO XPOVOIO
OlpWV OVTWV Tr08eOVTO lpiA'lV ETTl YEV<V>OV iKe080r
nOVTO yap '(081 lppOVnOlV Exelv KGl VWI-lOTOS <o>Toov.
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How accurate is Plutarch's quotatioll? Plutarch's quotation, at first
glance, seems to be accurate. As we saw in the earlier section on verbatim
quotations, however, the appearance of accuracy can be misleading. We must
begin by looking at whether the lines arc in Ihemselves accurate in the cases
where the same lines have been preserved by other authors.~~
Cclsus preserves the line Tp() IlIV \-lVp(o) wpo) cnro 1l0KOpt.Jv
CxAOATlo8al (ap. Origen Contra CeJswn 8.53). There are no variations between
the quotation from Celsus and the quotation from Plutarch, a fact which suggests
that the line is accurate, but Celsus provides us with no evidence for the position
of the line. Similarly Porphyry (ap. Stobaeus 2.8.42) preserves
eEWV yniqllOIJ,O TraAOIOV

alSlov, TTAOTeO<O>1 KOTe0lJlPTlYIOIJ,EVOV OpKOIS"
This qUOlation contains a line not found in Plutarch. Plutarch's quotation rcads:

icmv av6YKll) xpnlJ,O, 9EWV 1j.!ij<pIOIJ,O lTaAOIOV
Me TI) OUTTAOKIUOt <p6vCiJ <pIAa yvta UlllVlJ
Porphyry's version is also attested in Hippolytus 7.29.23, which preserves the same
reading. The evidence suggests that Plutarch again has omitted at lcast one line, or in
Runia's terms has subtracted a line. This is nOI entirely surprising, since we saw in the
case of OK 76 that Plutarch seems to subtract lines in order to limit the size of the
quotations that he is using. Certainly the line preserved by Porphyry and Hippolytus,
which is absent in Plutarch, adds detail to the quotation but nothing of substance to ils
meaning. It is an ideal candidate for subtraction. While Ihis quotation is not the largesl

" For line·by·line commentaries on the entire fragment OK 115, see Zuntz (1971) 193·199 amJ Wright
(1995)138·139.270-275
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preserved in n€pi qJuyiiS, it is among the larger quotations found in the work.}!' The
final line is essential to Plutarch's point as it brings up the subject of exile, and the
preceeding lines provide explanation as to why the author is in exile. It is easy to accept
that Plutarch has pared down a passage from Empcdocles in order to limit the size of
his quotation while preserving the essence of the passage. The question remains.
however, whether the lines preserved by Plutarch are in the correct order relative to
each other.
The final place where another ancient author prcserves part of this Empedoclean
quotation which overlaps with Ihe quotation preserved by Plutarch is Hippolytus
7.29.14-7.29.17. Plutarch preserves the following:
8a(~ovl:S or Tl: ~aKpakuvos },l:AaxoOl13iOlO
TPls ~tV IlvpiaS wpos (nrc l-lOKOpWV aMA'1080l
TnV KO'I EyW WV eTl-ll, qJvyaS 8eoBl:v Ka'l aAfpT1S

HippolYlus, however, cites the lines in the following way:
Ti)v Koi EyW <vvv) eil-ll, qluyas 8eoBev Kat CxAfrrfJS,

<OpKOV B') OS K' ElTlopKOV Cxl-lapTrlOOS ElTOl-l60{o)J;1,
801~oves oiTe l-lOKpalWVOS Al:M:XOOl

131010

TpiS ~lV ~vP10S wpOS (nrc l-lQKOPWV CxAaA'1oBOl
lfwe number Plutarch's lines 3,4, 5, Hippolytus cites them in the order 5, 3, 4. The
question then is which, if either, preserves the correct order of the lines?

'" 599£ preserves a six-line epigram: 6040·£ pre~erves nine lines from Euripidcs' Eree/Ileus; 605F·6O(jA
preser\"cs six lines of slichomythic dialogue from Euripides' Phoeni.H<Je.
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Already within this quotation it has been demonstrated that Plutarch hns omitted
at least one line, Similarly, in our example of a verbatim quotation we saw PlutJ.rch
apparently inverting the order of lines. Given these two facts Plutarch's quotation musl
be suspect. Is there, however, any evidence beyond precedent to suspect that Plutarch's

quotation here has preserved the lines out of their original order? The only evidence we
have are the quotations preserved by HippolylUs, The value of this evidence is
questionable for two reasons. First, unlike Plularch, Hippolytus preserves the Jines not
as a single continuous quotation but rather as three separate quotations with
commentary between them, Hippolytus never says that these lines follow after each
other or even that they were located in close proximity to one another.~7 There is a
second reason to believe that Hippolytus might have dubious value as an example by
which to evaluate Plutarch's citation habits, namely, the possibility that both the
quotations and the surrounding commentary were plagiarized by Hippolytus from
Plutarch's Ei)" 'EIlTI~50KAEa,~ If Ihis is the case, then we are not using a second,
perhaps more reliable, source to evaluale Plutarch's habits of quotation. Rather we are
then using Plutarch to evaluate his own habits of citation, and there is no reason to
believe that Plutarch would be more accurate in his habits of citation in one work than
another. In the absence of certain evidence in regard to Hippolytus' source the Refulatio

S7 Thes<:: fragments, following Dicl~-Kranz, are generally primed together as a single fragment. See
Wrighl(I99S)270aadlnwoo<.l(2001)214-217.VanderBen(197S)128righlly says that lheevidence
does not "warrant tile as~umption lllat tllese founeen lines form onc continuous wllole."' Indeed there
would be value in Ileedillg Van der Ben (t97S) lSI when he says the fragmclllS "stitl ought to bc printed
as tlley have come down to us: as separate fragments."
><In the words of Marcovicll (1986) 50,Ihppolytus had a "pa~sion for plagiarizing." His app~rcnt habil
of borrowing large verbatim passages from the works of other ancient authors such as Sextu~ Empiricus,
lrenacus, and Josephus, coupled with his refercnce to Plutarch's Ei S 'EIJTTEOOKAEO at S.20.6, has led
many scholars 10 suspect that much of Hippolylus' material on Empedocles may Ilave been drawn from
Plutarcll's work Fora complcle discussion oflhe EiS 'E~HtElioKX£a and Hippolytus as a source for lhat
work,see chapter 4
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is an unreliable standard against which to measure the accuracy of Plutarch's
Empcdoclean quotations.
There is an argument to be made here in favor of Plutarch's line order. Plutarch
says that these Jines were £v apxij of Empedocles' philosophy, Any bibliophile in this
period would likely read this phrase as referring to the opening Jines of a work. Plutarch
was certainly aware of the practice of referring to a work by its opening lines and it
seems unlikely that he would use the phrase iv apxi] in a manner contrary to its
general usage. Identifying works by their apxr; had a number of advanlages. Titles
could vary. Names could be ambiguous because of to homonymy. Variants, errors by a
copyist or bibliographer, a damaged book-roll, a lost or unreadable title-tag could
hamper the identification of copies from any given book. Thc apxrl of a text was a
more secure means of identifying a text and could compensate for uncertainties and
variations of the bnypalpr;. One had only to unrolllhe scroll and compare the opening
line to be certain of the identification of a text. If Plutarch here is referring to the
opening lines of Empedocles' work, using a phrase meant to encourage reference, it
seems unlikely that he would either omit a substantial number of lines or that he would
cite the lines out of their original order. The manner in which Hippolytus cites the lines
does nOi necessarily contradict the line order preserved by Plutarch, Elsewhere
Hippolytus does cite lines out of order with comment?-ry interspersed between the
dislocated quol:J.lions. Because there is eOlllmentary interspersed between the linc5 il is

possible to reorderthe lines in Hippolytus to agree with Plutarch's ordering. There is a
strong argument to be made that while Plutarch omits some lines, the lines that hc does
cite maintain their original Empedoclean order. The quotation as a whole, however, is
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not what it first seems. That is to say, it is not a continuous five-line quotation from the
text of Empedocles.
Does the context surrounding the quotation in Plutarch provide liS with
additional information about the cited pas.mge? Plutarch idcntifies Empedocles as the

author of the quotation: 6 0' 'EIJTT£OOKAf]S" ev apxij TiiS" lPlAOOcxpioS"
TTpOaVa(flwvi]aa<;. This statement h<lS caused vexation among scholars for
generations because it seems to ascribe material that scholars expected to belong to a
poem of a religious nature, i.e. Ka6aplJoi, to Empcdocles' philosophical nEp\
lilVO£wS.S9 The debate as to which poem the quotation should be ascribed to, or if there
was one or two poems in the first place, has been vigorous.&l Publication of the
Strasbourg papyrus should put an end to these debates. The papyrus clearly shows that'
the nEpi qJVO£WS contained matcrial regarding daimones which has previously been
ascribed to the religious Ka6opIJoL While Plutarch's qUOlations seem often to be
incomplete because of omission of lines, lhe material that is preserved is accurate, as is

.. Hershbell (1971) 166-167 is among those scholars who have becn lroubled by this statement. He calls
Plutarch's statement a "misleading repon" and says "Whatever Plutarch meant, however, il is clear that
his report is nol especially helpful in ordering lhe fragments of Empedoclcs' poem." As discussed in my
overview of his anic\e in the introductory chapter to lhis thesis. Hershbell here has bimself been mislead
by his preconceptions of what the nature of Empedoclcs' work was. Hershbell is finn in his beliefthal
there were two poems: one ofa physicallphilosophical nature and oneofa rcligious nature. He also
follows Diels' ascription of this fragment to the religious poem. Thus his vexation arises from Plularch's
appan=nt ascrip(ion of the fragment to a philosophical poem. His views seem to have been fonned wilh
far more weight given to lhe work of Diels than to the testimonia of ancient authors. On tile uneasiness
this passage has caused, see Osborne (1987a) 29-31. Plutarch himself shows no awareness of more lhan
one work,simply ascribing the quotations to Empedocles.Thisistheonly reference that goc.\ beyond
naming Empedocles as ilS source. Plutarch is not alone in showing nO awareness of two separate poems
No author from antiquity shows a clear awal"l:ness of two poems. The only possible exception to this is
Diogenes Laerlius. He is the only author who provides lhe two litles Ka6aplloi and n~pl ..,VOEW'i. h is
unclear, however. whether he is referring to two separate works or two separale tilles for one work. or if
he is completely cenain himself to which of these things he is referring. For the debate as 10 the numb<:r
of poems, and discussion of the place of this statement by Plutarch in that debate,sceVanderBcn{1976)
16·20; O'Brien (1981) 15; Osborne (1987b) 24-50; Sedky (1989) 269-296: Kingsley (1996) 108-111;
Inwood (2001)6-19.
"'Seethebibliogmphyprovidedattheendofnote60ahove.
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the surrounding commentary. Perhaps more accurately, the information that Plutarch
does preserve is accurate, if incomplete. This being the case, there is no reason to doubt
the veracity of Plutarch's statement that the lines that he does preserve come from the
beginning of what was a prelude to Empedoclcs' philosophy.61
In addition 10 providing us a description of the position of the quotation in the
poem, Plutarch also provides some commentary following his citation of lines. He says
thaI Empedocles is revealing not just himself but all of us as exiles. He Ihen seems to
provide us with a paraphrase of another vein of Empedocles' discourse on the nature of
the body and the soul. But he returns to the soul as an exile. This is of course the point
that is relevant to Plutarch's discussion of exile in that essay. Given that Plutarch's
interpretation of the quotation is compatible with the interpretation of the quotation
found in Hippolytus, it seems probable that this additional information on the meaning
of the quotation is faithful to its original Empedoclean sense. Without Empedocles'
poem to compare it to, however, it is difficult to be certain of its accuracy. In trying to
reconstruct a fragmentary poem such as Empedocles' work we are reliant on the
quotation and testimonia of other ancient authors. Unfortunately, being reliant on those
authors also means thaI we may recreate the poem to reflect inaccurate imerpretations

61 [t must be asked how <pt;l,oooq>ia is being used here. Here I shall quote Kingsley's answer([I9961
109) to this question: "The evidence is of course Plumr<:h's own writings: it naturally helps to ask what
he, rather than we, understood by the word. The answer may seem surprising. For him 't'IAooocpia or
'philosophy' was from first to last geared to the ethical, and aoovc all to thc practicaL Its task is to give
knowledge of what is right and wrong, what is to be avoided and what is to be done (Mar. 7D-F, 36D,
78Band82F)"
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preserved in ancient works. 61 So while the context in Plutarch which surrounds the
quotation seems to be accurate it would be foolish to attempt to gerrymander this
quotation or other quotations to fit his interpretation.

3.4 Brief Allusion
Here is the text from "OTt O\ioE

~Jiv

EOTIV nOEWS KaT' 'EnlKQupov I I03F '= DK 25:

vnoAal3wv oiiv 6 Zcv~mnos. "cTTa OUTOS," E<pT], "01' EKclVOV
aTcAllS 6 MyoS EOTal, Kai <po13nenoollcea TavToAoyclv npos
'EnlKoupov AEYOVTcS:" "fjKloTa," E<pnv Eyw'
"Ka't ois yap 0 ocl KaMv EoTIV a:Kavoal
I<:aT' 'EllmooKAEa. nclAlV ow 6 8swv nlJlv napaKAIlTEoS· OU
yap apyov oTlJalnapclVal TOIS Ton AcX8clOlV, aAAa Ka\ VEaS
EOT't Kal ou OsOtc ~~ AnenS cuewas unooXJ:l TOIS VSOIS,"
A scholiast on Plato's Gorgias 498cll reads:
TTOpOllllO "OlS KOl Tpis TO KaMv", em xpti mp'l TWV KaAwv
TTOAAclKIS Asym. 'E~mOOKAEoUS TO ETTOS. aq>' oi.'i Ka\ n lTOpOl~[a'
<pTjoi yap
Ka'i SIS yap 0 Ocl Ka;\.ov EOTIV ~vlomiv.
How

accurate is Plularch 's quolalion? The only variation between the line

preserved by Plutarch and the line preserved by the schoJiast to Gorgias 498ell is the
final word. 6J Plutarch says that it is good to hear what one must even twice. while the
scholiast says that it is good to say what one must even twice, Obviously one of these

We saw in lhe previous chapler when discussing Plutarch's paruphrasc of Symposium 21Oc6·d4 thai
Plutarch can adapt another wriler's work 10 his own purposes. His represemalion of thai work may be
accurale bUI incompletc. In its incompleteness it mighl be highly misleading for a modern reader
anempling to reconstruct lhe original work from lhis new come~1. In Plularch's use of the Symposium
pa""agewhul ha. becn IOSI is nOI v word or phrase l>UI the enlireconclu.ion ofPlato·sargumcnt Plularch
is paraphrasing Socrales' speech in order 10 support his argumenl thnt beauty which is imelligible is
largerthanbeautywhichisperceptible.liowever.lhccoreofPlularch'sargument is different from thut
ofSocrntes'vrgumenl,and il is this fact which is likely 10 mislead. IhoughlhatisnotPlularch'simemion
"Grecne (1938) does no! bolherto record CtKOVOOI as a possible variant. At Grg. 498ell Socrates
nlludes to a proverb which is quoted bylhescholiaslandlheparoemiogrnphersin the elliptical form5l<;
Kol TplS TO KOA6". It is clear lhat Plul.1Jch is not alluding to [his prove rb but rnthcr Plutarch's
adaptation of it: see chapler 2. page 28-29. For discussion of the line in Grg. and lhc scholion, see Dodds
(1959)315.
OJ
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words is not what Empedocles wrote, and there can be no doubt that it is Plutarch
whose version is unfaithful. Plutarch has tailored the quotation to suit his literary
purposes. He is responding to a pupil's request to continue a discussion that had
occurred on a previous day, and he uses the Empedoc1can quotation, saying that they
will hear the discussion again. He then calls on another student to recall the earlier
discussion. If Plutarch had intended to repeat his own lecture from the previous day,
undoubtedly he would have preserved ~vloTTElv.64 The context makes clear, however,
that one student will recall the previous discussion while everyone else williislen and
correcl him when he errs. Plutarch's quotation is not a verbatim record of what
Empedocles wrote but rather an erudite adaption. Plutarch would not have considered it
an error but rather a completely legitimate appropriation of Empedocles' words for his
own literary purposes. This, I would argue, is typical of learned quotation, where the
quater demonstrates knowledge of the source and Ihen adapts it to his own purpose,
which is yet another way of showing one's cleverness. What is interesting, and worth
noting, is that if we did not have the version of the line preserved from the scholiast it is
quite probable that we would not realize Ihal Plutarch's line is inconsistent with what
Empedocles wrole. Our reconstruction of the poem would be very different if we
believed that this line should read OXOVOOl rather than Et.'lomlv. One wonders if
Plutarch provides us with any clues or makes any allusion to the quotation's original
conlext in the context in which he uses it.

"In commenting on this line Hershbell (t97t) 162 says; "The distortion aKOiioQI instead or EVIQmiv
may. or course. bedelibemte since the speaker is encouraging someoneelsc 10 speak and proresses his
ownwillingne.<stolisten"Thereshouldbenodoubtthatthedistortionisdeliberate
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Does the context surrounding the quota/ion in Plutarch provide us with
additional information abou/the cited passage? As we have seen, it is generally the
case when Plutarch cites a qUOlation from Empcdoclcs that he identifies Empcdocles as
its author. Aside from telling us that Empedocles was the author of this quotation
Plutarch provides us with no explicit information regarding the quotation or how it was
used by Empedocles. Is it possible thaI Plutarch alludes to the Empcdoclean contcxt in
which the quotation occurred through his employment of it in "OTt cuoi: ~fiv
i)o£ws

kaT'

EOTIV

'En\KOVpov. The evidence is such that one could argue the question either

way, but unlcss new evidence comes to light, a positive answer to this question is not
possible. We must, however, allow that these authors may be using these quolations in
erudite and nuanced ways that we cannot recognize because wc lack the completc
work. I think it is better to allow for such subtle nuances and at least consider the
possibilities raised by them when attempting to reconstruct Empedocles' work.
That said, is there anything in the context surrounding this particular quotation
that might be an allusion to its original context? One fragment does come to mind when
considering this quotation and the context in which it is used. This is fragment DK 1,
navaavin, av oE KA061, oallflpovcS 'AyxiTEW viE. Ancient testimonia tcll us that

Pausanias was Empedocles' student. 65 It is possible that in the original work these two
quotations were located in close proximity to one another. We might thcn have

.., Th~ is.~u~ of the llumber of addressc~~ in Empedocle~' work is anolher problematic queslion in
Empedocleun scholarship. For discussion of lhis i.,,~ue, see Osborne (1987a) 31-32 and Obbink (1993)
51-98. DiogellCS Lael1ius(8.60-61)reco.dslhal,accorrlillg 10 Aris lippusand Satyrus, Pausaniaswas
Empedocles' close friend to whom he dedicated his n~p\ lpUOEc.lI'. Diogenes Lael1ius (8.60) also tells us
that accorrling 10 Heraclides' work nEpi Tiil' 6:TTVOV Empedocles lold Pausanias how he apparently
raised a woman from the dead. On tile basis of lhese references and DK 1 Pausanias is oflen referred 10 as
Empedocks'disciple.
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"sceptical" or "Academic" text. 61 is dedicated to Favorinus. Plutarch describes him in
question ten of book eight of LVlllTOOtOKCr npol3;\illlOTO (734F) as an enthusiastic
admirer of Aristotle.1\.! Given that the parallel source for this passage is the Peripatetlc
Problemara, it is distinctly possible that Plutarch is here dealing with a traditional

Peripatetic question. This might suggest that he has selected this passage not because of
his own personal interest in it, but rather because he believed that this passage would
already be familiar to Favorinus from the Peripatetic tradition. By using passages
familiar to Favorinus in Ihis context, Plutarch might have hoped to make more clearly
his point that "it is more befitting for a philosopher to withhold one's judgement than to
give rash assent to mere opinions.'-69 The context in which this Empedoclean passage is
found raises this possibility but provides us with no answers.
3.6 Summary

In contrast to his practice with Plato Plutarch seems rarely, if ever, to give
completely accurate quotations from Empedocles. Where we have Empedoclean texts
to which we can compare the quotations we see that lines are consistently omitted. and
it is possible thaI some of the lines are not preserved in their correct order. The reason
for the omission of lines seems relatively straightforward: to limit the length of
quotations. It is difficult, however, to discern a purpose behind the inversion of lines. [t
is possible that Plutarch was working second-hand from a source in which the original
order of the lines was disrupted. The passage on Empedocles' philosophy preserved in

~, On (he rel~lion<;hip of (his tre~(isc 10 v~rious philosophical schools, see Opsomer (1998) 213-122
.. n':t IJEV "AAu OUIIJOVIWTOTO, 'ApIOTOTiAOV, epoon\, loTt KO', T4> n€p,noT<,.> V~IJEI IJlpioo
TovmeavovnA,ioTr]v(Mar.734F)
"SecOp,omer(I998)214
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Hippolytus' Refurntio, whether it is a passagc from thc

Ei~

'ElJmOOKAEo or nOl,

provides a clear picture of thc difficulties involvcd in detennining the propcr order for
the fragments of Empcdoclcs. However, we see that evcn whcn Plutarch is citing only a
single line we cannot count on its accuracy. Plutarch is wont to alter the text of
Empedocles to suit his own literary purposes. It is possible that the dislocation and
omission of lines in Plutarch have originated in a source from which he is citing the
quotations second-hand. It seems much more likely, however, that these alterations to
Empedocles' poetry have been purposefully made by Plutarch so as to make the
quotations fit his own literary purposes. If this is indeed the case. it would appear that
Plutarch had few inhibitions about altering Empedocles' poetry both in content (OK
115) and meaning (OK 25). So while Plutarch frequently quotes from Empedocles
(though not as frequently as the index in Helmbold and O'Neil suggests), he does not
show the samc fidclity 10 the words of Empedoclcs that he showed to the words of
Plato. Indeed, wc have seen that whencver possiblc we must cross-referencc Plutarch's
quotations with quotations and evidence surviving in other ancient works. Where there
are no other witnesses, we must be careful in using Plutarch as support for certain
arguments. When it comes to Empedocles' words, Plutarch does not prove himself!O
be a reliable wimess.1O

1O}tlhe~foredisagrcewi(h!heconciusionofHershbett(l97t)

165:"lnsum.atthoughPlUlJrchtcnds!o

be editorial. he h gcncl1Illy retiabtein reproducing his quotations from Empcdoctcs"
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Chapler Four
Reconstructing Plul:lrch's ElS

'E~1l"eBoKA~a

4.1 Overview ofEvidence
The Lamprias Cara{oglle lists item number 43 under the title ElS 'EllmBoKAsa
and indicates that the work consisted of ten books: EiS 'Ej.me8oK;\sa 13113;\la (.1 This is
the largest work recorded in the Catalogue. Given that Empedocles' entire body of work,
at an upwards limit, may have been no more that 5500 verses, and may have been less
than half of that, it seems remarkable that Plutarch's lost work was so large.1That is not
to say that works of this size were without parallel. Alexandrian scholars and Platonic
commentators provide evidence of voluminous commentaries that enlarge minor topics at
exponential rates, Plutarch's work on Empcdocles is remarkable, however, for the fact

'IthasbeensuggestedthatthcLampriIUCa/alog"eisatibraryinventory(see note 8 below),and it may
well be that the information in the catalogue has simply been copied from the sill)'boi -title tags that allow
apapyrusscrolltobeidentifiedwithoutbeingunroJled-inalibraryofpapyrusscrolls.lndeedofextant

sill)'OO; there is one Ihal provides a parallel for a voluminous work on Empedocles. For sillyOOi, see
Dorandi (1984) 18'-99: Turner (1981), 13-14, 34-35,esp. 19'. POxy 3318 preserves what appears to be a
title tag which reads'
]'EPIlOPXOLf > [
lfp,*'ElllftOOKAEla

J

~

(

This seems 10 refer to the ninth book of a work by Herman:hus entitled TIpo, 'EIl"lltOOKh£O. Oiogenes
Laenius (10.25) knew of a work in twenty-two books by Hermarchus that he describes as (If!ClTOhIKC
"II£P't ·EllmOOKA£ov<;. Cicero, N. D.I.93 indicates thai the work was a polemic in nature. The title TIpo<;
Elllf£OoKA£O might also suggest a polemical work
'Both Diogenes and Ihe Suda attest to the number of verses in Empcdocles' work. It is the discrepancies
belween these two accouol.<. however. that have led to the complete slate of coofusion as to how many
books there were, how many ve=s they contained and exactly what their litles were. Diogenes (8.77) says'
TCIl~lI OQV mpi ~VO!w> OVTc:!l Koi Ol K06oPllOi ~i> ~lfn ni"ovo\ mVToKloXihlO, 6 o~ iOTplKO<;
A6yos tis hln (~oK60\a. mpi
TWV TpaywSlC=lV T1PO£lpf)KOIl~V.
"Thc Suda says
Koi l:ypO'¥l' 01' £n-wv mpl cpvo,WS TWV 611Twv I3ll3hio 13. Koi iklTlv E"IIn
OLOXih\O, iOTP\KC
KOTohoy6onv ~o\ ahho "IIohAo:
It scemscertain Ihat the number of verses is corrupt in at lcasl one case and possibly in both. Fora
discussion of the accounts given by Oiogenes and theSucta,sceOsborne (t987a) 28·29

oe

w,
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that it is two and a half times the size of his work on Homer. Given that numbers wcre
particularly susceptible to corruption in the manuscript tradition, the number of books
seems open to question.
In the texlual tradition of the Lamprias Catalogue there are three central
manuscripts that are relevant to this question. The oldest witness is Parisinus gr. 1678,

148"· which was copied probably in or around the first half of the twelfth century. It
records item number 43 as EiS 'EIlTTEooKAsa 13113Aia

t'.

There are seven other

manuscripts later than this that preserve the catalogue. They divide into two groups. The
archetype for the first group is Neapolitanus 11I.8.29 246" which was copied in Italy
during the middle of the twelfth century. It records number 43 as EiS 'EIlTTEooKAsa but
omits reference to the number of books. However, this is not the only place where
infonnation is omitted in this manuscript and so it is not surprising that the number of
books has been omitted in this case as well. l The archetype for the second group is
Marcianus gr. 481,123·. It records the title of item 43 as 'EIlTTEOOKASOVS 131{3Aia t'.
While Neapolitanus I1J.B.29 246· omits the number of books, no manuscript provides a
number other than ten. The manuscript tradition can therefore be said to support the
existence of a work entitled EiS 'EIlTTEooKAsa in ten books.
There is only a single piece of evidence external to the Lamprias Catalogue that
explicitly provides any information about the lost EiS 'EIlTTEooKAsa. HippolylUS. an early
Church Father (ca. A.D. 170-ca. 236), in his Refulatio (5. 20.6) makes reference to a

'SceJoyal(I993)lOO
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work TTpOS 'EI-lTTE8oKA~a in ten books (8~Ka 13[I3AOlS) which he ascribes to Plutarch.·
On the basis of this reference il has often been suggested that Plutarch may havc been
Hippolyws' main source of information about Empcdocles.' It is wonh noting, however,
that the context in which Hippolytus makes reference 10 the EiS 'EI-lTTEOOKAEO. which he
refers to as being TTpOS 'EI-lTTEOOKAEO, deals not with Empedocles but rather with
mystery religions. Also, of the thirty-five verses of Empedocles quoted in book sevcn of
Hippolytus' Refulatio, only eight are quoted by Plutarch in his extant works. All eight
common verses however come from the group of fragments collected as OK 115, and
Hippolytus provides a close commentary of these at Refutalio 7.29.16-21. Hippolytus
may have been drawing on Plutarch's EiS 'EI-lTTEBoKA~O, but the overlapping
Empedoclean quotatIons found in Hippolytus' Refutatio and Plutarch's extant works do
nOi provide sufficent evidence to be certain about this. 6 On the basis of the witnesses of
thc manuscript tradition and Hippolytus' testimony we may conclude that Plutarch did in
fact write a work on Empedocles in ten books.
There are obvious difficulties in attempting 10 reconstruct a lost work on the basis
of a catalogue enlry and single ancienl citation. This is perhaps why, despite apparently
being the largest work that Plutarch wrote, the EiS 'EI-lTTEOOKAEO is rarely mentioned by
Plutarchean scholars. I certainly will not be providing a detailed table of contents for the

EiS 'EI-lTTE8oKA~a. Neverthless, given that the E[s 'EI-lTTEOOKAEO appears to have been

• tOT, BE TTCJCJTOS ill CJVTi:j. ETT'I 6£ Tns TTCJOTOOOS 1yyliypaTTTcli ~liXpl Or\~~POIi r\ TO T&IV mlllTWII
TWII £iPIJ11EIIWII MywII (ooia. TTO'\'\O ~l:II oW ian TO iTTi TDS TTaoT66os tK~(III]S £YY~YPOj..l>JliIlO,
rrsp\ WII KOt nbohapxos TTOL!,TOl MyovS £11 ToiS TlpOS ·Ej..lmOOKhEo 5iKO l3i{3hOls
l Diels (1898.1) 399: O'Brien (1969) 32-33, 210 n, 3: Bollack (1965·9) vol. 3.1, 154; Osborne (1987b) 92-

".

'ForadelailcddiscussionofPlularchasasour<:eforHippolyms.seeOsbome(1987b)92-94.
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the largest work that Plutarch wrote, its possible nature must be discussed when
evaluating Plutarch as a witness for Empedocles. For this task I will be using three
primary sources. First I will look at the Lamprias Cawlogue itself and the entries
surrounding item 43. Second, I will examine the Empcdoclean quotations in the extam
works of Plutarch himself. The third source is Hippolytus' Refmatio, which makes
reference to the work by author and title.
The first place 10 begin looking for information about the EiS" 'EllmooKAso is the

IAmprias Catalogue itself. Joyal has argued that some information can be gleaned about
lost Plutarchean works by examining their place in the Lamprias Catalogue.' Indeed, in
looking at the works which precede thc EiS 'EllmooKAEo in the IAmprias Cataloglle and
those that follow it we do notice a pattern. The first twenty-five items listed in the
catalogue arc Parallel Lives. These arc followed by fifteen unpaired lives and then by the
BiOI Tt:)V OEKO PtlTOpwv. That there is a pattern in their grouping is clear. There is also
a pattern to the next twenty-one entries. With the exception of item sixty,

n epl

nOIT1TIKnS", all of the entries in this part of the catalogue are recorded as being works in
multiple books. These range from works in two books such as items 50, 55, 57 and 58, to
the largest work, item number 43, the E1S" 'ElJmSOKAEo in ten books.s The IAmprias

Catalogue lists no other works in multiple books apart from those in this section of the
cataloguc.9 This suggests that the reason for these works being listed in proximity to one

'Joyal (l993j 97

"it is worth noting here that it is the inclusion ofa work in eight books on Artistotlc's Top. (§ 56) tbt

h~

led to the belief Ihat mther than being solely a list of works authored by Plutarch the Lamprlas COla/og"e is
a library inventory. SeeTreu (1873) 42·54; Ziegler(1951) 696-7: Russell (1973) 18-19: Lamberton (2001)
22
'IFlheLampriasC{l/%gue is in fact a library inventory it is possibleth at the works in multiple books are
listed togelher for physical reasons - perhaps multiple books were stored together in the same area of the
library
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another was their size rather than lheir content. Certainly the range of topics suggested by
their titles argues for this being the case. With four books on Homeric studies

'OIJTlPIKWV IJEAETWV

(~42

~1{3>"ia 5'), three books on stories or myths (§46 M08wv

[31{3Aia

y'), three books on benefactions to andlor from cities (§51 nOAEWV EVEpyeoial {31(3Aia
y'), and rive books on the summary of scientific views held by philosophers (§61

nepl

TWV apWKOVTWV <pIAOO6<pOIS" <pvolldjS" bnTOIJi')S" (31{3>..ia E),IO the connective thread
seems not to be based principally on content. It is difficult, however. to make any firm
statements about content as all that remains of these large works is a half dozen
fragments. II Therefore the position of the EiS" 'E~TTe50KAeo: in the Lamprias Catalogue
tells us little about its content but corroborates the earlier conclusion that the repon about
the size of the work is to be accepted.
While the position of the H; 'EIJTrEOOKAea in the LAmprias Cawloguc provides
few answers about its contents il does raisc some qucstions about the authorship of the
work. Of the eighteen works 'l listed in the Lamprias Catalogue as works in multiple

IOThis work, while included in tile Lomprias Catalogue and widely auributed to P1Ularl:h by olher ancient
aUlhors-Eusebius in his Praeparal;o EVClngelica 14.13.9,Cyril of Ale~andria in his Contra Julianum
2.14, and Theodorel of Cyntlus in his Cohorf(l.lio ad Graeco.' 4.31- is now generally considered 10 be a
pseudo-Plutarchean work. Evcn iflhis were a gcnuine work by Plutarch iI isoflinleva!ueloourpresenl
purpose as we know wilh certainly that it is an epitome of an earlier work by Aelius, The authorial
cOntribulion of its wriler lies largely in the decision either 10 preserve or 10 e~cise lemmata from lhe earlier
work. See M3nsfeld and Runia{l997) 187-!95
" The fragmenls from named works of Plutarl:h can be found in volume 15 of PJulan:h's Moralia in lhe
LCL.edilcd and lronslaled by Sandbach(1969)
"§42 >OI-lJ1pl~wlIl-le1.eTwII~\~'\iCl 0'; §43 Eis ·El-lmOOl(1.ECI [:3\I31.io ,': §44 n~pl T~S 1TEIlTTT~S
oUoioS ~,~'\io eO; §45 n~pl TI1s EiS !KOT1OpolllTT,xelpJ1(IEws ~1131.ia t': §46 MuewlI ~1131.ia y': §47
nep\ PJ1TOPIK~sl3ll31.ia y': §48 nep\ 'lNXi'is eioClywYi'is[:3II31.la y': §49 n~p\ aioeno~wlIl3'l31.ia
y': §50 'E~1.oy~ 'lll'\ooO<;>wlIl3'l31.io 13': §51 n61.EwlI Ev-epymioll3'I3'\io y': §52-5} n,pl
eE~pOOTOU TTpOs TOU, KOIpOU, (52) TTO'\ITIKWIII3'I31.io 13'; §54 n.pl TTapE'Il!IIJ1S iOTopias[:3ll31.ia
0'; §55 nopo'lllwlI[:3ll31.io 13': §56 TWII 'Ap'OTOTi'\ous TOlTlKWII [:31131.10 r]': §57 IWOIK'\i'i1" ~\[:31.io
13': §58 nepi EillapllillJ1S [:31[:31.ia 13': §59 nEpl OIKO\OUaUIIIlS TTpOs XpUO'TTTrolll3\[:31.iCl y': and, §61
nEpl TWII apmKolITwII 'i'11.ooO<;>OII" 'i'UOtKi'iS imTOI.li'i, [:3\[:31.io E'.
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books only one is extant: §6l nEp'i TWV apWKOVTWV qllAOo6qlOl~ qlVOlKii~ iTIHOllii~
[31[3;\10 E'. Because the work is extant we know that it is not a work by Plutarch. Despite
being widely attributed to Plutarch in antiquitylJ most scholars from the seventeenth
century onward have agreed that the work cannot be genuine. 14 It is an abridgement or
epitome of an earlier work which summarized the views of the philosophers on physical
questions. II How this work came to be attributed to Plutarch is unclear. Ziegler's
suggestion that it was found among Plutarch's papers and subsequently published under
his name is attractive. 16 Mansfeld and RUllia raise the possibility that it might have been
made as a son of tmOIlVllllo either for private use or in a school enviroment. 17 It is of
interest to note that while the work was attributed to him, Plutarch in his extant works
shows little interest in doxography. Where Plutarch does raise doxographical issues there
is no evidence to suggest that he was drawing upon this particular work or others like it.l~
Certainly despite the inclusion of this work in the Lamprias Catalogue and its attribution
by other ancient authors to Plutarch the evidence points to it being a spurious work. Nor
is this the only work in this section of the catalogue whose authorship has been
questioned. The inclusion of §56 T wv ' APIOTOTS;\OV~ T07TlKWV [31[3).,10 r( has raised
questions about the nature of the catalogue and its origins. The title and number of books
indicate that item 56 refers to the eight books of Aristotle's Topics. If this is indeed the
work referred to by the catalogue there can be no doubt that Plutarch was not its author.

IlSeenotelOabove
.. See ZiegJcr (l95l) 879; Lachcnaud(I993) 15; Mansfcld and Runia(l997) 32-63.
IlForalhoroughdiscussionofthctexluallra<lilionoftheworkandexaminalion of its contents, see
MansfeldandRunia{(997) 121-195
"Ziegler (l95t)880
"MansfeldandRunia(I997) 123. 195.
"See Mansf1edand Runia(l997) 123n.13
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Thus, there is good reason to believe that at least two of the eighteen works in this section
of the Lamprias Catalogue were not written by Plutarch
The question must be asked whether the EiS 'El.m~OOKA~Q might also be
spurious. In the absence of a copy of the EiS 'EIlTIEOOKA£Q it is impossible to give a
definite answer to that question. but the possibility must be entertained. Certainly there is
no stronger evidence tha! would suggest that the EiS ·EI.l1T~OOKA~a is genuine than there
was for the n~p\ TWV aP~OI<:OVTWV q:l1AOOOq>OlS q>UOIKJlS ElTlTOI.lJlS. That is to say.
both works are listed in Ihe Lamprias Calalogue and both are attributed to Plutarch by
other ancient authors. and there is little doubt that Plutarch did not write the

n~pl

TWV

apCOKOVTWV q>IAOOOq:lOIS q:lU01KJlS ElTITOl.liis. The size of the EiS ·EI.JTIEOOKA~a also
raises questions about its authorship. While Plutarch does show more interest in
Empedocles than in other presocralic philosophers he does not show sufficient interest to
justify a work on Empedocles in ten books. Indeed, Plutarch appears to show far less
interest in Empedocles than in Homer and Plato. Yet if we are to accept that the EiS
'E\l1T~OOKA~a

is genuine then it would appear Ihat Plutarch wrote as much on

Empedocles as he did on Homer and Plalo combined. While that is possible it seems
doubtful. and as we saw earlier there is no reason to doubt that the Eis 'EIl1T~ooKA~a
consisted of ten books. Of course. we have very little idea what the contents of those tcn
books were. It is possible that both Homer, for styllstic reasons such as the use of dactylic
hexameter. and Plato, for philosophical reasons. were ccntral topics in the work. The
possibilily remains that the EiS 'E\llTEOOKASa is a spurious work. However, if more can
be said about the conlenlS of the EiS 'ElJTIE50KA~a reason might be provided as 10 why
the work should be ascribed to Plutarch.
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As for clues about the content of the Ei~ 'El.llTEOOKhEO, works with similar titles
in the Lmnprias Catalogue might be of assistance. There is only one other title that
begins with the prc]X)sition EIS. That is item 120, Eis TO NlKOVOPOU 0TlpIOKO:, On
Nicander's AntidOles 10 a Snake Bite, Unfortunately, this work too has been lost and we
are left with only three small fragments. However. these fragments. taken with the six
fragments from Ihe 'OI-lTlPIKWV I-lEhCTWV (§42 in 5 books) -the only other work in
multiple books of which fragments survive-and Ihe single fragment of the EiS
'El-llTEOEOKhEO preserved by Hippolytus, may provide some indication of what sort of
information was contained therein.
There are three fragments from Plutarch's EiS TO NIKOVOPOU 0TlPIOKO. The
first, preserved as a scholion to line 94 of the Theriaca, discusses varieties of parsnip.
The scholion records that Plutarch said that there were several varieties of parsnip, not
just Ihe

IWO

observed by Nicander, Their common characteristic is that they are pungem

and fiery, which has the practical application of stimulating the menstrual flow, treating
colic, rarifying the body, and reducing the size of the organs found in the chest area. The
second fragment is preserved by a scholion to line 333 of the Theriaca which says that
"leprous eruptions spread a chalky rash."'9 The scholion records Plutarch as saying "that
bitter almonds remove blotches from the face.";-O It is unclear what in the third reference

,. "-rvKalS' apYIII&oOOIl ETliOOSVOIITOI E<t>f)ht'J
""0 nhOVTOpX05 TOS TTtKpOS a~vy1iaha> 'P'101 TO; TWII TTpoaWTTWII ESa,pSIIl
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should actually be attributed to Pluwrch's work. 11 The kind of material being discussed is
all that muliers for our purposes. however, and that is clear enough. There is discussion
on Nicander's usc of either Oropaean or Coropaean Apollo, with reference to geography
and shrines devoted to the particular gods.
The preserved fragments of Ihe 'OIlJlPIKWV IlEAETWV are similarly wide-ranging
and eclectic in their topics. Fragment 122 quotes Plutarch as saying thaI Aristotle said
that Pythagoreans did not eat certain pig organs, sea nettle, and other things of thaI sort
but ate everything else. Fragment 123 contains a criticism of Epicurus by Plutarch, again
with no reference to Homer. Fragment 124 is another criticism of Epicurus. Fragment
125 suggests that Plutarch discussed Chrysippus' tendency to use Homeric passages to
support those doctrines that he favored. Fragment 126 talks about the practice of
summoning spirits by Thessalian magicians and the Spartans' use of these magicians to
deal with the appearance of the spirit of Pausanias. And fmally, fragment 127 discusses
the strength of trees grown in sheltered and shady places versus those exposed to a harsh,
windy environment, This is preserved as a schoJion to Iliad 15.624.
The single fragment from the EiS" 'EIlTTEooKMa is similar to the above fragments
in its seeming 10 have little or nothing to do with the purported topic oflhe work,
Fragment 24 tells us that in the ElS" 'EIl'IT€OOKAEO Plutarch describes the many paintings

11 NiKall5pOS Ev0npioKoLI"
ijEv'An6Hwv
lJoVT~iol" Koponoios i:eflKoTo KO\ eelJlv O:vopwv.
Oi oE UTlOlJwnIJoTiooVTES OUTOV 0lwv KOI nAOVTOPXOS KOIll.nlJflTpIOS 6
XAwpoS <pOOl' NiKov5poS "'OPOTlo'iOS" Koi "KopoTloiOS 'ATlo}.,}.,wv··· UYVOEIO' OTt 'AIJ<ptop6:ou
ifpOll, OUK 'AnoAAwv6, iOTI. Atynol 51. KOT' rA;\.EI'l'IV TOO I KopoTloio,' Koporrfl M 0fooaA,a,
TlOAIS.l3lATIOV 51! unOliaElv OTt nlJapTflToI. Kal YPo:<pfTat 'OpOTTO'iOS' 'Oponn yap noAl1"
Eul3oios. onov 'AnoAAwvos 5100'lIJ<hoTOV i~p6v.
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depicting scenes related to Orphism and the Eleusini<ln mysteries that were 10 be found in
a particular colonnade in Phlius and discussed the ritual words inscribed in the same
colonnade. l l It is nol surprising that Empedocles might be discussed in relation to
mystery religions, given his own app<lrcnt mysticism and his reputed association with
Pythagoras.2.l There is, however, no mention of Empedocles or his work. Perhaps then the
EiS" 'E~nE50KhEO was not a flowing literary work, but instead a collection of notes and
observations arising from or inspired by passages in Empcdocles. This suggests that
perhaps the work was structured according to lemmata. Each section might have begun
with a quotation of a short Empedoclean passage or phrase or perhaps simply a general
theme 10 be discussed. Other Plutarchean and pscudo-Plutarchean works provide
precedents for such a structure, particularly for large works. Perhaps most obvious is
Plutarch's Lv~nool0Ko npol3AfnJOTO or Table-Talk which consists of nine books
which are themselves each divided into ten questions. with the exception of book 9.~
Likewise Plutarch's TT,l,OTWV\KO Crrn'lI.l0TO or Platonic Questions, while only one
book in length, consists often questions. The pseudo-Plutarchean TTEpi TWV
apEOKOVTWV q:l\Aoo6lflolS" lflVOIKi'iS bnTOI-li'iS" is also organized according to lemmata,

n TnEAEoTol Be TOVTO 1(0\ Tl"OpOOiSoTOI avepwTI"OI~ np6 Tr;s KEAEOV KO\ TPllTTOAEIJOV Koi
L'!.l'jIJ'lTPOS KO\ K6p'll" Koi L'!.IOvUOOV iv 'EAEVOIVI TEAnf'il", iv <1>AelowTI Tf'il" 'ATTIKf'i~' npo yap
TWV 'EAwOlvlwvlJuoTTJpiwv EOTiv h TQ <1>AelowTI <TO Ti'ls> AEYOIJEVIlS MEyCiAll1" 6pYIO. lOTI oE
Tl"OOTaS EV o\iTQ. ETI"i oe ~I" nooTO:Sos EyyepoTl"Tol lJexpl OTllJepOV Ii Tl"O:VTWV TWV Eiplllllvwv
A6ywv iOEo. Tl"OAAO: IleV eNV lOTI TO ETI"i Till" Tl"OOTaoo.s- i:K~iV'l1" iyyeypOlllJ1vo, Tl"EP'1 WV Koi
nXOVT<;lpXOS Tl"OIELTOI X6youI" tv Tots np61" 'EIJTl"E50KX{0 oEKa l3iI3Xol~' ~OTI 5e (Ev> TOI~ nAEiool
Kai np<o[3vTTlS TIS EyyeypOIJj.lEVO' Tl"OAI05, TTTEpWT'k €VTETOIJEIIIlV£XWV T~II oioXVVIlV,
YWOIKO anO<j>evyovoav OIWKWV KVVOE\oil. eTTlyeyponTOI 5E hi TOU npEo(:)vTOU' <1>0:0-; pulTll5,
eni 01: Ti'!, ¥VvaIKos' t nepell t ¢lIKOXO (Hippolylus, Ref S.20,6-7).
lJD,L.8.54_S6,67·70.
"The nimh and final book contains fifleen queslions r.ltherlhan the usuaI len, for which Ptularch
alX'logizes (736C): 6 0' apl6IJol" QV VlTIp[3aXAIJ TDV OU\l~e'lom:\"oo TWV ~nTIlj.laTe.;,v, oil

EloUj.laOTEov· foel yap Tl"alfTO TO'S Movom, o:noOOvlfol Ta TWV Movowv Koi lJnO~V Cz<t>eAe"iv
WOTTEp Cz<t>·lepwv. nXeiolfa Koi KOAAlolIO ToVTWV 6q>EiAOVTOS aVTo;5
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though it does not show any concern regarding the number of lemmata in llny given
book. Z.\ Organization according to lemmata is well suited to Plutarch's writing style as it
provides a unifying structure for eclectic and wide-ranging discussions. While the single
fragment from EiS 'EIlm:ooKAec is scant evidence for anything it does suggest that the
work was wide ranging in its discussions. A lemmata structure seems mOSI probable for
so large a work, though without better knowledge of the work's contents it is far from
certain.
The most obvious place to begin with what may have been contained in Plutarch's
EiS 'EIlm:OOKAEC is with the quotations and references that are to be found in Plutarch's
extam works. As discussed in the previous chapter Plutarch's Moralia preserve more than
seventy quotations and references from Empedocles, more than any other ancient
source.16 The nature of those quotations may reveal something about the focus of the Eis:
'EIlm:OOKAEC. When one compares the quotations found in the Pseudo-Plularchean nEp't
T(~V apEOKOVTWV Ql1AOOO<pOIS: <pVOIKi'is: ETflTOi-li'is:l7to those found in Plutarch's

Moralia one cannot help but be struck by the differences in their content. Not
surprisingly the quotations found in n EPI TWV apEOKOVTWV <ptAOOO<pOIS: <pVOlKi'is:
ETTlTOfli'is: deal exclusively with Empedocles' physical tenets. What is surprising is that
the quotations preserved by Plutarch pay scant attention to these physical tenels. Indeed,
except in cases where Plutarch is responding to the use of Empedocles' work by other
philOsophical schools (Mor. 4008, 4200. 949C-D, etc.), it is fair to say that he treats

"For pseudo-Ptularch's lrealmcnt of the lemmala found in his source. sec Mansfcld and Runia (1997) 182·
194.

"See chapler3. pages 48-50
l'Scc nolclO above.
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Empcdocles more as a literary source. like Homer, Aeschylus or Euripides, than as a
philosophical source like Plato, though he at times explicitly refers to Empcdocles as a
philosopher (SI5C). That is to say, he often quotes a single line or two from Empcdocles
to support the point that he or one of his speakers is making. In these cases there is no
suggestion of the quotation's original context or meaning. and often it is quoled alongside
quotations from other literary sources (Mor. 9SA. 98D, 4l8C, 4338, etc.). The longest
qUOlation ((,()7C-D), which is followed by commentary, deals with daimones and the
nature of the soul, and could be categorized as religious.:!'!
In trying to categorize Plutarch's quotations from Empedocles it becomes clear
that the qUOlations are eclectic in their nature and have no single focus. Indeed they seem
to prove Whittaker's point that quotations preserved in ancient works reflect the
personality and preferences of the author doing the quoting. 29 Attempting to reconstruct
EmpcdocJes' work from the quotations preserved by Plutarch produces a jumbled and
unclear picture that quite possibly bears little resemblance to Empedocles' work. On the
other hand examining the quotations as evidence for Plutarch's interests and the sort of
works that he wrote would produce a fairly accurate picture of this ancient author who
was interested in religion, philosophy, literature and eclectic learned knowledge..lO This
leads me to speculate that what made the EiS 'ElllTEOEOKhEa a cohesive whole was not its
contents but rather its structure. It seems most probable thaI the contents of the work were
as eclectic and wide-ranging as the contexts in which Empedoclean quotations are found

:II For Plutard's interest in religion and dn;mon~$, see Vemiere (1977) 249-267; Brenk (1977)49-64. 85183;(1986)2117,2135;(1987)250-349.
l'l Whiuaker(1987) 95,
10 Hershbell (1971) 180 has suggested four general categories for P1Ular<:h'~ quotations from and comment~
on Empcdocles.These are: (I) literary and non-philosophical; (2)physicaI and ".'Cicntific";(J)poicmical;
and (4) "religious" and prcscriplive
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in the Mora/hi. Indeed, individual lemmata undoubtedly varied in their focus according to
what caught Plutarch's fancy, be it a poiot of religious interest, philosophical interest, or
arcane knowledge, or a little of all of those things. And so we see again that Plutarch's
interest in Empedocles tells us morc about Plutarch than about the work of Empedocles.
Plutarch's primary value as a witness to Empedocles lies in Ihe qUOIations that he
preserves.
However, detailed examination of just a few of Plutarch's Empedoclean
quotations in the previous chapter revealed that Plutarch is not a reliable witness to the
work of Empedoclcs. Where other sources have preserved Empedoclean quotations with
which Plutarch's can be compared, we see that Plutarch's quotations are almost never
entirely accurate. The alterations range from the substitution of a single word (1I03F) to
the reversal or omission of entire lines (618B; 927F; 6()7C-D). Plutarch's quotations from
Empedocles are generally limited to a line (93B, 685F, 360C. etc.) or two (17E, 980,
663A, etc.). Occasionally, however, he preserves longer quotations of up to five lines in
length (607C-D). As we saw in the previous chapter, at times the same quotation may be
used in different contexts but preserving a common error. l ' The size and nature of these
quotations fits with my earlier conjecture that Plutarch's Ei)" 'EIlTTEooKhEa was
organized according to lemmata. Certainly all of the quotations found in Plutarch's extant
works could be categorized as short passages or phrases. Nevertheless, none of the
Empedoclean quotations found in Plutarch's extant works have clearly been made
second-hand, with the possible exception of OK 76. 32 As is the ctlse of the nEpl TWV

lJ See chapler 3. page~ 52-55.
II For discussion ofPlularch's cilation of OK 76,seechaplerJ.pages52·57
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apEOKOVTWV qllAOOOq)QlS- llUOIKi'iS ElTITOI-li'iS, while Plutarch may have had the EiS
'El-llTEOOKA€O in his library it appears to have left little trace in his ex.tant writings. The
most that can be suggesled about the contents of the EiS- 'EI-lTIEOOKAEO based on
Plutarch's Empedoclean quotations is that it was likely to have been eclectic in content.
Hippolytus flourished at the beginning of the third century A.D. and is among the
fathers of the early Christian church. While it is as a Church Father that he is usually of
interest, he has not been neglected by those interested in early Greek philosophy because
of the numerous quotations contained in his works. 3J Most recently Osborne has
ex.amined him as a source for Empedocles and Heraclitus." My immediate interest is nN
in the quotations of Empedocles per se but rather in what those quotations might tell us
about the contents of Plutarch's EiS 'ElllTEOOKA€O. The references to Empedocles that
have often been linked to Plutarch in the past arc 5.20.6 and the abundance of references
in book 7. However, these are not the only references to Empcdocles in Hippolytus'
Refulaljo,3~ and I do not believe they are the only passages relevant to Plutarch's EiS

'El-lTIEOOKAEQ. As we have seen, the first reference in book 5 is of obvious value as il
gives us reason to believe that Hippolytlls had first-hand knowledge of Plutarch's EiS
'ElllTEOO1':AEO. Hippolytus rarely seems to refer to works that he clearly had read, given
that large plagiarized passages from them appear in his own writings.)/, Thus the mention
ofthc Eis 'EI-lTIEOOKAEQ by author, title, and number of books is far more significant in

n Among those who have discussed Hippolylus as a source for early Greek philosophy arc Diels (1898b)
125-130: Bidez(l896) t90-207, 298-309; GUlhrie (1965) 144-145 and 259-261.
)<Osbome(l987b)
"For a discussion of lhe Olher main passages in the RefwtJt;Q dealing with Empedodes and their possible
sources, sec Osborne (1987b) 87-13!
)6 For a chart of HippolylUS' apparent sources -most of whom he never namcs- sec Marcovieh (1986)
18·31
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Hippolytus than it might be in other ancient authors, such as Diogencs Laertius who
frequently referred to works that he had not read. J1 The references in book 7 arc of similar
interest because of the abundance of quotations and the context which surrounds them.
As noted earlier, some of the quotations in book 7 overlap with quotations found in the
extant works of Plutarch, for which reason Plutarch's EiS 'El-lTTE80l<:AEO has been mooted
as a possible source.
In Refutatio 7.29-31 Hippolytus is concerned with refuting the heresy of
Marcion.~ While it is possible that Hippolytus' account of Empedocles' philosophy was

derived from first-hand knowledge of Empedocles, this is unlikely. The reasons for this
are twofold, First, the link between Marcion's heresy and Empedocles' philosophy is
tenuous at best. It appears lhat the driving force behind the comparison was not an
association made from familiarity with the work of Empedocles but rather a desire 10
defend the orthodoxy and the Church from the Gnostic heresy of Marcion,J9 Hippolytus
apparently thought that the Gnostic schools of thought could be best discredited by
painting them "as mere plagiarists of Greek philosophers.'>lO This is the technique that he
uses throughout his Refurmio. OI The second reason for suspecting that Hippolytus is not
quoting first-hand from Empedocles is related to the first. In his desire to paint some
Gnostic sects as plagiarists of Greek philosophy Hippolytus himself plagiarized. 42

"On Diogenes L-aertius and his sources, see Mejcr(1978) 7-t6.
~ For the pairing of Empedoctes and Marcion, see Osborne (1987b) 98-100. For reasons why Hippolytus
may have made the association between Empedoclcs and Marcion, and for GnQstic e~cgeses, see
Marcovich (1986) 37-38.
)0 Marcovich (1986j40-1 suggests that Hippolytus' principal objective ill this work was "to rcfUlcthe
contemporary Trinitarian mO<!alists Cleomencs, Sabdlius and, above all, Callistus"
... Marcovich (1986) 36.
"On the strllcture of the Ref, sce Marcovich (1986) 32-41 .
•, It is possib1ethat there is liule first-hand material in Hippolytus' work and that his contributi<.>n hasbcen
to arrange material al second-hand intoparallcl lives so as to expose heresies. Sec Marcovich (J986) 48-49.
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Marcovich has said that "Hippolytus' pa~sion for plagiarizing his sources is a ble~sing for
us, since we can be reasonably sure that he is, as a rule, faithfully copying his sources."~J
In his Refutario he copied entire chapters verbatim from Sextus Empiricus, in addition to
copying extensively from Flavius Josephus and lrenaeus -though he does give lrenaeus
minor credit at 6.42.1 and 6.55.2. 44 If it is possible to identify extensive plagiarized
passages from extant works there is good rcason to suspect that many more passages in
the Re/utalio are plagiarized from works now lost. While it is impossible to prove that
Plutarch's E\~ 'EIlTTEOOKASO should be on the list of works that were plagiarized, given
the reference to the work at 5.20.6 and Hippolytus' extensive use of Empedocles in book
7, the likelihood seems strong.
Without a copy of the E\~ 'EIlTTEOOKASO il is impossible to detennine to what
extent Hippo[ytus used it as his source for his Empedoclean material, if at all.
Nevertheless. the evidence favours the possibility that Hippo[ytus' material is secondhand, whether or not the intermediate source is the Ei~ 'ElllTEOOKMo. And the limited
evidence for Hippolytus' source leans towards the Ei~ 'EI.lTTEOOKAEO. Given Hippolytus'
penchant for citing large passages verbatim it is plausible that not only the quotations of
Empedocles were taken from the El~ 'ElllTEOOKAEO but also the surrounding
commentary. Marcovich has suggested that Hippolytus' source for Empedocles in his
refutation of Marcion 7.29.8-12 and the comparison of Pythagoras' cosmogony to that of

'1 MUf(;ovich (l986) 50.
"Murcovich(!1986l 36) refers 10 Hippolytus' apparenl research and enc yclopaedic education as a "paper·
ligcr" which demonsfrubly dcrivcs nol from his owncrudition bUl hi s"unscrupulous and rrtkless"
plagiarizing. That lhe only author that Hippolytus gives any crediIloistrcnaeus is itsclfnOleworthyas
Hippolytus was a pupil of [,."naeus; see Roberts and Donaldson (1978) 4. This provides an obvious
~xplanalion as to why HippoJylus would plagiarize from numerous sources but only acknowledge one of
lhose sourc~s, The practice of citing one's supervi,or is a timeless feature of scholarship,seenOle 3 above
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Empl:docles at 6.25.1-4, which appear to be the same passage drawn from the S<lme work,
was an anonymous Gnostic writer:'l Other dassi(;31 scho!llrs, on the other hand, have
long been suspicious thllt thc Ei~ 'EI-lTTEOOKA€a was Hippolytus' source of information
about Empedoclcs:'" However, in Hippolytus' refutation of Marcion at Refutatio 7.29126, which is the most extended passage dealing specifically with Empedocles in the
work, there is little evidence that can be used to make a strong argument for Plutarch
being his source, That is not the case, however, with the context in which 6.25.1-4
appears. The Empedocle:m quotation DK 16 is here cited in a context that seems to
heavily reflect Plutarch's interests. Plato's Timaeus is associated with Pythagoras (6.21.122.2); Pythagoras' system of numbers is discussed (6.23.1-5) as is his duality of
substances and his categories (6.24.1-7); Pythagoras' cosmogony is compared to that of
Empedocles (6.25.1-4); a list of Pythagorean expressions are given (6.27.1-5); and
Pythagoras' astronomic system is also discussed (6.28.1-4). With the exception of the
comparison of Pythagoras' cosmogony to that of Empedocles and the list of Pythagorean
expressions, all of the above topics are discussed in Plutarch's nEpl TJi~
lfNXoyovia~.

EV

TlIlaf~

The introduction to this work makes it clear that this is not the only time or

place where Plutarch has discussed these topics"? That is not to say that Plutarch is not
interested in the other topics. While nowhere in his extant works does Plutarch compare
Pythagoras' cosmogony with that of Empedoctes, he does provide a list of Pythagorean

'1 See MarCQvieh (1986) 23,25. 37.
"See Dicls (I898b) 399: O·Srien(l969)J2-JJ,2tOn. 3; Sollaek.(t965·69) vot. 3.1. 154: Osborne
(1987b) 92·94
"'Eml TO TTo;l,),a~l~ eipn>l£va ~ai yeYPollll'fvo oTTop6B,lV [II ETepot~ enpu Tilv n),aTWIIO\
[~TiyOVIlEVOlS ~uv i')v dXEV V1T(P '+'VXns. wS VmVooii>lEII r1>lEis. oiw8E BElli ei~ Ell oVllox8i'jval
Kai TV)(Eiv lBio~ avuypuq>n~ TOil Myov TOVTOII (Mor.I012S).
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expressions at Mar. 12D·F, though only two overlap with the list in Hippolytus:"
Another brief list of Pythagorean expressions is found at 727C in Plutarch's
LUlJnOOlaK~V npol3h'1IJOTWV

though none overlap with the Jist provided by

Hippolytus."'I Pythagorean expressions are discussed again at Mor. 281A and one of the
two expressions mentioned overlaps with the list in Hippolytus..IO The same expression
also appears at Mor. 12 E and 354Eand in Plutarch's Life ofNuma 14.3," Again at Mar.
290E and 727C Plutarch discusses an expression found in Hippolycus' list. sl Other
overlapping expressions are discussed at Mar. 354E, 290E, and 453E. SJ Plutarch ciles
expressions found in Hippolycus' list twelve times in six works (Mor. 281A, 12E, 354E,

Numa 14.3, fr. 93, Mar. 290E, 727C, fro 93, 354E, 290E, 453E, and 12F). Diogenes
Laertius cites overlapping references seven times, all in his Life of Pythagoras (8.17. 8.17
and 18, 8.17 and 18, 8.17 and 34). The number of references to Pythagorean expressions
leaves little doubt that Plutarch was profoundly interested in them.
Plutarch himself tells us that in his youth he was infatuated with mathematics

.. "l;VOIJOV, 1JT1 ~0'6lE"' apXT1v TTO),EWS 1JT1 aTToBtxov !<VaIJOl, yap e~),I1PoV\lTO Tas opxas ~ClT'
£KE''''OV TOV xpOvov (R4utalia6.27.5). "KvolJw", aTT/XE(l6m"· OTI o\J IiEi TrO),lTEvE06al' KValJEVTai
yap iiaav ~IJTrp0Cl6E'" ai 'Y11't'oqlopim 51' WV Tr/pas iTrETi6wav TaiS apxa\s (Mar. 12F)
.. While Plutarch twice quotes (Mar. 727C and 728B) a Pythagorean expression which refers to bedclothes
it is a different expre~sion than the one Hippolytus qUOle~ about bedclothes
1O oi nu6ayopu,,0\ I.ll"pa I.loya;l..wv OTrOlOVvTO aVl.l!k>),.a "W),UOIITOS "bll XOilll"os ~a6i'1"eal" ~al
"TrVP lJoXaiplillJT1 Ol<O;l..EVEI"''' (Mar. 28IA). "nvp ~axoipl] ~i 0'l(6),wE" (Ref. 6,27.3)
"The expression also appears in a scholion to Hes. Op. 744-5. The author is nOI melltioned but
Wynenbach and Westerwick. have anributcd the fragmem to Plutarch's commentary on the Works mid
Days beeauseof the imerest in Pythagorean expressions. SccSandbach(I969) 199
'1 "nvp OIOJ1Pt,> I.l~ Ol<a),~V~IIl" (Mor. 12E): "wlB~ nvp ~aXaipo;z al<aASV"V ell 0''''<;1'' (Mor. 354E):
'"lloXOiP<;l TrVp ~~ O'l<O),EVSlv"(Numa 14,3). See abo note 50 above.
3J "aopov ~tllmipf'>Q1vE"(Ref. 6.27.4). ">lI1BE oapov vmpl3aivElv" (Mar. 290E): ''>IT)Iii; capoll
inTEpf'>aillEi'J" (Mor. 727C)
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(01,1,' em\ TTlvlKoiho TTpoaEKEi~llV Tal) llo8fU.lOOIV e~TTo8w) 387F).50 His interest
in mathematics can be seen in many of his extant works, the contents of which at times
overlap with the material found in Hippolytus. At Mor. 388A-E, after acknowledging his
infatuation with mathematics, Plutarch discusses the classification of numbers and the
Pythagorean association of numbers with gender. Similar material is discussed at
Refuuuio 6.23.2-3. Two of Plutarch's ten ITAaTwvlKO: SllTrU.lOTO (questions 3 and 5)
discuss numbers and the divisible nature of the world. These show interest in the topics
discussed in RefwGtio 6.24.1-7. In the ITAOTwvlKO srrn'U.lOTa, however, Plutarch is
discussing the systems of Plato rather than Pythagoras, though Plato's theories were
profoundly influenced by Pythagoras.}j Plutarch's interests can be seen to overlap clearly
with the material in RefllGtio 6.23.1-24.7 in his ITEp\ Tils ev Ttllai~ 4NxoyovioS.~
Again Plutarch's principal interest is in Platonic theories, but the material in Mor. IO 17D

-lOJOC shows a definite interest in the sort of material found in Refuatio 6.23.1-24.7.
The reference to Pythagoras' teachcr Zamtas at Ref 6.23.2 even shares similar language
with another refcrence to Zaratas at ITEp\ Ti1s ev Tluai~ 4Nxoyovias IOI2E.

j7

,. Ziegler (1951) 942, suggested th~t as Plutarch aged he bec~me "mehr und mehr einer mystischen
Religiositiit zuneigend." While there can be no argument that Plutarch's role as a Delphic priest became a
central part of his later life, his own words suggest that he hadabumi ng interest in myslery culls in his
youth which was tempered with age. Hardie (1992)478t notes that the influence of Pythagorean ism on
Plutarch is pervasive and that in Plutarch's time Platonism and Neopythagoreanism often coincided. On the
influence of Neopythagoreanism on Plutarch's teacher Ammonius, see Whittaker (1969) 185-192. For
Plutarch's interest in Pythagoreanism and philosophical mysticism, especially in hisyouth,sce Brenk
( (986) 2 I t8 ~ ( (987) 256· 2~7; (1997) ~7 -79.
"Foragcneral overview of Pythagorean ism in Plato, see Burken(1972 )83·96
50 For an outline and summary of the contents of nip! Tf\S i.v TllJai~ IfNxoyovias, see Her:;hbell (1987)
234-247
II Ka\ <yap) ZapaTa, 0 nv6ay6pov O,MOKOAO\" EKaAEI TOIJSII EV rroT/pa, Ta liE ovo IJl'lTEPO
(Ref, 6.23.2). KOI Zop,hos 6 TIullay6pov O,MOKOhOS TO"vTDV IJSV EKahEI TOU apl6IJou IJDTEpa TO
OS Ell TTaT~pa (Mor. 1012E). Zaratas is another fonn of the name Zoroaster. In book I (1.2.1-3.3) of his
Ref Hippolytus presents bratas as the teacher of Pythagor:ls. and Pythagoras. in turn. as the teacher of
Empedocles
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However, it is not difficult to believe that someone as interested in Plato's theories as
Plutarch was would make a study of the Pythagorean theories from which they were
derived or by which they had been inspired,ls It is striking that Hippolytm introduces this
section (Ref. 6. 21.1.22.1) by explicilly associating Pythagorean and Platonic theory, with
specific mention of the Timaeus.

n

'EOTI IJ€V ovv OuaA~vT;vOV a'(pEOl~ nv8ayoplKrW Exovoa Kat
nAaTWVIKTW Trw vn68EOlv. Kat yap 6 nAO:TWIJ OAWS ~v Te;,
T1llai<+, TOV nv8ay6pav CllfE!-Hl;OTO TOlyapovv Kat 6 Tillalo~
aUT6~ SOTlIJ OUTe;, nv8ay6p~10~ ;EVO~. 810 80K~i cAiyo Ti)s
nv8oyop~iov Kat nAaTwvIKr'i~ unOllVf)o8EVTas vno8Eo~wS
ap;ao80l Kat OvaAEvTlvOV AEyElV,

In the discussion that follows, however, there is no discussion of Plato or the

Timaeus. It would appear that Hippolytus has here borrowed his information from
a text thaI discussed the Pythagorean elements in the Timaeus, but has omitted
any of the discussion of Plato and the Timaeus. YJ While il is possible that
Hippolytus' source for this material was an anonymous Gnostic writer, Plutarch
seems a far more probable source given the interests displayed.
As mentioned above Refulmio 6.25.1-4 and 7.29.8-12 appear to use the
same source passage in two different contexts, I will provide the Empedoclean
quotation and the lines immediately surrounding it, as there the parallels are most
striking. Here is Refutmio 6.25.1-2:

O(JTW CPf)o'l Kat TOV K60lJov O:pI81Jf)TIKe;, TIVI Kat llOVOlK4' 8wlJ4'
8EOEIJEVOV ETTlTllOEl Ka\ aVEOEI, KO\ TTpoo8t']Kt;] Ka1 acpalpEOEI aEt Kat
81a TTOVT6~ aOlo:cp8oppv cpvAoX8r'iVOl. TOlyapovv Ko1 TIEp1 Tr'iS

50 On Ihe role of NeQpythagoreanism in Middle Platonism. see Whiua~er (1987) 17·123.
,. It is worth noting that in his extant works Plutarch ma~es reference to the Tim£le"$ more frequently than
allY other PI31011icdi3Iogue: see Helmbold JmlO'Neil (1959) 62·63.
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OIOl-loviis- TOU kOoI-lOV onoq>aiVOVTOl T010VT<)V TlVO Tponov oi
nv8oyopll(oi
~ yap KOl napo) ~v, KOI <y') EO<OE)TOl, oUOE nOT', oiw,
TOVTWV aWlloTEpwv Kev(e)woeTal aOnETO) alwv.
Tivwv oe TOVTWV: TOU velkovs KOI Tiis qllAiaS, 6nepy6 EToi oE
mholS n 'inAia aql8apTOV <KoD 6iolOV TOV KOOI-lOV, WS UTIOVOOUOlV
- EOTl yap n ouola Kola KOoI-lOS gV,TO OE VEIKOS OlOOTI9 KOl
TIOAAa TIElPOTOl KaTaolOlpouV TOV KOOI-lOV TIOlEIV,

s

Here is Reflltatio 7.29.10:

TIEP! wv a 'EI-lTIEOOKhfis <qlIlOIV) OTt fOTlv 68avoTa <Ta) SUo l<OI
oyivTa Kal oPxT1V TOU yeVe0801 I-lllOETIOTe eiAlllJloTO' aAAa <on)
AEyEI TOIOUToV TlVO Tponov'
~ yap Kal mipos ljv, KOI <y') Eo<oehOl, ouoe liOT', olW,
TOUTWV OI-lq>OTEpWV l<Ev(e)WOETOl aOlTeTOS oiwv.
Tivwv <oE) TO\JTWV: TOU velKovS l<ol Tiis- (jaMas-' OU yap fjpsa<vho
yevEo80l, Cr:AAa TIpofjoov kol EOOVTO\ Cr:el, Ola TJ1V ayevvllolOV
q>8opav VTTOI-lEIVOl 1-lJ1 ovvO:\.levo,
If these passages are derived from the same source. and they clearly appear to be,
how do the contexts in which they appear relate to each other? And if Iheir source
is a work by Plutarch, specifically the EiS 'EI-lTTEOOl<AEa, how do Ihey relate to
the fragment from the Eis 'El-llieOOkAEo preserved by Hippolytus at Refutatio
5,20,6? At first one section appears to be an outline of Pythagorean beliefs and the
other an outline of Empcdocles' tenets, yet both passages are concerned with the
soul and the generation of the world. Sueh themes make it clear how these
passages could be discussed in the same context as Plato's TimaclIs, as these are
the themes discussed in nepl Tfj) tv

Tll-lok~,) 4NXOYOVloS.

How these passages

would have fit together in their original is unclear. Refiaario 6.25.1-4 and 7.29.812 appearto have been drawn from the same source. At 6.25.1 the quotation is
attributed to the Pythgoreans, but at 7.29.10 it IS attributed specifically to
Empedocles. Despite the fact thaI Empedocles is not named the context
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surrounding the quotation at 6.25.1 is vcry Empcdocle:1Il in its nature. The
repeated use of velKos (5 times), q>IAla (4 times), and KOOIlOS (9 times) in a
twenty-one line passage is markedly Empedoclean. tiJ It is possible that Hippolytus
has turned a discussion of Empedocles' cosmogony and, perhaps, its relation to
Pythagorean cosmogony into a straightforward discussion of Pythagorean
cosmogony. Certainly it is possible thai these sections preserved in separate books
of Hippolytus were once part of a larger whole in a work upon which Hipploytus
drew.
At 5,20.6 Hippolytus writes:

se:

TCTEAeOTOl
TaiiTa Ka! TTapaoEooTal av8pwTToiS TTpO Tiis
KeAwv Ka! TPITTTOAtlJov Kal .6.J1IJT]TPOS" Ka! KOPfJS" Ka!
.6.10vVOOU EV 'EAeuolvl TeAenlS", EV <DAelovvTl TnS" 'ATTlKnS'
TTpO yap TWV 'EA£UOlVIWV IJUOTTJplWV EOT!V i:v Tij
<DAelovvTl TU Tils AeyOlJtvfJS MeyoAfJS" 0pYla. Eon oE
TTaoTus EV avTlj, i:TTi oE TnS" TTaoTooos i:yyEypaTTTOI IJEXPI
oJ1lJepov J1 TO: TWV mivTwv TWV eipfJIJEVWV Mywv iOEa
TTOAAa IJEV oiiv EOTI Ta i:TTt TnS TTooTaoos EKeivfJS
i:yyeypalllJEVa TTEpi
Ka! nAO\iTapxoS" TToleiTOl MyouS"
EV TalS" TTpOS 'E\.JTTeom:;AEa OEKa ~1j3AOIS Eon oE <EV> TOIS"
TTAelOOl(v QAAOlS"> Kat TTpeoj3vTfJS" TIS" i:yyeypalJlJEVOS
TTOAIOS, TTTepWTOS, EVTETalJEVfJV €XWV TtlV aioxvvfJV,
yuvatKO cmolJlevyovoav OIWKWV KvvoelOn. i:myEypoTTTal
OE ETT! TOO TTpeo~VTOV' CD60S pUETTJS, ETT! OE TnS" YVVOlKOS"'
tTTepefJt <DlKOAa.

wv

Here Hippolytus seems

10

be saying that in the EiS" 'EIJTTEOOKAEQ Plutarch

discussed a representation of the ritual words from a mystery religion in Phi ius.
How might these discussions relate to the passages on Pythagoras and

Empedocles? Certainly there is nothing controversial in saying that both
Pythagoras and Empedocles were closely associated wilh religious mysticism and

"" For a detailed discussion of Eml"'doclcs' cosmic cycle drivcn by Strife and Lo<'e, sec O'Bricn (1969)
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initiatory cults. It is possible {o sec how the riles of mystery religions might be
discussed in the same work as Pythagoras and Empedocles, Ihough likely in
different seclions of that work. It remains unclear, however, why Empedocles'
poem would be the central figure in the work, as is implied by the title

Ei~

'E~TTEOOKAEO.61 However that may be, on the basis of the limited information

provided by these three passages from the Refutatio a picture begins to emerge of
the Ei~ 'EUTTEOOKAEO as a work devoted at least in part to discussing theological
matters such as the generation of the cosmos, the nature and fate of the soul. and
mystery religions, which presumably addressed the nature and fate of the soul. It
would appear that Pythagoras, Plato, and Empedocles figured largely in these
discussions, as perhaps did mystery religions. Without a eopy of the EiS

'EUTTEOOKAEO it is impossible to say how much material Hippolytus borrowed
from Plutarch. though it is possible that there is far more material in the Refutatio
from the EiS 'EUTTEOOKA~O than has been suspected.

4.2 Summary
As will have become clear from the above discussion, there is very little that can
be said with certainty about the EiS 'E~.rm8oKAEo. A work in ten books existed in

.' According to Alcidamas (Ilpud D. L. S.~6)and Timacus (f'GrHist56()FI4:: D. L. 8.54) Em~d()Clcs was
PylhagOr:lS·stud,mt.Whilethiscouldbetheunifyinglink,Plularchncvcrmemionslhislraditioninhis
extant works. On Pythagoras' historical background. see Burkert (1972) 109-120. Kahn (1960) 28-35 has
suggesled lhal Empcdocles broke the Pythagorean vow ofse<;rc<:y and publishedlhe;tp6s AoyoS,or
secrect dOClrine of Pylhagoras. in his KaeaplJol. While lhis would provide a certain link belween
Pylhagoras and Em~doclcs it is only spel:ulalion. Perhaps more significant is the 404-linc s~h in boo~
15 of Ovid's Mel. which is pUI inlo the moulh of Pythagoras despite clearly being Empedoclean in nalUre:
scc H:udie (1995) 204-214,Ovid provides evidence for Empcdocles and Py lhagorasbeingclosely
associaled,lhoughlheimplicalionsoflhalassocialionforPlularch'sEll" 'EIJTTe50K;I,ioareuncicar
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antiquity entitled Ei<; 'E~mooKA£o which was ascribed to Plutarch. Plutarch himself in
his extant works provides little insight into what may have been contained in this work.
While Plutarch quotes Empedocles frequently these quotations nrc generally only a line
or two in length. Plutarch's Empedoclean quotations show no unifying theme, and they
show little interest in Empedocles' physical tenets or his biography, and they tell us little
about Empedocles' work. What Plutarch's Empedoclean quotations and the fragments of
his works in multiple books suggest is that the work was wide-rnnging and moved from
topic to topic. Hippolytus provides us with the only explicit information about the
contents of the EIS 'EI..llTeOOKA£o: Plutarch discussed the words inscribed in a portico in
Phiius which were spoken during religious rituals, as well as the paintings illustrating the
words. There is more material in the RefUlalio which may derive from the Ei<;
'EIlTrEOOKAEO, but exactly what material and what its original context may have been is
uncertain. What little evidence survives provides no explanation for why the work was
named after Empcdocles. Ifwe had more of Empedocles' work or of the El<;
'EllmooKA£o it might be possible to gain a better understanding of the nature of the El<;
'EllmooKAEo. It is relatively certain, however, that the Ei<; 'EllmooKA£o was lost
within a hundred years of its composition. The only reference that we have to iI, aside
from lts inclusion in the Lamprias Catalogue, is the single reference at Hippolytus 5.20.6.
Its relatively swift disappearnnce is not particularly surprising. One would have to be
very interested in Empedocles to pay to have a ten-book commentary copied. Indeed,
Plutarch is the only author that we know of who was writing in the mid-first to earlysecond centuries A.D. and wrote a work in mUltiple books on Empcdoclcs. Most writers
of Ihis period who make mention of Empedocles do so in reference to his supposed fiery
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death in Mount Etna, a topic Plutarch never mentions in the M~ralil1. Like everything
else about the Ei~ 'EIJ1TE8Q1i<:AEO it is unclcllr why the work appears to have been lost so
quickly. One suspectS, however, on thc evidence of the fragments that survive from
Plutarch's other works in mulliple books, that if allY manuscripts of Empedocles' work
had come down to us intact they might very well have provided us with a great number of
fragments of the Ei~ 'EIJ1TE8oKAEO preserved as scholia. Alas for both Empedoclean and
Plutarchean scholars that is not the case,
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Chapter Five
Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this study has been two-fold: (I) to assess Plutarch's value as a
witness to Empedocles' work; and (2) to discuss whether it is possible to recreate
Empedocles' Ei)" 'EIlm:om::AEo. Here I will address each of these topics in turn.
Plutarch has long been regarded as a valuable witness to Empedocles' work. The
standard opinion has been that Plutarch "is generally reliable in reproducing his
quotations from Empedocles.'" This thesis, however, has raised some serious questions
as to how valuable a witness Plutarch is for Empcdocles. Comparison between Plutarch's
quotations of Plato and his Empedoclean quotations showed a vast difference in how the
quotations were treated. When Plutarch cites the works of Plato he takes great care to be
loyal to Plato's philosophy. When Plutarch is using Plato's exact words or words that
closely resemble Plato's he is very careful to be faithful to Plato's philosophical meaning,
at least as he understands it. l When Plutarch strays from using Plato's philosophy as it
was presented in Plato's dialogues, he also avoids using words that closely resemble
Plato's words and prefers to paraphrase. Plutarch also provides sufficient information in
the contexi surrounding the quotation for the reader to identify the quotation's original
context and thus its original meaning. J Whether the quotation is long (Tilt. 151c5-d3) or
short (1.-8. 73lell and Phd,. 246d6-8), Plutarch strives to be loyal to Plato's original
meaning. Plato's words may be altered so as to fit more smoothly imo Plutal"Ch's <;ontcxt,
but any changes are not substantial. No lines have been omitted nor have words been

'Hcrshbell(197t) 165.
'See chaplcr 2. pages 25-31.
'SI;c ehaplcr 2. pages 33-35
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substituted so as to change the meaning of any given line. Plutarch is IOy:llto Plato's
philosophy and the care taken in his quotations of Plato clearly demonstrates that loyally.
Plutarch's philosophicalloyallies appear not 10 extend to Empedocles, Plut<lrch
feels free to change the meaning of Empedoclcs' lines (Mor. 1103 and DK 25)" One
suspects that the point of the altemtion is for the reader to recognize that Plutarch has
altered the line, and thus to recognize Plutarch's litemry cleverness. However, Plutarch's
willingness to alter the text of Empcdocles goes far beyond changing a single word.
Plutarch <llso

<ll

times omits entire lines from his Empedoclean quotations (Mor. 607C),

but provides no indicalion of having altered the text in any way,J Indeed, wherever we
have a source with which we can cross-reference Plut<lrch's Empedoclean quot<llions
discrepancies appear, and more often than nO! it appears to be Plutarch who is nO! being
entirely faithful to Empedocles' original words. That is not 10 suggest, however, that
Plutarch is sloppy in his citation of Empedocles. Works such as npOS KWAWTllV uni:p

Ti::JV aAAwv q>IAOO6<pWV (1I07D-1127F) suggest Plutarch can be exact in his cit<llions
of Empedocles when it suits his purpose. So rather than assuming carelessness on
Plutarch's p<lrt, we should first ask whether there are any apparent reasons for why he
would alter the quotations. As discussed in chapter IWo, it would appear that lines are
omitted so as to limit the size of passages being cited. Plutarch preserves the gist of the
passage quoted (DK 76 and DK 115) and the line or lines central 10 the point he is
making, but he feels free to omit lines he deems to be superfluous to his purpose. It is not
that Plutarch is attempting to misrepresent Empedocles' work, Rather. Plutarch is not as

• Scc chaplcr 3, pages 66,68
'Sec chaplcr3. pages 57·64.
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concerned about representing Empcdocles' work accurately in the way that he is decply
concerned about representing Plato's philosophy ;\ccurate1y.
When Plutarch's treatment of Plato is compared with his treatment of Empedocles
it becomes apparent that rather than treating Empcdocles as a philosophical source
Plutarch is treating him as he treats other literary sources. As so often is the case with
Plutarch's literary quotation, Empedocles' work is often cited in contexts which seem to
have nothing to do with the original context of the quotation. Empedoclean quotations arc
trotted out alongside quotations from Homer and Euripides and provide evidence for the
broad range of ancient works that Plutarch was familiar with. Often, however, these
quotations provide little in the way of evidence concerning the nature of Empedocles'
work, aside from preserving the quotation itself.
How Plutarch is using these Empedoclean quotations must be kept in mind when
attempting to usc them to reconstruct Empedocles' work. While Plutarch appears to be an
extremely valuable source for Empedocles, he is not as valuable a witness as one might
hope. As this study has shown, Plutarch often alters his Empedoclean quotations. These
alterations should not be considered the result of forgetfulness or carelessness. They are
clearly a result of Plutarch's habits of quotation. It is clear that Plutarch cared a great deal
about making his works confonn to certain numerical guidelines, We saw that in
nAOTWV1KCt SllTT1flOTO and LV\.lTTOOIOKCt TTpo13MIJOTO Plutarch showed a tendency

to group separate questions within a single work into sets of ten. When the number of
questions exceeds that number Plutarch apologizes (736C), though the number of
questions is still a multiple of five - fifteen. Hc shows a similar preoccupation with the
number of lines in any quotation within a given work. While the maximum number of
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lines allowed may vary slightly from work to work, it is generally consistent within <lny
given work. Where Plut<lrch has clearly omitted lincs in an Empedoclean quotation we
should assume that he has done so for his own literary purposes. Unless we have
cvidence from an alternate source, we should not assumc that a quotation of two lines or
more necessarily reflects the lines as they were written by Empedocles. It is distinctly
possible that lines have been omitted, and the remaining lines may nol be in their original
order. Even single lines or partial lines are susceptible to major alterations. The danger
for those trying to reconstruct Empedocles' work from them lies in the fact that without a
lext to compare these quotations to we are unlikely to recognize alterations. Indeed,
because Plutarch was imimately familiar with Empedocles' work he was able to use
Empedoclean quotations in subtly nuanced ways. Because of the absence of a complcte
copy of Empedocles' work it is difficult to perceive subtle nuances in Plutarch's habits of
quotation in regard to Empedocles. Plut<lrch is a valuable witness to the work of
Empedocles, but his Empedoclean quotations should never be taken at face value, as
there may be far more (and sometimes less) to them than meets the eye.
Plutarch's Empedoclean quotations provide little assistance in our attempt to
reconstruct the E\S 'EUTTEooKAEa. The Lamprias Catalogue and the reference at

Refuwtio 5.20.6 leave little doubt that such a work in ten books existed in antiquity and
was ascribed to Plutarch. Hippolytus at Refutatio 5.20.6 provides us with our only certain
information about the contenls: Plutarch discussed the words inscribed and the pilintings
on a portico in Phlius which dealt with mystery religions. There are other passages in the

Reflliatio which give reason to suspect that they may have been derived from Plutarch's
work. Reflliatio 7.29.1-30.6 has long been suspected of deriving from the EiS
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'E~TTE50KhEa. The reason for this suspicion has simply been that Hippolytus refers co the

work at 5.20.6 and the passage in book 7 deab with Ernpedocles. There is, however,
stronger evidence Ihan that. Refutatio 6.25.1-4 and 7.29.8-12 appear to have been derived
from the same source. Indeed, in some places their wording is identical. The frequent use
of Empedoclean terms, in a passage on Pythagoras, points to an Empedoclean source for
6.25.1_4. 6 While the passage in book 7 and il~ surrounding context provide lillIe evidence
lhat Plutarch was its original author. the passage in book 6 and its surrounding context
provide numerous reasons to sugest that Plutarch was its original author. The discussion
-which is implied at Refuratio 6.21.1-22.2-of Plato's Timaeus and its relationship to
Pythagorean number theories and cosmogony, as well as Pythagorean expressions clearly
overlaps with Plutarch's interests as seen in the nEpi TtiS i:v TllJai<+J '{Nxoyovlas. This
material, which provides numerous reasons to suspect Plutarch as being its source, taken
with the Empedoclean passages in book 7 (which based on their shared passage, appear
10 have been derived from the same source) and the reference to the Els 'E~TrE50KAEa at
5.20.6 suggests that there is good reason to believe that material from the E1S
'E~TTE50Khea

remains lurking in the Refutatio. What can be pointed to as being

Plutarehean is, however, very sketchy and leaves the vast part of the contents of the
work's ten books unaccounted for. Nor does it point CO a reason why Empedocles' work
would be the central focus of the work, as the title suggests. The certainty that such a
work existed and the evidence that suggests that Plutarch was indeed its author means
that while we may not be able to take Plutarch's Empedoclean quotations at face value,

·Seechapler4.pages92-94.
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we also cannot diminish Plularch's standing as an important witness 10 the work of
Empedocles. Plularch was far more familiar with the work than we are ever likely 10 be.
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